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PREFACE

V

. This Instructors Guide for the Pennsylvania AU' Safe Driving School is.beingpretared by
International Alcohol and Mental Health Associates, Inc. under the aegis of the City of Philadel-
phia's CoordinAing ,Office on Drug and AlcOhol Abuse Programs,- Project Manager, icholas
Piccone, Ed.D. Contract No. 6-3113 entitled "Cuiticulum and Instructors Guide fcir Use h Per-
sons Arrested for Driving While Intoxicated (DWI)."

Instructors Guide was prepared for The Governor's Council on-Drug and Alcoh I Abuse
and the Pennsyldpnia Department orTransportation in conjunction with .the .NationaliglZway
Traffic Safety Administration, Contract No. AL 76-104.

Project Staff responsible for 'the preparation tqf this Instructors Guide were: Pascal Sooles,
D.S.W., Project Director; Eric W. Fine, M.D., M.R.C. Psych., Medical Director; Michael J. Mulligan,
M.Ed., Clinical Psychologist; and Ms. Mary Miller, Admidistrative Assistant-, International Alcohol
and Mental Health Associates, Inc.
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FOREWORD

-

The material enclosed in this Instructors Guide is for use by educators involved in the Pennsyl;
vapia Alcohol-Highway Safety .Program. The 16 hour course of instruction hag been prepared to
infdrm both. teachers Wand students, of the Commonwealth of Penntylvania's. DUI Safe- Driving
School. In particular it concentrates on the development of knowledge anChopgfully, the changing
of attitude's for all D131 offenders arrested in the Commonwealth.

Each of the eight two-hour classes within .the Instructors Guide is divided into twp parts: les-
son plans and course content. The lesson plans'are basically an insttuctor's guide to .the material
that will be covered within each class. It accentuates the kind of information needed to effec-
tively manage a, giver lesson plan. The course content consists of summary material regarding each
of the various lesson plans. THE {'OURSE CONTENT WAS NOT INTENDED ro BE READ
VERBATIM FROM THE INSTRUCTORS GUIDE, although the course content is structured with
audio-visual aids and instructor's notes which indicate a suggested classroom format. The Pennsyl-
vania Alcohol - Highway Safety Program's objective is to provide the instructor with _the funda-
mental facts about alcohol, alcohollim, and highway safety. We anticipate that each class and
county within the Commonwealth vary, in relation to the amount of information one should give
toaccompli4h the DUI objectives. One hopes that flit! instructor will "pick and choose" those parts
of the course content that he feels needs to be stressed in order to make the appropriate impact.
Each lesson plan is detailed and very explicit regarding the, program objectiv'es. The instructor
should make every attempt tg use the lesson plan in as flexible a manner as possible. The detailed
manner in ,which 'the lesson plans are presented is not intended to inhibit instructio,nal,method.
We hope that the Instructors Guide will provide the educator with enough instructional method to
allow him to be innovative and adaptive to the need§ of a given DUI Safe Driwing Class.

It is important to realize that the recommended Pennsylvania DUI Safe Driving 6chool's 16
hour course in -general can be used quite flexibly. Within a given community. certain lesson plans
can be collapsed pinto four hour sessions, some can be expanded into six hou'r sessions.Vhe objec-
blies that are' specified within the lesson plans are rhore.important than whether or not the course
is collapsed into five, six, eight,,or ten sessions. Remembve, oitr objectives are (1) to disseminate
knowledge regarding alcohol, alcoholism, and 'highway safety; and (24 to influence 4ttitudes and
indirectly, alcohol-related behaviors.. For example, Lesson Phin VI and .VII, Alcoholism and Famili
Disruption and Alcbholism and Me can logically be collapsed i to thve or four hour session or
can logically continue fron one week to the next involving both the husband and wife in their dis-
cussions.,

All of the training aids, i.e., films, filmstrips, student -readings, etc. are nested in the Appendix
entitled 'Resource, Mateizals. Please note that this material .can be purchased directly from the
organizations mentioned, ihd if funds are Silable, you should purchase that material whictryou
consider pertinent .toryour DUI Safe DrivinglOool.-If the resource material is4not available, from
the information provided, be aware of the Wt., that instructors should check witti other sources at
hi5 or hei dispOsal fdr training aids which maybe available through a variety of different suppliers,

ti
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RATIONALE

Tie DUI Safe Driving School is a statewide attempt to help drinking divers arrested for
Driving Under theinfluence understand t'ile relationship of alcohol cohsumption to highway safety
and to personalize how alcohol can contribute to aafurther deterioration of one's family, economic
and social. functioning. Course' ccihtent has been selected to provide studtnts opportunities to ex
plore the meaning of alcohol consumption in relation to themselves and at the same time present
background.concepts that provide reasonable grounding for the student to -rationally reflect on his
own drinking and driving behavior. :so

OBJECTIVES

The seecific objectives for each lesson' plan will individualize each 'student's learning. The
instructor provides the objectives so that the student understands What he will learn and be ac-
Fountable for in the DUI course. The objectivesare stated cleaply in the beginning of each legson

t. plan. They range from the simple learning of fpcts and concepti and demonstrated understanding
of them to the application of knowledgeln new situations. '

0

LEARNING MATERIALS

Supplementary reAdings for enrichment or further study are distributed at the end of each
lesson plan. This material is used f6r homework assignments between each class. O1\e hopes that
pre-learning will enhance the student's understanding of the course objectives.

REVISION

Since the educational material is based-on current knowledge, improvements in instructional
Material will have to be reviewed yearly so that the course ccyptent maintains its relevancy to the
Alcohol3Highway Safety field. Also-, instructors may find an -area in which his student is experi-
encing unusual difficulty and, as a result, decide to incorporate more explanatory item

9
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INSTRUCTOR TRAINING

The Instructor of the Pennsylvania DUI Educational S'afe DriVing School is required to haye' knowtedge and skills. KnoCvledge abotit alcohol use, alc9holism, highway, safety, and psychb-
educational processes. Instructors also need:skills in the applicatiOn and practice oithe principles

6 "' 9f groui dynamics.
, Since all of the skills and knowledge are considered essential to an effective edu cational

program, the trairtee?Instructor must zossess these skills within his own life experiences, either
through in-service training programs or traditional academic settin6. it not, an effective training
workshop for all instructors must be conducted under the auspices of an appropriate training
institution within the Commonwealth. In general, training for DUI Instructors is important since
the Alcohol-Highway Safety field does not. at the present, time, concentrate on the broad base
perspective of the Pennsylvania Alcohol-Highway Safety Program.

One hopes that the trainee/instructor will master the basic skills arfd begin tb broaden hiS/her
perspective and discover techniques from other psycho-educational literature that will widen-his
repertoire of skills and in turn be a more effective facilitator.

4

COURSE EVALUATION

For the-Purposes itf evklition. two instrurpents, the D I Knowledge Attitude Inventory (KI)
and the Drinking and 110 Invegtory (OS) will be utilized to measure the.effectivenesi of the
DUI Safe Driving School. (Sei' Appendix I)

The KI is a 40-item multiple choice test lasting 15 to 25 minutes and designed primarily to
measure knowledge of the effects of alcohol on driving and its relationship to subsequent accidents.
The inventory was inductively *derived from, the findings of numerous studies, and was develOPed
by utilizing internal-consistency-iteni-analysis techniqueslfrom a pool of 152 items.

The OS is a 38-item true and false typ, attitude scale lasting 10 minutes designed to measure
attitudes toward drinking and driving.

Both *7_ and post-data cciliedion are mandatory. All teachers must,,read the instructio s
prior, to administering the KI or Os.' .

COSTS OF EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM

Although the overall costs of a fully comprehensive DUI Countermeasures Program migM
appear high for new programs, one should approach this issue with two special considerations
in mind. .

0
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First, the bulk of nett services should be largely self-supporting, and second, the potential
benefit to the 'citizens by the "ripple effect" could be profound in human and budgetary terms
also.

It is esp daily pertinent to the issue of DUI that these persons are typically at theearly stages
of alcoholi and extremely high risk candidates for later, more serious consequences of their.
c dition. There is voluminous evidence available that suggests the types of costs th nt counties
a sorb, directly and indirectly, from the alcoholic persons residing in the county. Softie of these

sts are defined in,the terms of Busimess (average 22 more absenc'es per year than non-alcoholics,
double the accident rate), Jail (up to 50 %-of the inhabitants may be alcoholic persons), SOcial Wel-
fare (1/4 to 1/3 of assistance to families with dependent children funds are paid-to househeeds with
alcohol problems),Drug Abuse (abnormally high ratesof juvenile drug abuse in homes with arental
alcoholism), Mental Health (1/3 to 1/2 of admissions to state and county hospitals are typically
alcohol-related), Fire (up to 80% of fire-related deaths related to alcohol abuse) ealth
a&idents,.general ill health and excessive hospital usage typify the ext,hrs assoliated with the
alohptic population),

EDUCATIONAL THEORY FOR.THE DUI SAFE DRIVING SCHOOL*

It is obvious to all educators that teaching has become a highly refined art, and education arf
intrinsically 'structured institution.' The application of this art, through an understanding of ma5, .

'turation and learning, is the means by which changes occur in students. Maturation-is a process
through which a behavior sequence develops by means of physical changes taking place after birth,
regardless of intervening social experiencd.2 Learning, on the other hand, is a change in a living
individual which is not heralded by his genetic inheritance:4 may be a chaiFe in behavior, insights,
perception, motivation, or a combination of these.

. The DUI Safe Driving School, whiclo provides sixteen hours of class. instruction via weekly
sessions of two hours each, attempts to accomplish for its students the following major goals:
(1) increase in knowledge regarding alcohol, alcoholism and highway safety: and (27 change in
attitudes regarding driving under the influence of alcohol or contraed substances..051.11).

p

4

, .
I DiVesta, F.J. and G.G. Thompson. Educational Psychology: instniction and -Behavioral

Change. New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 1970, p.1. , ..
.

,
. , , 01

2 Hilgard, E. and G. Bhwer. theories of Learning. New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc.,
1966, p.4. -7/ . . . -
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The rationale for the 'DUI Safe oriYiik:Selloolkiq haseil atisttrnfilion that an ihdividii-al
who consumes alcohol, and in particular "drinks ait11-91iiveg," has a fuNamentally ptsitive attitude
toward alcohol consumption., In general; he perceives drinking as beneficial, and uses positive
phrases such as "It, tastes good," "It takes the hurt out of my bones," "I have more fun when I
drink,'; "It helps me forget about my worries," etC..Surprisingly;-and keeping with cognitive
dissonance theory,3 few, if any, of the deleterious effects of drinking alcohol dre discussed by the
offender (student).. The admittance to self and others that one's dririkig behavibr has negative
and at times grave consequences fot oneself would create for the'individual internal conflicts, and
would perhaps remit in a decrease in their drinking. Therefore, an individual who drinks, continues'
to do so primarily because.he continues to maintain pokitive position of thinking, feeling, and
acting as if alcohol were conducive to his good 4tealih..Furthermore,he drinks (defined as an indi-
vidual who drinks and actively desires to continue his drinking at some level) via,an elaborate
ritual, the intention of which is to deny to friihself in some manner the introjection of negative data
concerning alcohol use.' His denial of the negative aspea alcohol is accomplished through'an
elaborate. cognitive-emotionAl process. This process proth the "goodness".of alcohol facts,
events, situations, feeling's, thoughts,, etc.) and does not allow the negirtive to pi felt or knbwn,
through the utilization of such mechanisms as. repression, denial, suppreision, projection, selective
'perception, reaction formation, fprgetting,ietc. In. summation, alcohol consumers accentuate the
positive and ignore the negative man:ling their arcohol use.

Applying cognitive dissonance theory to the phenomenon desctibed above, the DUI safe
driving classes should, emphasize the negative aspects of drinking and driving. To facilitate cnanger
in.drinking behavior, one must first create dissonance conflictin the individual's attitudgs
and beliefs regarding his drinking behavior. One can assufne that first offenders arrested for DUI
will attend class feeling generally that their drinking behavior-is positive. Most offenders feel that
the fact that they were arrested is more important than theifalcohol consumption. This persistent
and, in reality, rigid thinking and behavior must first be challenged in order to begin the process

chtnge. ThiS can be accompMhed 'by pres7nting data tha test to the negative qualities of-
.drinking alcohol: If this is done ttcrough the utilization of inf ation (valid, reliable,-attd believa-
ble), a possible' conflict situation (dissonance). will result Within the individual, i.e., two setsOf con:
tradictory information about the.same issue (alCohol). .

However, because of the offenders rigid thinking and behavior, the individual may not Incor-
porate thelnew data, since inconsistent and dissonant behavior creates Conflittwhich is,,of neces-
si ,ly, threatening and anxiety-provoking. Innumerable psithological studies'attest to; the tact that
people in general'develop defense mechanisms to avoid feeling anxious.4'Knowing this occurs, one

s

u

4. os -gr

.?Festinger, L. A Theory of Cognitive Dissonance. Califiyorra: Stanford University Press, 1957;
Festinger, L. Conflict, Decision and Dissonance. California: Stanford University Press, 1964. .

,

4Spielberger, C. Anxiety and Behavior. New York: ACademic*Press, 1965; Fenichel, 0. The ..

Itychoattalytic Theory of Neurosis. New York: W.W. Norton and CO, 1945; Levitt, E. The Psycho= °

logy of Atvciety. New York'. Bobbs-MerrilrCo., 1967.
..
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must attempt to introduce these.dissonant facts about alcOhol,in the context of a warm, supportive
and accepting climate which Will 'help 'to reduce the level of threat. In the DUI classes, an attempt
must be made to Motivate ,the indivAlUal by creating tension through cognitive dissonance while
maintaining a 'non-threatening extetrial class climate tp facilitate and support new thinking and
behavt6r: Since, change involves both cognitive and- emotional procesge , it important that an
indiAdual's emotions! 'component, his "feelings" regarding his drink' g be for as 1-4is .

cognition, be utilized and integrated into the change process.5. r

CLASSROOM STRATEGIES

.
In general, information negatively, biased toward drinking, and driving ,and drinking, is pre-,

sented. Several' films such as "Emotions and Your Drivirig,".Highway Highball," "ToYour Health,"
and "Point Zero Eight," et4. are used to present the debilitative aspects of drinkinNnd driving:
The negessary,impact is provided, as thege films illustrate auto accidents where drinking drivers
are qiirectly, or indirectly. responsible. All films' are used as stimuli for lectures and discussions.
Factual information is presented In a traight-forward manner, ng data from the .best available-
regource literature on alcohol, alcoholism, and highway safety:.

The role of an effective.teacher should be to lead students i such a mannet that he helps them
formulate and solve problems.,..aki accomplish this, the teacher should have a rich, extensive back-

..

ground in alcdholism, highway safety, and group dYnamits. He should be alert to habitual attitildes e. '
and outlooks students ate developing; and his classroom -atmosphere should- foiter maximum
igowth. This-)means that he should be able to judge which attitudes-or insightsAir conducive to
continued growth and. which are detrimental. He shonId also have some undeptanding of students
as perions and, to some degree, what is actually going on in the space °Mose whom he teaches.

Of critical importance throughout the tight class sessions is the instructor's behavior and atti-
tudes. The, instructor's /p.skis to create a class atmosphere that will effectively reduce anxiety re-
sulting from the dissonance caused by the new information received from the films, group dis:- .

cussions, and lectures. It is, therefore, importarit that the instructor display openness, acceptance,.

. and a willingness to share and beCome involved with his students. Many students view the DUI e

classes as part of a punitiftalternativesto prosecution, and it is necessary for the instructor, tube
nonjudgmental and no valuative. In fact, the instructor should behave in a manner that attesp -ill,. ''.

to the individual stude t's self- worth. lit essence, the instructor's behavidr should'hcipitite stittlfnt
to reduce his anxiety while remaining open and accepting of new learnings. To effect this learning_ -,-.-

environment, small group techniques are used to further promote a positive learning clhnate.6.
.

/ .
- ,

5RogEts, e n-. On BiComing A Person. Boston: HoughtoMifflin Co.-, 1961: Postman, N. and C.`4.
Weingartner.eaching As ,A SUbversiveActivity. New York: Delta Publishing CO., 1969!

.6Golerriblewski; R. and A. Blumberg, Eds. Sensitivity Training and the Laboratory Approach.
Illinois: Peacock Publishers, 1970;, Bradford, W., J. Gibb and K. Benne. T-Group 'TheraPy and the .

Laboratory Method: New York: John Wiley and Inc.,, 1964.

c. e ' I

I
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-*For, the.t.sent DUI school, "a positive learning climate" is defined as one that minimizes student
acjiky and stimulates student learning capability. These objectives,are met by using group pro -
to (I)" promote participation, an' therefore allow the individual to take an active part in his

.own learning; (2j ereate an atmosphefein which individuals can freely share feelings as well as
: thoughts, and thus rele,Ase tension constructively; and (3) rally group support for individual parti-

cipation and involvement in the class.
Since reading assigninents will be given a week prior to a class session (pre - learning prepara-

tion), and since most of what happens within the class will be structured around the use of group
technique to facilitate learning, it would seem impOrtant to outline what kind of group oil:fell-, '..to;

ence wilt belised and how it will fit into the overall process of the course.-

ti

GROUP DYNAMICS AND CLASSROOM ACTIVITY

The use of group process to enhance learning stems from two distinct historical influences:
John Dewey's emphasis on social aspects of learning and Kurt Lewin's empirical research on group
action techniques.7 Within the past 15-20 years, small group techniques have taken an influential
place within the field of education.8

Each class will begin-with jilt teacher discussing with the students the major points of con flict
'and-agreement each student has experienced througlrhis or her specific assignments. The teacher
(facilitator) will in turn outline ottthe-blackboard the, major areas of conflict and agreement. He
will also, where appropriMe, add'his own feelings abOut the specific. assignments. If the students
seem to have missed any major points, the teacher should feel free to add ideas which facilitate
reflective learning

The facilitator (teaCher) will begin by stating that any member is free to express his'onher
feelings, but such expression must make some connection to the topic 'area under discussion tdr
that particular class.

The facilitator may ask the group members-to talk directly to the person addressed and.to sty
with the bere-and-now as much as possible. The facilitator should state emphatically that what goes
Win the class remain confide *al so that an atmosphere of trust can prevail. If a student feels un-.

s.0:Snifgttable about a given pic area, that student should. feel free to express his feelinet and state
wOrhe feels uncomfortable. Above all, the facilitator's role is to stress the positive Cts of

( , , learning and to state directly that learning consists of the acquisition of knowledgewhich provides
us with inconsistencies, which 'pkoduce a desire for consistency, which thrusts the individual to
seek personal harmony. During lite- process of seeking this new harmonious synthesis, it ,is not
unco)ftmon for us to make mistakes.

7Schmuck, R. and P. SchmuCk: Group Process in the Classroom. Iowa: W.C. Brown, 1971,
p. 15.

8/bid., pp. 16-17.°
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Carl Rogers notes that much of the success of a group can depend on the facilitator. Students
will get involved only as the facilitator gets involved. One cannot stay aloof or detached arid expect
the student to become open and involved.9,

As the leader of the group, the facilitator, where indicated, should become more direct; he'
should reveal his own feeling in an attempt to facilitate the overall process, and he should con-
stantly strive to bring a vital balance between freedom and course objectives.'

The' practice oriented pripcples described in this section of the instractors guide are broadly
applicable to almost any classroom structure irrespective of content area. The quality of instruc-
tion, in the final analysis is determined not by what is-written .but rather the consummate skill of
theleacher who creativelY blends his personality style with tile course content. No two instructors
winpproach the principles of group dynamics id exactly the same way but one hopes thdt the'pro-
cess will encourage ingenuity and creativity. ,

The grodp process objectives are a re-eduCation experience based upon sound psychosocial
principles. Remember, our purpose, is to examine and-evaluate in terms of societal acceptability,
effectiveness efficienty, and laWfulnesi'what are the underlying niativei and needs which stimulate
the DUI offender to drink and drive and turn violate the law. Through group discussions mem-
tiers are encouraged to learn and experience different approaches to their current lifestyle. By com-
paring, discussing and shai9ng, the group tends to support and aid those individual members who
are seeking to help themselves function in society.

-Pre-planning for Group Meetings

To a great extent each instructor should have already reviewed before the first session some.
basic inforination about the group. '

(1) Age ran4k

.(2) Cultural background

(3) Neighborhood of student

(4) Needs of individuals as'reported in Diagnostic Interview*

(5) Level of alcohol use or 'abuse*
le-

(6) specialized eqeriences of member's'

. ,

*See Appendix E, Counseling antilehabilitation Manual
9Rogers, C.Carl Rogers on Encotiter Groups. New York: Harper and Row, 1970.

10Schmuck, R. and P. Schmuck, op. cit., pp. 26-41. .

15
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(7) Students currently involved in treatment

(8). Etc., etc. \

There, are many other informational issues the .teacher should learn, the above list is not
inclusive. As the' instructor gains experience, he will be,able to enlarge upon different points of
information about the class.

The biggesj- mistake a group fac ilitator (teacheQ can make, in the beginning, is tb feel or act
in such a way -that he, conveys the idea that he isnoybound by the same star aids as the group.
Whatever thefacilitator. asks of the group, he must alp as of himself. The atmosphere of the
group can be enhanced or inhibited by.the way.in which 'the instructor provides an examplc.

The instructor, before the class, should arrangl the room in which the session is to be held.
Every 'studentishould, be able to see every other member of the cuss. A circle or roundtable form
of arringemelft seems to 41-k out very well. Also, the instructor should have all material or equip-
ment he intends to use for a particular class iethe room: This includes such items as the projector,
film, articles, audio-visual aids, e,tc. The purpose behind this preparation is to insure that the session
won't be interrupted bra'frinti search for Some inStructio4I material that you should have in the
classro om. ,

Partly due W the nature &the arrest and the offender's involvement with the Judicia'ry, many
students may feel defensive about the DUI Safe Driving School and may attempt, out of their
anxiety, to:

( I) Put the Inoruetor on the Spot

SoMe students may ask the teacher embarrassing questions in order to put the, instructor
on the defensive. 'A good approach to this situatibn would be to ask the class why the group feels
they have to act in such a manner. This approach' brings the issue back to the group for discussion,
it curtails unnecessary acting out beyond a reasonable point, it focuses the group on some !of its
anger toward the school acid /or the arrest process and finally, it lets the %r'oup know that you are
aware of their frustrations'arid anger.

.,,,,,

(2) 'Safe Talk ,.
1

Many groups may play a waiting game. in an attempt to control the discussion. For exf
ample, let's get the instructor to talk tabou himself or let's tally about the weather or go off on

,

tangents. .

A good approach to this, is to respond/ briefly to the questions and refocus the group
diScussion to whatever is reflerted in your lesson plan. Fpr example, iniesson Plan dealing with ,e--
the American alcoholic, it. is important,to stress American drinking practices and the drinking ,.
driver, not to go off on a tangent abOut hoik drunk Americans are in general. . d

N , \
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(3) DUI Offenders Preplan their Discussions

Somestudents derive security from 'planning ahead what they want to say. Pre-planning

doesn't automatically imply a lack of honesty. In genei-al, the instructor shouldiry and relate the'
offenders pre-planned discussion to the topic area. If not, the group may become bored and-un-

interested in what is transpiring.

(4) Boredom ti

Remember one _does not have to talk in' order to express his interest-in the discussion.,
The instructor- shoiild state in' a relaxed, comfortable style that an individual or the group seems
bored with the topic discus'sion and the teacher was'wondering *hy the person or gioup feels that

way. 4

Being,aware of the above issues, let us begin, the group discussion. Start out with an in-

t.' formal circle, aLlow each member to introduce himself to the group, don't forget to introduce
yourself.. The instructor .,then should introduce the lesson plan; be brief, informal. factual: and
informative. During the lecture part of the session ybu are a speechmdker. During the' group dis-

cussions, there is no place for long-winded, sermonizing oration or lecturing. Try not to make the
mistalof talking when you should be listening. It takes two different kinds of skills to lecture
and bri facilitator, try riot to confuse the two concepts. -

Following the lecture, the instructor should state the pirrpose of the group discussion.

For example, in Lesson Plan II ask the questions related to the film, Alcohol and the Human Bodj,

Also, each member should know how' long the group will discuss the topic. The group facilitator
4

should give at least five minutes notice before terminating; at termination, summarize the highlights

of the group discussion, comment on interesting issues raised during the session, suggest the need

for further. .exploration of certain topics in subsequent classes, and give recognition to group ,and

individual members for participation and for special contributions. When the class session has

ended, you may have an opportunity to reinforce desirable behaviors by encouraging members to

test and apply their new learning outside the group, to further evaluate themselves and their world,

to encourage members to think about 'elated issues, etc. ,

Finally, itis the responsibility of the instructor to"

(I) Guard agarnst,unrelatedtgents,
'

1"

r

(2) Gilie credit to individuals for all contributions.

(3) Point out- related issues which the class might explore;

(4) Allow diverse points of view:

(5) Encourage all students to participate.

1 ';\
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(

(6) Warmly discourage "soap bOx" oration;

(7). Patiently help a member express hiniself;

(8) Summarize appropriW issues being fair to each'point of view.

To reiterate,erid each class with-a summary and a.previcw of the next lessdn plan. Always
corriment on hand out material and what you expect for the next class session..

f

4.

tilf

ime
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LESSON PLAN I

r
4

(Two Hour Course Instruction)
.4 . " I .

I
. . .J

- i,
, . ' $,

. .

A. SPECIFIC, TOPIC: Introduction to*Pennsylvania Alcbliokl-lighway SafetfProgram.-
- ,

B. GENERAL OBJECTIVE: To introduce the Student to the phis and objectives of the COM-
monweilth of Pennsylvania's Alcohol Countermeasures Trograrri fro.rn arrest to treatment.

,
- . *- . . .. , '.

. .d. SPECIFIC
.
OBJECTIYES: ''' .. .

, ,

,f.; , ''--,,, ,'

.,

_.
,,, ... -. I--

, (1) To- describe th
t

etscope of theiCornMoriiVealth:s protraM now .beingittiplemented to con-°

lrol the, driefking dricingproblem; , . .' . . . , "..1 .--;, . .;
..e . s

El

(2)- To establisb' each - -of the subject areas "tp.:_be covet In .the DUL SafeOrivingihool;
-

(3) To knoW fficiCommonwealthtof Petinsalvania'slaWirlegarcling.the D vjolafion; , <,

(4) To objectify by each sturlent,the tWel4C holirslfrridr to theirarrett; . ,

. .

. ,

(5) To Pre-test knOwledge and ailitUde; or Dt,ll'o'ffendes":22:.; ; .: . ',,,- ''-'ir.,
. . ,

(6) To redUce anxiety and negative, emotionlabOut ,claii ,attindancei,anei .develtip 'a ,trUst-
building relationship with group mernerels',, , '7,, ., : ,t ' .4'2 '

, ..
, ' ,-y. -

D. COURSE OA/TENT: Sei attached tectUrer.. -, ."1 ,-

r', i ' fat

E. METHODS ANDMATERIALS:. . -%- '-'' I
. ,, . .

. A : e

.... `..
. 0' .. 4.

..4 ..
4

(1) METHODS. Lecture on course Conteht. and sihall-groUP discb,ssiOri.(60 mirtuki); Pre-test
Data COljection-g KI 0$ minutes), OS (20 minutes), anct 12 flours Prior to Arrest Porto (15 min-
utes).

I

(2) /NA TER/A L,S-

(a) _ 12 Hours Eriorto Arrest Forms .

(b) KnoWieclge Attitude inventory (1(1)
(c) Driving Opinion Survey (O$), -

(d) AB.C's of Drinking and Driving 6tudent geadinW'
(c) Pennsylvania Manual forprivers (Strident Reading)

.

. .

"

.1
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F. DISCUSSION AND REVIEW QiIESTION
,

All questions are tq be generated from the instructor /student int4action regarding the Penn-
sylvania Alcohol-Highway Safety Program. -

t.

4.

I

`-)

041

at
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LESAON PLAN I COURSE CONTENT

INTRODUCTION TO PENNSYLVANIA ALCOHOL-HIGHWAY SAFETY PROGRAM ,

INSTRUCTOR'S NOTE:

Before-ihtroducing the Pennsylvania Program, yogi must administer the KI, OS,
r and 12 Hours Poor to Arrest Form. This should take, approximately sixty (60) min-

utes.
The remainder of the first session is the Pennsylvania Alcohol-Highway Safety

Program. The instructor should begin Lesson Plan I by reviewing the attached flow-
. chart which graphically demonstrates the Pennsylvania Countermeasures System,

developed for all DUI-arrests. Emphasis should be on the various component parts
of the program; Police, the Judiciary, Counseling and Rehabilitation Personnel, and
the Educational Safe Driving School. Devote a significant amount of time reviewing
in a brief fashion all of the educational lesson 'plans and the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvin 's Motor Vehicle Code as it relates to the DUI arrest.

The Judge is esponsible' for the DUI offender's current attendance at the Safe Driving School.
Based on a review f an individual Offender's record, whicliat times includes prior Motor Vehicle

offenses, prior 'arre t re&rds, the counseling and rehabilitationdiagnost'ic svaluation. The Judge

will determine the s riotisness of the DUI offense and indicate his/her decision.
The police off er who arrests the DUI offender is primarily responsible for the detection and

apprehension of ind, idugls who violate the Commonwealth's Motor Vehicle Code.
Approximately 50-70% of DUI offenders, following their diagnostic evaluation and their.

' Safe Driving School perience will be assigned for further rehabilitation in one of the local counsel-
'ing and 'rehabilitatio programs. Approximately 30% of the DUI offenders are social drinkers and
their rehabilitation Ge mates with thetUI Safe Dnving School Program:

INSTRUCTORS NOTE-

It is not t.in ommon for students to complain about -the police arrest p 'rocess
or to question th -diagnostic evaluation. Remember,7r,ur purpoSe is to try and re-
duce anxiety and negative emotions regarding..the total Alcohol -Highway Safety
Program. The best{approach to .this is to be firm but accepting of their complaints

,and to reiterate that legal questions should be discussed with the offender's at-
tgOeY

I

21
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.k
The ,Commonwealth of Pennsylvania Motor Vehicle Code Related to Drinking and Driving
(Act 81):

There are a number of provisions' within the Motor Vehicle Code which comprise the Com-
monwealth's policy addressing the problem of drinking and driving. The following is a summary
of the various provisions.

.1
Section 3731 defines driving uncle? fl' influence of aleohaor controlled substancesL'i

senous traffic offense. The use of alcohol, controlled substances, or the combination of either to
a degree which renders a person incapable of safe driving is prohibited and classified as a third de-
gree misdemeanor The authorized use of such cannot be used.as a defense (i.e., prescription usage);
and an officer may arrest if he Irak reason to suspect alcohol or drug influence.

Section 1532 (a) (2) and Stction 1532 (h) (2) stipulates penalties to a maximum of $2,500
or violation and conviction under Section 3731. On the first offense (conviction) the department

.nusst suspend the license for six mOnths If there is a second offense within three years, the depart-
ment must revoke the license for one year

Section 1540 (a) requires in cases of mandatory revocation (as provided above) that the
court or the district attorney require'surrender of the license; and 0* commencement date for
suspension or revocation begins on the 'date the license is received by the court or the department.

Section 1534 allows that Accelerated Rehabilitative Disposition (ARD) be offered for
violations of Section 1532, however use of 'ARD must be considered in determining subsequent
suspensions (Section 1539 (c)).

Section 1542 (a) and (b) defines "habitual offenders." Basically, ira person was convicted
cif dnving under the influence three, times within a five yeaf period, they would be 'classified as
an habitual offender and subject to an automatic five year revocation.

The very specific provisions dealing with driving under the influence are found in Section
1.547, 1548 and 1549.

Provisions in those sections are outlined below;

Section 1547 Cheinical/Test to Determine Amount of Alcohol .

Consent to alcohol blood level testing, is implicit in holding a license.

Tests must be administered by physician, technician, or trained police officer.

2 2:?
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If a person refuses to submit to test; the test will not be given but there will be an auto-
matic six months suspension for refuiing and an autoastiW one year suspension for a
second refusal. ..., .

POlic,e officer must notify the person of consequences of refusal.

ResultsauMe test, are.admissable as.evidence in summary or criminal proceedings. ,

If tests show:.

+4rs .05 or less = the finding will conclude that the person is not under influence Und
there will be no charge under 3731- (1) (2). a

.06 .09 = there will be no conclusive finding, but in combination with other
evidence, it could be that there was. alcohol inaence.

4

.10 or more = there is a presumption of influence.

4

If a person is unable to give enough brjath for test, blood may be jaken. Same provisions,
on test results as evidence and for refusals apply for blood tests as for- breath tests.

Person shall be permitted to have the test administered by their. perional physician and
results are admissable.

Perton may request test if involved in an accident and request is to be honored when
possiblt

Perions administering tests and hospitals employing such persons are immune from
civil liability. -J

Section 1548 - Post Conviction Examination for Driving Under Influence:

Requires the court to conduct a pre-sentencing examination to determine if the person
needs treatment for alcohol or drug abuse. if the exam indicates a treatment need then/
the court may order outpatient treatment or commitment to a facility approved by The
Governor's Council on Drug arid Alcohol Abuse. The exam is carried under provisions
of the MH/MR Act of 1966.

23
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The pre-sentencing exam applies only to second or subsequent offenses within five years.

..
. i

The person may be examined by a doctor of their choice and results may be presented
. to the court.

The court may also, upon petition, review the order of commitment.

Section 1549 (b) Establishment of Schools requires the Department of Transportation in
conjunction with The Governor's Council on Drug and Alcohol Abuse to,establish and maintain
an educational course on the problems.,of alcohol and driving throughout- the Commonwealth.

--------
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PENNSYLVANIA ALCOHOL-HIGHWAY, SAFETY PROGRAM (PAHSP)

.1. LAW ENFORCEMENT SECTOR

. IA. Arrest Process

II. JUDIC1?)L SECTOR J

FLOWCHART

' IIA. District Attorney Pre-Trial Screening

IIB. Trial Proceedings

IIC. Post-Diagnostic Court Ruling

III. REHABILITATION SECTOR

Diagnostic Evaluation

.
Psycho-Medical Treatment

IIIC. PAHSP Safe Driving School

(

.

1

I
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PAHSP FLOWCHART (1)

-1 LAW ENFORCEMENT SECTOR

VEHICLE
STOP

POLICE
ESTABLISH
PROBABLE
CAUSE

POLICE REOLVT
CHEMICAL TeST

SUSPECT
REFUSE

ABOVt
PRESUMPTIVE

EVEL
7

4

DISMISSED

YES'.

ND

FOR SPECIFIC PROVISIONS
GUIDING THIS FUNCTION
SEE SECTION 1547 OF
ACT 81

AUTOMATIC
6 MONTH
SUSPENSION
OF LICENSE

el RELEASED

I

,'t

F TEST SHOWS

05 OR LESS THE 'FINDING WILL
CONCLUDE THAT THE
PERSON IS .1 UNDER.
INFLUENCE-AND
THERE WILL BEING
CHARGE Is I

> <10 THEREOLL BE NO
CONCLUSIVE FINDING
BUT IN COMBINATION
WITH OTHEREVIDENCE
IT MILD BE PROVEN
THIFIrTHEFIE WAS
ALCOHOL INFLUENCE

10 014 MORE THERE 11,. A PFIESUMP
TION OF-INFLUENCE

26.
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PAHSP = FLOWCHART-(2)

It. JUDICIAL SECTOR

PRIOR ARREST AND
DRIVING RECORDS
ARE CHECKED Sr
LOCAL COUNTY
DISTRICT ATTORNEY
F CASE ASSIGNMENT

ARD PROGRAM
IS PRESENTED
TO CLIENT

CLIENT
OPTS TO
ENTER

APPOINTMENT
FOR DIAGNOSTIC
IN -VIEW

NO

COURT
PROCEDUPIE.

-YES

OIAGNoSTIS
EVALUATION
INTERvi

APP Rs F
COUR RING

CLIENT REPORTED
TO DA'S OFFICE

1

S

IAaCELERATED R HASILITATIVE DISPOSITION) "

YES

DISMISSED

COURT ORDER

DINE
JAIL

LICENSE
SWSPENOED

I

v.,

C.* . 4;



TO AID COURT DECISIDN
JUDGE RECEIVES

PRIOR ARPHIST RECORD -
PRIOR DRIVING RECORD
DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATIDN

- AND RECOMMENDATIONS

a

s.

4

80UFOT
DECISION

,'PAHSP FLOWCHART (3)

CLIENT
DISMISSED

CLIENT
RETURNED
TO TRIAL
PROCEEDING

COURT ORDERS
SUSPENSIDN
OR REVOKES
LICENSE

-----

III REHASILITATIOI SECTOR

t

FOR SPECIFIC
PROVISIONS
GUIDING THIS
FUNCTION Si E
ACT 81

SECTIDNS 1532 IA) 121
1532 18/ 121
15404A/
1542 IA/ & 18)

AS RECQHMENDED
.> :2,

BY
EVALUATV1N
*

YES
CHO-MEDIC/O.

rTREATMENTIDE OX,
COUNSEL, ETC /

0'

PAHSP
SAFE
DRIVING
SCHOOL

1
4

-go
SIXTE EPA! HOUR COURSE FOR SPECIFICS OF

OF INSTRUCTION PAHSP COURSE SEE
SPECIFIC TOPICS INSTRUCTORS GUIDE

INTRODUCTION TO PAHSP
ALCOHOL AND SCOPE Dr

DOVAIKING-DRIVING PROIPLEM
DRINKING - DRIVING PATTERNS tigAINSTRUCTOR OR

AND CHARACTERISTICS NT MAY REQUEST
ALCOHOLISM
ALCOHOtrISM AND THE FAMILY I

PSYCHO - MEDICAL
TREATMENT FOR CLIENT a

ALCOHOLISM AND ME DURING ANY PHASE OF
ALCOHOL AND THE HUMAN BODY COURSE. APPROPRIATE

REFERRAL AND FOLLOW-
UP SHOULD SE MADE

COUVD1SPOS ITION OF CASE
PAHSP CERTIFIES couniT ION 1

OF COURSE

Fr
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LESSON PLAN II

(Two, Hour Course Instruction),

A. SPECIFIC TOPIC: Alcohol and the Human Body.

B. GENERAL OBJECTIVE: To understand alcohol abuse as a so)cial problem and the ex-tent to
which alcohol abuse impairs the mind and body%

C. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES:-

(1) To understand the reason for contradictory attitudes toward alcohol by our society;

(2) To understand the physiological process of alcohol absorption, metabolism, and elimina-

tion;

(3) Isolcnow chemical tests for measurement of alcohol in the blood;

(4) To understand behavioral changes associated with an increase ih alcohol consumption;

(5)' 'To learn the effects of alcohol-on judgment, muscular control aridyrn;

(6) To understand how the body reacts to hir BAC's.

D. COURSE CONTENT: See attached lecture,'

E. METHODS AND MATERIALS:

(1) METHODS: Lecture (60 minutes); Alcohol and the Human Body (14- minutes), or To
Your Health (10 minutes),,and Collision Course (17 minutes). Remainder of jour for,
discussion of film, review questions, and course content topics.

(2) MATERIALS:

(a) Projector for film
(b) Drinking Myths (Student Reading)
(c) Every 130 Drink4Student Reading)
(d) Drinking Clock (Classroom Demohstration)
(é) The Alcoholism Disease Exhibit (Classroom Demonstration)

..
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F: DISCUSSION AND REVIEW QUESTIONS:

,(1) How nutritional a food is alcohol?

<2) When ingested., how does thpbody,absorb alcohol?'

(3) -How does metabolismaltek the effects of alcohol on the body?

44) How is unused alcohol elittiiipted by the body?

(5) What is blood alcohol,concentration (BAC) and what is its' significance?

(6) What are the adverse effects of increasing BAC's on vision, muscular coordination, and
judgment?

(7) What are the behavioral characteristics of intoxicated persons?

(8) With BAC's 0.15% and better, what are some of the disatiling'effects a person experi-
erfogia when they are "naive" (non-tolerant) drinkers?

( 9 ) Approximately how many highway fatalities each year can be attributed to alcohol
abuse? Why is the total so high?

a

tj,

30
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LESSON PLAN II COURSE CONTENT

ALCOHOL AND THE IJUMAN BODY

Every year Americans drink over 275 million gallons of hard liquor, 1,600 million gallons of
beer and ale, and 170 million gallons of wine. Studies have demonstrated that 68% of the adult
population drink alcohol at least once 'a year; 77% of the men and 60% of the women. Surveys
indicated that 12% of Americans are heavy drinkers, one-fifth of the 'adult men and one - twentieth
of the adult women. The above American drinking practices, is further compounded by ttie fact
that alcohol problems are hidden in a massive clustering of dysfunctional behavior such as crime,
suicide, industrial problems, family instability,, and automobile accideSts. The scientific study of
alcohol use and abuse as,'a social prolOem has enhanced our awareness of how complex the problem
is and how difficult it has becbmeito communicate and conceptualize what we think we know
about alcohol abuse or alcoholism. We knoW in general that Americans have become depindent on
alcohol as a social lubricant and as a means of tension reduction. We know that.alcohOl is ustid to

relieve insecurity and anxiety.
We know from 1960 to 11970, per capita c nsumption of alcohol in the United States increased

26%. According to the National Institute Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism approximately 10 mil-
lion Americans of the 95 million drinkers within the United States are now eitherull-fledged
alcoholics or at least serious problem drinkers..Following'het disease 'and cancer, alcoholism is
the country's biggest health problem, causing approximately 13,000 deaths per year directly related
to cirrhosis of the liver. We know an alcoholic's life span is shortened by 10 to 12 years.

The National Council on Alcohelism indicates that over 6% of the United States workers are
alcoholic, in varying degrees, and that on the average, compared to non-alcoholics, an alcoholic

ecosts his employer an extra equivalent sum of 25% of his salary. For all United States businesses,
the loss, is put at approximately 10 billion dollars in absenteesim, 2 billion in-health and welfare

services, and 3 billion in property damage, medical expenses, workmeg's compensation claims,
and insurance. which' adds up to a staggering "15 billion dollar hangoiercoholics tend to be
typically between the ages of 35 to SO, 30% of them are blue collar worked's-, normally in the more
skilled categories such as machinists or electricians, 45% are professional -or managerial personnel.
People who abuse alcohol are seven times more likely to be separated or divorced than the general
population.

Al} of the above statistics regarding alcohol abuse or alcoholism lead us to the most critical
of these and the main reason why all of you are in the Pennsylvania Alcohol-Highway Safety Pro-
gram, and that is, the relationship of alcohol use and abuse to highway fatalities and automobile
accidents. Fatalities and injuries as a result of automobiles hamonstituted what has been designated
as the major fablic health problem of our times. There is an estimated total number of deaths ex-
ceeding 2 million, increasing annually by some-50,000 more dead and over 5 million injured.
Among persons under 35 tears off, highway crashes are the major single cause of death. It is
known that ethyl alcohol can impair percepiion and sensory, psychomotor, and mental functions.

31
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Actual operation of motor vehicles .on experimental field courses,'as well as laboratory tests, show
that blood'alcohol levels as low as 0.03 to 0;04% are sufficient to cause deterioration of perform-
ance. This inverse relationship, an increase in blood alcohol level and a decrease in driving perform-
.
ance, gains strength until at 0.10% significant effects are noted in all drivers. The relationship bet-
ween the number 'of drinks one imbibes and the concentration of alcohol in the blood is noted in

-ABC's of Drinking and Driving.,

INSTRUCTOR NOTE: .

e . , .

Stop discussion and give each, student the ABC's of Drinking and Driving. Ex-
plain that most, of what you will be Liking about is in this brief booklet. All 'student's
eltould read the material fOr the next class. -

In general, alcohol is metabolized, in the body at a fairly constant rate. Asa person drinks at a
rate faster thri the alcohol can' be metabolized, the drug accumulates in his body resulting in
higher and higher concentrations of alcohol in the blood. Specifically-;--K is the amount of alcohol
actually concentrated in the ady fluids' not the amount consumedwhi4i determines intoxication;

*however, the effects of aloohotiary with an individual's personality, physical condition, the amount
of food:in his stomach; and the duration of his drinking. in addition, the constant user of alcoliol
may' radually build up a tolerance' for the drug so that increasing amounts may be needed to pro-
duce dysfurictional effects. In general, alcohol is metabolized at approximatelyi the rate Of one drink
per hour. 'A typicaldrink is: (1),a shotior spirits approximately 1.5 ounces of 40-$0% pure alcohol,
(2) a glass of wine approximate4 7 °Aces of 124 pure alcohol, or (3) a pint of beer approximately
1,6 ouncesor 5% pure alcohol. At a tate of onedrink per hok a given individual ,will demonstrate
little if any accumulation of alcohol in the bloodstream. .

INSTRUCTOR'S' NOTE

) ,
Stop discussion and present. lcohol and the Human Body (14 minutes) or To

Your Health (10 minutes). Following the film, answer any questions pertaining to
what has been presented in the film.

Surhinary of Alcohol Abiiirption and the Human Body ,

.

Alcohol is absorbed directly into the ,bloodstream and does not require any digestion. Approxi-
mately 20% of the alcohol is absorbed; through the walls o.f the stomach, the remainder is absorbed

Jithrouglt the small intestines. The chief-deterrent to the, abso'rption of alcohol is food. Eating while
one drinks' slows down the rate -of absorption. Milk is popularly known as an effective food in
slowing down the rate of absorption:After absorption, alcohol is distributed thronhoilt the blood.
Following absorption, the next process is metabolism or the oxidation of the alcohol. The liver is
the ,principal organ where alcohol is metabolized. At the present time. there-is no known method of

_ 32..
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increasing the rate at which alcohd is oxidized. Neither hbt coffee, cold showers or brisk walks
speed up that process, and only time can "sober up" the intoxicated individual. Approximately
9tk of all alcohol is metabolized in the liver..Alcohol is excreted, chemically unchapgelliftin the
urine, breath, and perspiration. About 10% of the total amount of alcoholic beverage that is con-
slimed, is occreteil in this manner. A blobd alcoluiconcentration of 0.10% means that the level of
akohot concentration is .10 grams or 100 milligiARIE of alcohol per 100 cubic centimeters of blood:

In Pennsylvania,- blood alco,hol levels' at 0.10% define legal intoxication. At this level, muscular
coordination, speech and vision are impaired and thought proCesses are confined. Whenthe blood
alcthol, level reaches approximately ..0.45 to 0.50%, the entire neural balance* upset and the indi-
vidual "passes out.", Usually, blood alcohlevels above 0.50% are lethal.

Chemical tests provide objective' criteria of intoxication and permit.invaluaWe studies of the
role of alcohol in fatal accidents:

For the student's information, when they were arrested for DI.11, the breath testing devite that
was used to determine legal infoxicat,Ort was in ccrspliance with the Federal standards as defined by
the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania's Uniform Vehicle Code.

INSTRUCTOR'S NOTE:,

di
During the discuss of Alcohol and the Body you may find it helpful to

mo nstrate BAC levels by using the Drinking Clock. Also. present the film Cot
lesion Course (17irninutes). It demonstrates clearly that an increase in blood alcohol
levels is related to a deterioration in driving skill. Finally, before class ends, briefly
discuss the two student readings Every 13th Drink and Drinking *Ms..

ti
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LESSON PLAN Ii.
(Two Hoar Course inst ion)

(

A. SPECIFIC TOPIC: Nature and Scope of Drinking and Driving Problem.

B. GENERAL OBJECTIVE: To understand the relationship of,d4g, driving and traffic
aCtidehts.

*---''

C. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES:

$

e
V 4

(1) To know accident data related to problem drinkers;

(2) To,know the distribution bf fatal drivers by BAC;
_

(3) To untderstand the proability of an accident following the first DUI offense;

(4i To learn the relative probability of causing an accident by BAC.

D. CpURSE CONTENT: See attachedlecture

E. METHODS AND MATERIALS:
> .

(1) METHODS: Lecture and small group discussion (90_minutes; film Drink, Drive,kational-
.

I

ize (26 minutes).
-IP

(2) MATERIALS:
II .

()J" Projector for film
(b) Drinking Clock (Classroom Demonstration) l
(c) The Alcoholism Disease Exhibjt (Classroom Demonstration)
(d) The Way To Go (Student Reading)

F. DISCUSSION.AND REVIEW QUESTIONS: .

.0-

(1) What is the extent of the accident problem in the 'nation involving drinking drivers?

(2) What relationship is there to BAC above 0.15% and accidents?

(3) To what extent is BAC related to fatal accidents? l'
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LESSON PLAN III

NATURE AND SCOPE OF DRINKING DRIVING PROBLEM

Although there is a great deal known about the ation between alcohol consumption and
the impairment of driving behavior there still remains man eas of uncertainty. One of the major
controversial issues is concerned with the classification of d g ,drivers. One of the main diffi-
culties in arriving at such an understanding is the absence of an agreed upon and generally accepted
and behaviorally' based definition of alcohol abuse or alcoholism. The litgratusejs replete with
such terms al "problem drinker," "alcoholic," "alcohol addict," "pre-alcoholic," and so forth.
Such terms have been used in general within the Alcohol-Highway Safety field to describe those
alcohol abusing personsinvolved in highway accidents. . .

Dr. Robert F. Borkenstein, Professor of Police Administration, Indiana University, has listed ;

several descriptive categories of,drinking drivers.
(1) Drinking drivers who drink compulsively and uncontrollably but are skilled in their

driving habits. This type of drinking driver usually has blood alcohol concentrations above 0.15%
and more often than not are consistently reported blood alcohol levels above 0.20%. Many recent
studies within the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania demonstrate that the average blood alcohol
Level upon arrest is 0.19%. .

,

(;) Drinkingdrivers whose personality is.overly aggressive and as a result are not good drivers
under most circumstances. In general, theyiare not compulsive drinkers although alcohol impairs
their drivinrskills significantly enough that their bask aggressive personality contributes to a de-

, terioration in driving skilt.
mob.

(3) Drinking drivers to whom neither driving or drinking seems to ba major problem. They
have on occasion had too much to drink a n turn have impaired their driving skill. Most DUI
offenders seem. to indicate thil they bel eve that they are within this category, i.e., "social
drinkers." 2

(4) Drinking drivers who because of possibly some physiological involvement with alcohol
are very sensitive to alcohol effects.

-.,....- 1 (5) Drinking drivers who are beginners or learners in both their driving, and drinking habits.
In general, this class includes the youthful drinker, and driver. His or her experiences in each area is
limited and t refore somewhat uncertain an unpredictable.

(6) Dr Acing drivers who because of age or illness have over the years impaired their driving
skill. Alcohol use only accentuates the slow deterioration Of the driving skill. A "

'(7) The drinking driver who basically has no 'problem With driving or dririking but con-
sistently manage to maistaip a low impairment level while driving his 'automobile. This typeof
driver rarely i volved in DOI Countermeasures Prygrams. .

There is a significant amount of evidence to indicate that the drinking driver primarily asso-
ciated with category_No. 1 is involved in a disproportionate amount of fatal crashes.

The DUI population-has been shown to be heterogeneous and in all probability consists of a
number of subgroups, most of which can be classified as "problem drinkers." There is, of course,
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the possibility that a so-called "social drinker"might be arrested for DUI on the basis of an oc-
casional or even isolated incidence of alcohol abuse. Most fesearch, throughout the country and
within the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania would agrej that a significalit7proportiOn of DUI of-
fenders are clasiified and/or diagnosed as "problem drinkers." Depending on the particular group o
DUI offenders studied and the definitions Of alcoholism that are used, this proportion of "problem
drinkers" within the. Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and throughout the country can range from
between 50-70% of the studied ,arrested population. In general, many would argue that .anyone:
arrested for DUI has a potential drinking problem. The Philadelphia Alcohol-Highway Safety pro-
gram's diagnosis and evaluatibn system used to formulate and to assign people into The various
components of the program have over the years delineated various individUal's drinking patterns,
personality profiles, and general lifestyles. Pennsylvania's experience and research indicates that
blood alcohol levels of more than 0.10% (legal intoxication in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania)
is regarded by the Criterion Committee of the National Council or AlcohOlism as being clearly and

-definitively associated with the development 43f alcoholism. On this basis, it would certainly seem
reasonable to 'suppose or suspect that any 4ifrson who has been arrestedNith a blood alcohol cob-
centration,of 0,15% or more could be automatically regarded as a serious problem drinker or
alcoholic Person. Add to one's BAC, ppevioOrres'ts for DUI or other alcohol'related offenses
within the preceding five years 'and you have a high indicator of suspected alcoholism.

1ISSTR UCTOR'S NOTE.;

Stop your discussion an tertain questions. Some students will attempt to
challenge y* remarks. Listen carefully and summarize their "rationalizations."
Follgwing your brief discussion (1(1-15 minutes) present the film Drink, Drive,
Rationalke (264nutes).`Entertain approximately 10 minutes of.discussion.

1

, Blood Alcohol Levels and Automobile Accidents and Fatalities

In the United States, over 50,000 people are killed on our highways each year. Half of the
fatal 'accidents involve the use of alcohol.fTwenty-five to forty ,percent of all injuries involved in
automobile accidents is associated with the use of alcohol. Approximately ().% of the Gross
National Product or 2 billion dollars per year is- the estimated economic cost for alcohol-related
crashes.

Although the question of the effect of alcohol on gross behavioral changes is not yet fully re- .
Solved, the results are unanimous in showing that driving skills already begin to deteriorate at blood
alcohol leveIs below 0.05%. This level of alcohol in the blood would be reached broadly speaking
in a person weighing ,190 lbs. who had consumed three (3) 12 ounce beers or three (3) drinks
containing one (k) ounce each of 86 proof alcohol one hour before driving. Although other factors
such,a,s presence of food in the' gastrointestinal track influence the rate of entrance of akohol into
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the bloodstream a 120-pound person would achieve a blood alcohol level of 0.05% with less than
two (2) beers or less than two (2) drinks containing an ounce of whiskey each. Investigations con-
cerning the role of levels of alcohol in the blood in motor vehicle accidents has been conducted
since the. early 1930's. In 1950, Bjerver and Goldberg found that increasing concentrations of alco-

hol in the blood were related to a number of driving errors, e.g., carelessness, reduced exactitude in

steering and braking, more, frequent stalling at critical moments, etc. Graff in 1962 added to this list
the fact that 0.05% alcphol in the blood. produced a tendency to drive toward road ditches in 82%

of the cases. With 0.10% blood alcohol levels, drivers consistently fluctuated between low and high
speeds,. swerved from lane to lane, and used excessive moults of time to return to the correct.lane.
West using experimental driving tests concluded that blood alcohol levels of 0.10% adversely affect
normal driving performance by 15% with deterioration increasing to30%with blood alcA5hol levels
at 0.15%.

-

Smith and Pophyn in their experimental controlled study indicated that drivers with 0.15%
_blood alcohol levels and over were involved 25 times more often in an accident than their-con-
trolled gr9up. Extrapolating from their findings, it is estimated that Occident involvement with
blood alcohol levels between. .05% and 0.10% is two to seven times greater than persons at zero
BAC and at 0.15%, it is approximately 25 times greater. Theseestimategire given indirect support
by studies which shpw a positive correlation between blood alcohol levels and other seriqus
relevant variables such as extent of damage, expense of damage, and severity of injury. There is no
question that the proba10.ility of vehicle accidents increases sharply asithe driver's blood alcohol
level-increases..

Coroners' reports on levels of blood alcohol found by autopsies reveal high concentrations of
blood alcohol in fatal accident victims. McCarrol and Hadden in their site-matched controlled study
found that 46% of the accident responsible group had blood alcohol concentrations of 0.25%
and over. Inieontrast, not a single one of the drivers in the control group had a concentration in that
range. Hadden- and Bradess, replicating the above study, noted that 50% of fatally injured drivers
had blood alcohol levels of 0.15% or, more at the time of death.

The Michigan Highway Safety Research Institute case histories investigations of Wayne
County, Michigan indicate that, of the drivers inaingle car crashes, 58% exceeded 0.15% BAC's, andi
43% of the driiers in multiple car gashes also exceeded 0.15% BAC: Another significant finding
the Michigan Researh 66up is that drivers jnvolved in fatal vehicle accidents in general had id-
ferior driving records when compared with the normal population.

INSTRUCTOR'S MOTE:.

Stop your discussion, if you hive summary data regarding your class, present
the findings. If not, ask each student to state his BAC at time of arrest and show
how the national data is "in your class" an turn locai community.

3'"
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The Department of Transportation's Alcohol Countermeasures Program of June, 1970, analy-
zed the relationship between BAC and fatalities. In Chart 3-1, data- iwpresented for three groups': -

The first bar on flit-graph represents drivers randomly stopped on roads at the scene and time of
/fatal accidents and given breath tests: 2% of these drivers had BAC's over 0.10%. In otherwords,
one in 'fifty drivers on the road at these times and plaCes is a DUI offender. The second bar repre-
sents the BAC measurement of drivers fatally injured w.ho are judged not to be at fault: 12% had,
BAC's of 0.10% or over. The third bar represents the BAC's of driver fatally injured who are
judged at fault: 53% had BAC's of 0.10% or over. Thus, while only 2% of the drivers on the road
are DUI, they account for half of the drivers "at fault" in fatal accidents.

INSTRUCTOR'S NOTE:

Attempt to show how your olasi-data-relates to the "at fault" group.

Philadelphia Alcohol-Highway Safety Program research indicates that blood alcohol levels
above 0.15% are significantly associated with alcohol consumption rates consistently noted in ser-
ious problem drinkers. There is also a significant association between AC and alcohol-related be-
haviors such as early morning drinking, "blackouts," or memory lapses related to drinking episodes,
and a variety of other alcohol-related disorders.

Finally, an Indiana University Study, under the directiok of Dr. Robert Borkenstein, at-
tempted to estimate the probability that a driver will be involved in at least one accident with a
DUI driver during his lifetime. There,. is a 50-50 chance that any driver will be in some kind of
accident involving a DUI offender during his driving lifetime (defined as 50 years of driving). There
is about one chance in ten that an innocent driver will be involved in a fatal accident wtth a DUI
offender during that innocent driver's driving lifetime.

The findings of' these and several other studies confirm that increasing levels of blood alcohol.
are-associated with an increasing ,incidence of automobile crashes and even more directly related
to serious or fatal crashes when grealer than 0.1.0%.

INSTRUCTOR'S NOTE:
4

1'

Please make sure that each student has a copy of The Way To Go for his '\
homework assignment.
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CHART 3-1

p

BLOOD ALCOHOL ABOVE 0.10% AND FATAL ACCIDEOS

J
2% of drivers not in aCcidents

112% of drives .not at fault in accidents

1 534b of drivers fatally injured and at fault

I t
10 30 ; 30 40 50 60 70

J Percent

r

SOURCE: 'Alfohol Safety Countermeasures Programs,"
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration,
Department of Transportation, June 8, 1970, pp. 2-9.
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LESSON PLAN IV
(Two Hour Course Instruction)

A,. SPECIFIC TOPIC: Drinking and Driving Patterns and Characteristics.

B. GENERAL OBJECTIPE7 To understand the drinking- driver incidence -and impaired driver
characteristics and patterns.

C. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES:

(1) To understand the characteristics of driving patterns of impaired drivers;

(2) To-know the probability .ofautomobile drivers who have been drinking;

(3) To know the polydrug use of DUI offenderS;

(4) T now the-psychological characteristics of drinking drivers;

(5) , eTo now the abnormal driving behaviors associated with intoxication;

(6) To nderstand the youthful driqking driver;

(7) To now when you have had too much and what to dd.

iD. COURS CONTENT: See attached lecture.

E. METHODS AND MATERIALS:
.,n

-

C

.3. .
(1) METHODS: Lecture (90 minutes); small group discussion (30 nutes).

,,,,......-

(2) MATERIALS:
, i / r f A

(a) NIAAA Signs of Alcoholism (Student Rling) .-,/ . '

(b) State of Vermont "Methods to Control Drinkink Pattern'! (Student Reading)i 66

di

F. DISCUSSION' AND REVIEW QUESTIONS:

(1) What percent of drivers an roads at all hours have
s
recorded BAC of 0.05%?

4

(2) What percent-of dilvers on roads at all hours have recorded BAC of 0.10%? t
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4,0 (3) _What lige gtoup$-have the highest exposure during nighttime riving? Who fepresents the
greaielrfiumber of drinking drivers?

.(4) ,How maifyiviolat per year would be committed by 100 DUI drivers?

(5) Wheli do you no you have had too Much tes drink?

(6) HOw can you slow down your tinking?

411 s't
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LESSON PLAN IV
if r,

, DRINKING AND pRtVING PATTERNS AND CHARACTERISTICS,
.)

INSTRUCTOR NOTE:,

.

Iri, considering. the d ing and driving patterns of arrested DUI offenders,
it is important to pay part' la{ attention to the way.in w ich most DUI offenders
are apprehended. A few examples of deviations from no, al driving will indicate
to the Student wOy the 'police officer was alerted and wh made theinitil stop.

Ask every .student to , indicate haw matt/ of th wing Niaviors they
remember eltorn their arrest for DUI. . .

x i
0 fr*

:Most DAffenders are apprehended because they demonstrated some of the following poor
. driving beh : (1) unreasonable speed 3where geographical charactentics or Other, 'reumStahees
would-ordinarily compel roa more moderate rate of travel, (2) weaving from t road edge to the

...White line with-sharp, jerky movements in the erecting direction of travel, (3) drivineie spurts,
first slow and then fast or vice..w.ersu, (4) frequent lane changes coup!" with excessive steed, (5)

Jo ' improper passing without sufficient clearance or cutting in, taking too long, or Avciying too much
. f in overtaking and passing anotherve,hicle, (6) over-shooting or disregarding traffic signs or signals;,

(7) approaching signs Qr'signals Unreasonable fast or slow and stoppitik or attempting to stop with
uneven. motions, (8) driving At night without lights, delay in turning them ct after startingfrom a. ,, .

parked position, (9) driving at night with parking ilightt, (10) failure to dml0b.Wheri approaching,
/traffic repeatedly indicates to the suspect that hislights are on brigpt, (11) unneceisariusealf turn'

,

AipdicatOrs, (12) driving in: low gears without apparent.reasoriable cause or repeatedly meshing or
clashini gears. (13) jerky starting of stopping, (14) driving unreasonably slow, (15) driving loo close/ ,

to curbseor appearing to hug the shoulder or center of the roadWay of continually, straddling the
agit9r lapes of Mier lane markings; (16) driving'with windoWs rolled down in cold weather, (17) ,

.t,
drtvinir riding with head partly or completely out the window.

, r.

0. * .411V
, ',. ,11, ' : . ,... .

INSTRUCTOR'S NOTE:

. Based on the above, you should 'now entertain small group discu sions for 15.
or 20 min rtes Ito validate many, of these issues and alse to incorpora Sonia. ideas
that have not generally been known about the, reasons wiry police a Prehended a
given DUI offender.
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Nighttime driving for each age group is noted in Chart 4-1. The graph demonstrates eleftrly the
relationship 'of fatalities with blood' alcohol concentrations of 0.05% or higher. Particular note
should be given to the idea that persons under 25 years of age are both drinking and driving more
than thb normal distribution of age categories and in turn more will be involved in accidents a
killings that:are alcohol-related. Note that all three distributions peak at age 21 to 25. This clearly
suggests thadrinking driving should-emphasize the yotinger age group below 25.

Fine, et. al.' indicate through their research study in Philadelphia County, that the highest
percentage of drinking, (80% of the problem drinking categories) are between the agerof 20 and 24
years. There is a general tendency for drinking to decrease with advancing age. A sharp decrease in
problem drinking is noted after 40 years'of age. Apparently the youthful drinker (under 25 years)
is a serious problem not only within the general alcoholism field but alscin alcohol-highway safety.

In the Grand. Rapids, Michigan Study, 70% of the drinking was noted in the evening hours.
Thirty-seven percent of those evening drink% indicated that they thought they could drive safely
after more than five drinks. ""

Based on National and Commonwealth of Pennsylvania statistics, the lattef gene primarily
from Philadelphia and Berks Counties, one should note that more than 50% of first o nder DUIs
were married; 21% were single. Between 60% and 80% of those arrested were fully employed at
the time of their DUI 'arrest and almost two-thirds of the first offenders were, below the age of 45.

Chart 4-2 indicates the times of drinking offenses to locations and to the time of night. Please
note that drinking offenses after midnight, at all locations and for all traffic conditiomcAlhow a

share increase. The time of night also has a relationship to BAC's, with aslow increase in the per-
'centage of drinking drivers until midnight and then a rapid upswing from midnight to 1:00 asm.
The -rapid increase of drinking dsivers, is combined with ,a dramatic decrease in traffic volume.

. Chart 4-3 indicates the numberand pencent of persons with positive BAC's at specific time periods.

Polydrug Use and DUI Offenders
I r %

', Philaithia-based research indicateseat approximately 20% -'f first time DUI offenders
admit to using both drugs and alcohol: 4. % Barbiturates; 9% Tranquilizers; 2.3% Amphetamines;
and 8.9% Marijuana/Hashish... ;

When one compares polydrug users with those onj using alcohol, it should be noted that
,

there is more serious alcohol abuse patterns in polydrug users...The above data suggest that some
, serious DUI offenders seem to have histories of polydrug abuse which needs to be taken into con-

siderition when planning for treatment programs.

INSTRUCTOR'S NOTE:

LTry to engage the student in a discussion of polydrug use.

. 43
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PsyphologicalFactors in Drinking Drivers

Numerous studies have established that problem drinkers or alcoholics have higher rates oh,
alcohol-related accident's than social 'drinkers. Considerable controversy still exists concerning the

responsible factors, with some authorities arguing that physiological impiirment caused by' excessive

alcohol intake is the most important factor, while others feel that personality characteristics such as
impulsiveness, hostility, arid suicidal tendencies, exacerbated by alcohol, are most significant. It

is likely that a complex interaction of these variables, in a particular individual, results in a person
at high risk of becoming involved in an automobile accidents Personality factors in alcoholics are
presumed more important than slilsorimotor impairme t, while in younger, non:alcoholic drivers

with the same blood alcohol. levels, imp ent of se rimotor function is primarily responsible.
A full understanding of the problem of e drinking er requires intensive study of the demo-

graphic, social, and psychological charactestics of persons involved. The personality traits observed
in intoxicated persons involved in accideils include chronic hostility, depression, feelings of omni-

potence, invulnerability, self destructiveness, :egocentridty, and de-creased tolerance to tension.
Alcohol, intoxication might thus be responsible for autornobile.accidertts not only because it

impairs sensorimotor functionS, but also because of its Potentiarfor reducing emotional control,
apd releasing self-destructive impulses. Certain Combinations of personality difficulty are highly
rkedictive of accident potential in alcoholics. It appearyhat. interplay between deleterious per-
sonality_ traits which are liberated by alcohol, and the imp,airthent of skill caused by intoxication,
is responsible for an excess of traffic accidents in which death maygaccur. Selzer and Ehrlich have

\nssalso suggested that factors of r thanted Simply intoxication Might' affect accident rates of alcoholics,
and place special emphasis on cial or psychological stress. I. *ftr

. , In summary, it can be stated that tests of overall prinking abilitylikconre meaningless if only
psychomotor concepts are considered. Equally importantak4he effects of alcohol in reducing
inhibitions, altering' self perception and self confidence, Chlrging attitudes and value judgivirts.

.4.

I 4.

IN TRUCTORS NOTE:
0 t"

At this point in the discussionl the instructor ghould refer everyone to Control-

ling Drinking hitter= handout. Try'to emphasize the need to look at the DUI offen-
der's problem in a more responsible manner. Review 11th the student the 20 points'
indicated in the State of Vermont Proitect Crash Summry. Remember, our inten-
tion is to, at a minimum, have the bffender s,oinsciously make an effort to be more
responsible about his drinking nd drivfhg. we.cAn at least convince the DUI of-
fender to be more responsiNobout his drihking we can assume that he will 'drive

at lower and lower blood alcolalevels.

44
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Chart 4-1

DISTRIBUTION BY AGE OF DRIVER SUBGROUPS

16

I °:
12

.11= IMO 11.1

ALL DRIVERS IhIERVIEWED

DRIVERS WITH BAC .05%

FATALITIES WITH BAC .05%

0 ' ",.

0

*

e . . t
"

.
I'

16-20 21-25 25-30 31-35 41-45 . 46-50 51.65 61+

SOURCE: CAR LSON,W.L., AND OTHERS. '114-1TENAWCOUNTY BAC
ROADSIDE S Y. ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN HIGHWAY SAFETY RESEARCH
INSTITUTE. U ERS1TY OF MICHIGAN, SEPTEMBER. 1971, p VB.
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Chart 474

LOCATION OF DRIVERS HAVING HIGH BACs

;,

A. HIGH TRAFFIC VOLUME B. MEDIUM TRAFFIC VOLUME

7.9 10-12

TIME OF NIGHT

1 -3

GROUP 1 - RURAL

GROUP 2 - - SUBURBAN

r GROtIP 3 - CITY

SOURCE: CARLSON, W.L., AND OTHERS. "WASHTENAW COUNTY BAC
ROADSIDE SURVEY, "ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN HIGHWAY SAFETY
RESEARCH INSTITUTE, UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, SEJTEMBER, 1971,
P. 25.

9,
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Chart 43

PERCENTAGE OF DRINKING DRIVERS BY TIME OF NIGHT

0 .02% BAC

A .05% BAC

±AZ

M

'4.

.4,

AAte .t A/ A

Ae

7:00 ' 7 31 8 01 8 31 10:00 10:31 11:01 11:31
7:30 apo 8.30 9:00 10.30 11:00 -11:30 12.00

SOURCE: WASHTENAW COUNTY BAC RQAOSICIE SURVEY. P. 23.

A

TIME OF.NIGHT

4'7-

1:00 1:31 2:01 2:
1:30 2:00 2.30
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LESSON PLAN V
(Two Hour Course Instruction)

A. SPECIFIC TOPIC: The Problem Drinker/Alcoholism.

N. GENERAL OBJECTIVE: To understand the phaws of alcohol addiction and the American
alcoholic.

C. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES:

(1) To learn ihe extent of alcoholism in the United States;

(2) To know the concept.of alcohol addiction At

(3) To understand the myths about problem drinkers.

D, COURSE CONTENT: See attached lecture.

E. METHODS AND MATERIALS:

(1) METHODS: Lecture (70 minutes) on course content; The Alcohol It Within 'Us (25
minutes); and small group.discussion (25 minutes),

(2) MATERIALS:

(a) Overhead projector
(b) low Steps to Recovery (Student 'Reading)
(c) "Drinking Diary" (Student Reading)

F. DISCUSSION AND REVIEW QUESTIONS:

(1) Can a drinking driver be an alcoholic and be unaware of his/her problem? If so, why?

(2) Can you see alcoholism as a progressive diseale? If so, how?
a,

(3) What is the extent of alcoholisdrin the United States?

(4) Can you identify at least three myths about problem drinkers?
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LESSON PLAN V

THE PROBLEM DRINKER/ALCOHOLISM

Alcohol-Dysfunctional Behavior

Ingestion of alcoholic beverages in the United States carries with it social psychological func-

tions and meanings. It is important to recognize that alcohol use and-abuse its also related statis-

tically and behaviorally to many public health concerns. '
Alcohorind Crime

jederal Bureau of Investigation statistics indicate that over 31% of all arrests per year are made

for public drunkenness. If arrest charges related to drunkenness such as drinking driving, disorderly
conduct, and vagrancy were added to the figures, alcohol would play wart in nearly half of alt
arrests. In institutional adjusted felons incarcerated for at least six months in Lewisburg Peniten-
tiary in PennstIvania, over 21% of that population had been afrested on alcohol-related charges; pri-
marily involving auto theft or cashing worthless checks. New York City police records indicate that

alcohol is often involved in homicide,-assault. offenses against children and major theft.
The conneetion between alcohol abuse and crime is of obvious importance to the well being

'of any comm-unity. The President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration and
Justice recommended that alcohol abuse be handled not as a crime but as a public health problem
since alcohol abuse imposes a heavy burden on the criminal justice system.

Alcohol and Mental Health

The complexity of alcohol use and abuse within the field of mental health practice is inter-
woven with many aspects of mental health. Serious dilemmas can arise when attempts are made to
separate out, from the massive clusteOg of human pathology,..thoSe aspects of behavior whicti are

primarily alcohol-related and those which are not.
Statistical evidence demonstrates 'that there is a consistent corl'elation between alcohol abuse

and suicide. Many studies indicate that 'approximately one-third of all suicide victims'are also
chronic alcolnedics-. The Uhited States Health. Education and Welfare Study of 134 consecutive
suicides ih a large -metropolitan area demonstrated that alcoholicspnd depressed people account
for more than 75% of this suicidal group. The scope of the problegi is greater when one looks at
admissioni-and discharges from psychiatric facilities. Find int -reveal teat close to one in four newly

admitted patients to State mental hospitals are diagnosed Is alcoholic at the time of admission.
In most community general hospitals, a close scrutiny of the major medical problems would indi-

cate that approximately one in ten individuals admitted were Nifering.from alcohol abuse, irrespec-
tive of their primary diagnosis at hospital admission.-A further stud§ of the "hidden alcoholic" in

_ ,
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the community general hospital-indicated that thls,figure is closer to one in four..It is a well known
fact that alcoholics or serious problem drinkers adversely affect the mental heOth of two or three
family members, predisposing approximately 30 million individuals to the, destructive impact of
this disorder. Jellinek indicates that the death rate at birth for -children in alcoholic families is
nearly twice as high as in temperant families.

Epidemiological ancfi sociological studies show the following factars indicate high risk for the
development ofalcoholism.

(1) A faniily history of alcoholism including parents, siblings, giandparents, uncles, and
aunts.

(2) A history of teetotalism in the family, particularly where strong moral overtones are
present and most particularly where the social envionment of thb Patient has changed to asso-
ciations in which drinking is encouraged or required.

(3) *A history of alcoholism or teetotalism in the spouse or the family of the spoise.
(4) Coming from a bviken home or home with parent discord, particularly where the father

Was absent or rejected. 4
(5) Being the last child of alerge family.
(6) Although some culturat groups, for example, the Irish and Scandinavians, have a higher

incidence of alcoholism than others, such as Jews, Chinese, and Italians; individuals should be aware
that alcoholism can occur in - people from any culture derivation.

(7) Having female relatives of more than one generation thit had a Iligh incidence of recur-
rent depressions.

(g)" Heavy drinking is often associated with heavy smoking, but the reverse need not be true.

INNTRUCTOR'S NOTE:

Discuss. with the class these high risk indicators. Remember,qiey are indif
cators not facts about alcoholism.

Following your discussion, give each student the Four Steps to Recovery and
explain the process of alcohol addiction.

Four major warning signs of approaching alcoholism or alcohol abuse are:
(I) Increased Consumption One of the ftst serious signs of pipblems associated with al-

cohol use is when the individual gradually increases his consumption from month to month. Often
the individual will begin to worry about his drinking at this point.

(2) Extreme Behavior Under the influence of alcohol, many individuals will commit vari-
ous acts which leaves them feeling guilty and embarrassed the next day. Their alcohol indulgence in
many ways is getting out of control..

(3) .jackouts After an evening of drinking: the individual cannot remember what hap-
pened during a significant amount of time:

o
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(f) Morning Drinking Many serious drinkers reduce their hangovers by giving themselves
a "bracer" to help them start the day.

The above early warning signs can be significantly enhanced due to support from the spouse
regarding excessive drinking.

INSTRUCTOR'S NOTE:

Allow yourself at least sixty (60) minutes to present and discuss The Akoholic
Within Us. The film will stress many of the issues raised during your Lecture on
.alcohol addiction. It might your advantage to spend fifteen (15) minutes
discussing your- lecture prior to film. It might facilitate the student being more
introspective and self-disclosive regarding his/her alcohol patterns.

WI
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. E. METHOD S AND MATERIALS:

,--

sk '

LESSON PLAN VI
(Two Hour Course Instruction) .

4
A. SPECIFIC TOPIC: Alcoholism and Family Disruption.

s

t

B. GENERAL OBJECTIVE: TO understand the early warping signs of alcohol abuse on fantgg
dysfunction.

C. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES:

(1) To know the attempts one makes f6 deny alcohol abuse as apart of the family problem;

(2) To understand the attempts that a family makes to eliminate the alcohol problem;

(3) To know the disorganization and disruption caused by alcohol abusers within the family;

(4) To understand the efforts to escape from the problem;

(5) To-appreciate the recovery and rialknition of the whole family.

D. COURSE CONTENT: See attached lecture.

ar

1 '

(1) METHODS: Lecture (40 minutes); Films: The Summer We Moved to Elm Street (27
minutes) and All Bottled Up (11 minutes); small group discussions with significanXother (spouse)
(45 minutes). ,

.
qb.

(2) MATERIALS: Noir.--

4

n
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41.LESSON PLAN VI

ALCOHOLISM AND AMILY DISRUPTION

INSTRUCTOR'S NOTE:

The next ,two sessions should involve a significant other. in particular the

'spouse-. This lecture should be organized around. a very brief discussion of family
drinking patterns ill known DUI programs and spme general information about the
adjustment of families to the crisis of alcoholism.

,

Fine, ad. in their extensive study of over 1,500 first offenders arrested for DUI in Phila-
delphia County indicate that drinking practices in families-play an important-role in influencing

DUI offender's drinking habits. ificant association was found between the degree of alcohol
impairment reported by the D JR.:Weirand the' seriousness of drinking reported in the indi-
vidual's family of °Akin. Generally, the heavier the ,past family drinking pattern,, the more likely
the DUI .offender would be a problem drinker., Utilizing a similar statistical procedure for the

-offender's present family structure, they were able- to establish a significant association between
problem drinking impairment levels and current family drinking patterns. if the spouse or signifi-
cant other person living with the offencyr drank heavily, the offender was also more likely to be a
problem drinker. Only 19% of the social drinkers reported heavy drinking patterns in their familieS,
while, in the problem drinking eategOry, 65% of the problem drinkers reported heavy drinking

patterns in their current family. .

Alcoholism and Children

People working in the field of alcoholiim ate painfully aware that the-climate found in most

alcohol ab ing homes is extremely unsatisfactory. Although. there -may he relatively' harmonious

periods, t ization of the .alcoholic family unit is usually found 'to be disrupted, with con-
fusion of roles, constant stresses and tensions in various stages of eruption. and a multitude of ptob-
herds directly and indirectly related to the alcohol abuse. There is little doubt that this clinrdte is

tithe result t of a .complex of factors. The alcohol dependency itself is often generated and per-
petuated by intrafamilial conflict. Personality traits such as low frustration tolerance. irresponsi-
bility, impulsiveness, egocentricity and need to escape from reality are frequently seen in alcohentcs,

making them very inadequate family members.. Wives of alcoholics undoubtedly have an unenviable

- task in coping with a disturbed husband,-but not infrequently they too have personality problems
which in turnI9hscibute to the husbands' alcoholism..aa.the family chaos. When this is added to
the unpredictable and dysfunctional behavior produced by the action of a disinhibiting drug such as

JJ
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alcohol, and' t response by the faMily members to this behavior, a viciou# circle Is established
which -makes e alcohol abusing family a veritable arena of potential disaster of the worst kind.

Fine, et. al, .in a study of the ligluence of parental alcoholism, demonstrated very clearly that
for children aged eight to twelve years, those with parental alcoholism were significintly more ,

( disturbed than nbrtnal children. Compared with normal children, those in a family with parental
fikoholism are less able to maintain attention, less responsive; to environmental stimulation and

much more prone to emotional upset. They tend to be anxious, fearful individuals who have great
difficulty in containing or regulating their excitement or mood. They are subject to aggressive be-
havior,havior, and shbw ev#iesce of deficient.learning itf certain moral codes of conduct. They are also('
socially isolated; and preoccupied with inner thoughts rathez than a concer for what is going on
around them.

Further indication of the detrimental effects of parental alcoholism can be found in the greater
frequency of Symptoms such as stutteimg, unreasonable fears, bed-wetting after age six, isolation
and temper tantrums in childibn of alcoholics. There is little doubt that in the majority of cases
these symptoms are related to the effect of parental alcoholism on the finictioning of the family
unit.

There are probably no better examples of parentally rejected children than those youngsters
in many alcbholic homes. This is often associated with a pervasive sense of shame which children
feel for a parCnt who is frequently intoxicated. The phenomenon of rejection itself has received at-
4ention by researchers, who have shown that rejected 'children are emotionally unstable, restless, ,

overactive, given to troublemaking, resentful of authority, more inclined to steal and quarrelsome.
These characteristics are frecibently seen in children from alcoholic backgrounds where, inevitably, 4.

/the rejection is'accompanied by other undesirable forms of parental behavior.

INSTRUCTOR'S NOM

The instructor should allow 10 minutes for discussion and,then present .

All BOtled Up (.1 I minutes). This film depicts parental drinking patterns and their
effect on youth. Following a 10-15 minute discussion, you should lecture on alai-
holism and family disruption.

Alcofiolism and Family Disruption

The behavior-of family members irr each phertif-a ratteifiol crisis contributes to the form to
Which the crisis takes. In' geperal, most problem drinker at the time of their initial marriage are able,
to convince the'spouse that their drinking habits are wi hin socially acceptable limits. In a few cases,
people who are already alcoholics manage to hide t from their fiance. Many people who khew

.abolit the spouse's drinking pattern prior -t"A\inarria like relatives and friends, think thamarriage
will -straighten-out" the problem. Most women hay no conception of what their husbands alcohol

5.4
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abuse roblems are or were at the time of theiemarriage. buring 'tile First Stage of the family's' .-

ir. -adjustment, the husband tends to drink-excessively and sporatically and in turn, places strain on-the
husba wife interaction. During Stage Two, the spouse Igegins to drink excessively, he starts to

..,).
isol 'imseli from important family events and interactions, his behaviOr and attitudes sand
thoughti become yery alcohol- drinking Oriented. In general, the wife begins to feel self pity and
lose her. conliaenoe'in her husband

_ N,yrn, tension and anxiety arises when they begin to in-,
) teract. .

1

The original, family structdre bec isrupted, and as mentioned A if children are ex-L
, posed to this kin f disruption, th b4gin to shoi, some emotional tuurbances. During the/

4 ,. Third Stage of family -adjustnient, the family gives up attempt§ to control the drinking and-begins' -
, to behave in a manner which relieves immediate tension or'anxiety with concern for long-term

objectives. cbildsen=become much more dilturbed and, anxious ,and nervirus.',There is no longer '413.

attempt on the part of the wife to maintain the hIsband'S' image as a bread-winner and father
to th ..r.ildren. The wife at times may 5egin to que her own sanity regarding her inability to 1,

,effeciively. ,deal with the problem. During the Pourth"gage, the wife takes ,over, control of the
" family Ind In many ways the husband becomes another child. The wife febIstorrow and pity for hey ,,

, husband ind Sep longer seems to experience resentment or hostility. The family tends to organize
itself aroun6' uiinimizing the husband's disruptibri during his alcoholic entsodes. If one does not seek
effective counseling at -this point; Stage Five will develo/whetre the wife, out of her own necessity
to live a productive life, will separate front her husband if she can resolve the problems and conflicts
surrounding this action. Duringthe Sixth, Stage, the wife and children reorganize as-,a family with-

, our the husband and finally, during Stage-Seven, the husband if he realises the seriousness of the
family Paisruption, may achieve sobriety and fa'mily-harmony, attempting to reorganize, himself as a

, VS** sober father.'The abovistages ottaracterize some of' thd typical courses-nlcoholism takes in relation
-,,,I nota ..4 to farnapatterns'. The above pattern does not fit every 'family problem regarding alcoholism lust. II.

like every alcoholic does not fit the typical pattern'know.n alecoholism, but it does provide us with
... , .

. . al general outline of some of the ways in 'which many ptob em drinkers have moved through social
4 { drinking Ora .eventuallyillto, alcoholism and in turn, have provided a tremendOus amount of dis-

ruptionAft_, ruption within the family lifestyt.. .

41.

INS R'S NOTE,

,
At this pOint, theinstructor'should reflect on the above Ideas and begin a group

discussion regarding what ace the, atterrillis that have been made within the DUI
, offender's f1ffilly to alleviate the problem of drihkingfani in particular, drinking

, .- - .amililriving...< . . .

t Abuut 50 mjny_tet before class ends you should show the film The Summer We
Moved to Elm Streriorninutesi followed by a group discussion. ;IL , ,

...
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LESSON PLAN VII
(Two .Hour Comae Instruction)

A: ' SPECIFIVTOPleMciaholism and Me.

A

B. GENERAL OBJECTIVE To urolhitand the effects of alcohol use-and abuse on one's life-
style.

C. .4SPECIFIC OBJECTIPES:

(I) To feel the personal chsruption"alcohol has had on the individual's lifestyle;

(2) To sensitize one to his iir personal experiences with alcohol ,a5use;

4, rs
(3) TO self-disclose your action plan regarding 'his/her personal "bout" wi)h alcohol.

D. CO SE CONTENT: See attached lecture.

METHODS/ND MATERIALS:

is. , (I) METHODS: Film: Conspiracy if Silence (28 minutes),; small group dislussio with
significant other (e0 minutes).

',

(2) MATERIALS: ,p,'
. 4.

. . .
. , (a) Projector fbr film ..,

/111L
(b) Ak6Ifririef Glide to Alcoholics Anpnyntops (Student Reading)
c) Facilities Guide for treatment resources in your community (Student 'Reading)

- -

1 :%-° ,

r
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LESSON PLAN VII

ALCOHOLISM AND ME

. 'INSTRUCTOR'S NOT e

Thetnstructor ihdattempt to involve the s se or significant other in this

Lesson Plan. The film Conspiracy of Silence should be shown, followed by a group
discussion. The discussion should accent the need for help or counseling regarding

alcohol use and abuse. All individuals who are pioblem drinkers should disclose
A. what their -action plan is regarding their alcohol abuse patterns. The instructor

should pay specific attention to theFacilities Guide for treatment resources in their
particular counts/ and in turn, discuss on the blackboard some ofthe kinds of
resources available and what each treatment resource specializes in within the tom-
dimity: For 'e xample, outpatient services specifically geared toward family prob-

lems, or in-:patient care for detOxification of alcohol addiction, etc.
Lesson Plan VI and VII fit logically together: If you did not have enough time

to Complete Lesson Plan VI, it can be easily integrated into Lesson Plan V11.

*
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LESSON PLAN VIII .

(T1 Hour Course instruction) -IP 1
3

A. SPECIFIC TOPIC: Review of DUI Educational Safe Driving Priogram.

B. GENAAL OBJECTIVE:* lb pnderstand what impact the DUI Educational Safe Driving
Program had on one's future drinking and driving behavi4r.

Ot
C. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES: ,

(1) To assess student's progress in meeting course objectives.,

(2) To ss instructor's progregs in meeting course objectives;

(3) To ssess student and teacher feedback about the course.

D. COURSE CONTENT: All that the student and instructor can reflect on regarding the prior
seven lesson plans. . ,1

E. METHODS AND MATERIALS:

(1) METHODS: Small group discussiOns (60-minutes); Post-course Data Collection (45 rain-
.utes); Certificate Ceremony (15 minutes). . . 4

(2) MATERIALS:

- (a) Post-Course Data Material (K1 and O.S. and Blank 81/2"wx 11" Paper),
(b) Treatment Facilities Guide
(c) Certificates of CompIttion

F. DISCUSSION AND REVIEW QUESTIONS:.
(1) In what area have I' made significant progress?

(21) In what areas have I had difficulty?

..*

11

-.. I(3) In .what areastiave I not learned?

(4) In what areas could I have learned more?

(5) How could the teacher have facilitated my learning more?
-JAI
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REVIEW OF DUI

414

LESSON PLAN VIII _

TIONAL SAFE DRIVING PROGRAM

INSTRUCTOR'S NOTE:

For approximately ogle hour you should discuss with each DUI student what
he has accom. plIshed in tie eaucational course. For example, what. areas has he
made some 'prdgress- in? What areas has he had some difficulty? Whaelreas has he
not learned' What areas has he learned something significant? And again, how
could you as'a teacher be a better facilitator torten individual's learning experience?
Following this discussion, you should administer all post-course data collection
materialst-hat is, the KI and 40S forms.

Following the data ci,lection, a' brief 15 to minute ceremony should con-
clude the course on QUI/instruction. It is important thot each student feel a seine
of graduation.from the DUI Safe Driving School Program':

ti

.
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APPENDIX A

COURSE EVALUATION
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Dy1 EDUCATIONAL SAFE DRIVING SCHOOL

COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVAIIA

ALCOH6L,HiGUWAY SAFETY PROGRAM

PRE-COURSE DATA4OLLECTION t ,,
ti

4

a ,

(This material was developed, tested, and retested by Dr. James L. Malfetti, TeaVrs College of
- Columbia University in cooperation with the New York State Department of Mot Vehicles and

the New York State Automobile Association.)

61
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STUDENT NO.

CONFIDENTIAL

DUI EDUCATIONAL SAFE DRIVING SCHOOL
PENNSYLVANIA ALCOHOL-HIGHWAY SAFETY PROGRAM

4
The information askerfor. in this, collection is confidential and is NOT for Court records.

In no way will it be used against you.
There are a number of different types of questionnaires in this collection for which there are

.-"'individual instructions. It is your responsibility to read each set, of directions carefully and

answer all questions completely ON THE ANSWER6HEET.
Because your answer sheet will be machine-s ored, it is essential that you follow t general

instructions on how to properly mark the answ 'sheets that are provided in t estionnairef
packet. You are to use the No. 2 pencil distributed to you. PLEASE READ EACH OF THE IN-,

STRUCTIONS CAREFULLY. a.

If you have a question, just raise your hand and someone will help you.
When you finish, please bring the collection packet to the instructor.

O

4 .

You may turn*the page and begin.

4P t1

DO NOT SEPARATE OR WRITE IN THIS QUESTIONNAIRE PACKET

62 sr
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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

How To Marlc The Answer Sheet
. A

p In this test you.will be instructed to select the test c e suggekted alternative answers for
each question and record your choice with a medi No cil on a separate answer sheet.

-

In all cases, you must show your answer to a question by darkening completely the box corres-
ponding to the letter that is the-same is the letter of your answer. You MUStkeep'your mark
within the box. If you should have )o erase a mark, be sure to erase it completely.

Mark only one answer for each question.

Be'sure to mark all answers on the answer sheet; answers in tTietest booklet do not count.

42 HOURS PRIOR TO ARREST NORM

'Directions:

Think of the 12 hours before our DUI arrest. Read tht following questions and ON THE ANS-
WER SHEET filacken in the app opriate letter to show how you feel:

I. What would you all the 12 ho re yo41 ur DUI a st?
A. An unusual day A usual y. .

2. During what hours did you start drinking?
Morning: 8.a.m. to noon . B. ftern oon: 12 noon to.4.p.m.
Evening: 4 p.trf! to 8 p.in. 11 e evening: 8 p:m. to 12 midniiht

E. arly morning: 12 idnight to 8 a.m.
1

3. Where did y,oudrink?
.A. Bar B. Home C. Friend's home

D. Office E. Automobile\ ,
4. With whom did you drink?

A. husband or wife B. Other relatives
. C. Fiends D. Strangers E. Alone '.

5. What did yo rink?
A. Beer B., Wine
C. Whiskey, vodka or gin D. Cocktails E. Other

L

'I
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6. Approximately how much did you drink during this time?
e A. 0 - 2 drinks B. 3 - 4-drinks

6 drinks D. 7 - 10 drinks
E. 11 drinks or inpre

7. , Why did the police stop you?
A. Traffic violation

0

B. - Autmobile defect ge C.. Accident

8. When were you arrested?
A. Morning: 8 a.m. to noon 13. Afternoon: 12 noon to 4 p.m.
C. Evening:4 p.in. to 8 p.m. D. Late.evening: 8 p.m. to 12 midnight

E. Early morning: 12 midpight.to 8 a.m.

9. -What.was the occasion for drinking?
AP.' Celebration

D., Business

10. Why did you drink?
A. Lonely.

mlf

B. After work Tragilly
E. None

B. Angry C. Escape
D. Upset 411, 'E. No reason

f 1. How much are you to blame for the events that led to your arrest?
A. Not at all to blame B. Slightly to blame
C. Somewhat to blame D. Mostly to blame

E. Entirely to blame(
12. Do you feel it was fair to be arrested,/

A. Not at all fair B. , Slightly fair C. Somewhat fair
,D. Mostly fair E. Entirely fair

13. What do you believe are your chances of being-arrested again oti,a DUI hchargevithin the ..

next year?
A. Noshance B. Very little chance
C. 50-50 chance . 15. 75% chance E: 100% chance,

w.
.

difficult will it be to change your behavior that led to your arrest?
A. Ve sy B. Somewhat easy C. Somewhat difficult.

D. Difficult E. Extremely difficult
' . .

Nit 64 i
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15. How valuable do you feel this course will be for you?
Not at all valuable B. Slightly valuable

C. Fairly valuable D. Valuable
E. Extremely valuable

16. What will you do to avoid a future DUI arrest?
A.. Will seek help with drinking problem
B. Will use alternate transpcirtation when drinking
C. Will drink less when planning to drive
D. Will drink at home

KNOWLEDGE ATITTUDEINVENTORY

Directions: /
.This inventory contains 20 multiple choice questions. Each question has five choices. Choose the
one best answer in each case and ON THE ANSWER SHEET blacken In the appropriate letter.
Your score will be the number right. Apswer every questiOn.

17. Which will "sober you up" if you want`to drive?
A. black coffee B. a cold shower C. time

D. vigorous exercise E. all of the above

18. What temporary visual condition can occur from drinking alcohol?
A. reduced side vision B. blurring C. seeing double

D. all of the above E. none of-the ab-ove

19, A person suffering from alcoholism is:
A. always drunk .B. unable to control how much he drinks
C. usually une 1 ed D. often a "skid row" bum

It., E. l'bf the above'

20. Alcohol is a factor-in approximately what percentage of Mai automobile crashes?
A. 10% B. 20% C. '30% D. 40% E. 50%

21. Which of the following describes the action of alcohol on.the body?
A. 'depressant B. stimulant C. both stimulant.and depressant
D. neither a stimulant nor a depressant E. none of the above

65
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22. Probledrin)iers account for what proportion of driving after drinkinaccidents?
A. 5% B. 20% C. 50% D. 70% E. 90%

23. Which part of the driving task is made worse by five or more drinks?, ..

li A. seeing the situation B. deeding what to do E. taking ,aeon
D. B and C E. A, B and C.

-N. , ...
.

4

24. As you drink more alcohol, your ability to drive:
A. steadily improves
B. improves at first, but then gets worse
C. may get better or worse, depending on certain factors

D. worsens at first but then gets better
E.. steadily worsens

25. If a 155 pound man drives after drinking ten ounces of whiskey within one hour, his chances

(+having an accident are
A. 1/2 normal B. normal C. twice normal

. D. five times normal E. over 15 fimenormal

-26.. Which of the following statements is true?
A. A shockingly large number of people drive after drinking excessively.
B. Most fatal accidents involving alcohol show very high levels of alcohctl.
C. The involvement of alcohol in accidents tendslo be overestimated in most statistics.
D. A and B
E. A, B and C

27. The number of personilled in the United States last year in traffic accidents was approxi-

mately:
t rf

mately:
A. 55,000 B. one-half the total numbir of America's war deaths
C. 15,000 1 D. 500,000 E. 5,000

4

28. Three to five ounces of whiskey on an empty stomach will make the average person:,
A. think he can do things that he cannot actually do
B. believe he is pelforthing better than he really is
C. less sure of himself
D. A and B
E. A, Bi and C

29. For each on ounce drink of 'whiskey, a person should wait before driving:
A. 15 minutes B. 30 minutes C. 1 hour D. 2 hours

GU

4

E: 3 hours

I
4
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30. Compared to crashes not involving alcohol, those involving alcohol.tend to be:
A: more severe for all 'drivers

" B. more severe for younger drivers only
C. of about the same severity for all *drivers
D. more severe for older drivers only
E. less severe for all drivers

. 31. The effects of alcohol are most dangerous for:
A. unexpected emergencies B., driving backwards
C. speeding D. driving at night .

E. driving on a crowded road
,

32. Which of the following is tEue?
A. Beer, wine, rum, whiskey and gin all contain alcohol.
B. A quart of wine contains more alcohol than a quart of beer.
C. A quart of beer contains more alcohol than a pint of whiskey.
D. A and B _ -

E. A, B and C

33. -If 100 men and women each drank ten ounces of whiskey in one hOur,. reaction time would
probably:

A. speed up in most men, but slow down in most women
B. stay the same in most persons,
C. speed up in about 20, but slow down in about 80
D. speed uk) in all 100 persons
E. slow down in all 100 persons

34. How does the hod-4 get rid of Most alcohol? It is:
A. reinoved through urination B. "burned up" in the liver
C. exhaled with the breath D. digested in the intestines

E. removed throtigh perspiration

35. Which ofcie following influences the effects of alcohol?
A. the amount of food in the stomach
B. the body weight of the individual
C. the height of the indiVidual
D. A and B
E. A, B and C

67 -
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36. Which is not a realistic and effective way of avoiding driving while intfflIcated:
A. making arrangements to have someone who will/not be drinking drive you if

know you will be drinking t---- .

B. eating heartily before you begin drinking
Q. limiting your drinks to one per hour if you will be driving
D. planning to use another form, of transportation (e.g., bus, taxi,'etc.) if youtnow

.you will be drinking
E. "not driving to where you will drink knowing you will Wive to find some other:ray

to get home

DRIVING OPINION SURVEY

Directions:
al

Here are a list of statements relating to drinking and driving. We are interested in seeing how you
feel about different aspects of this subject. Therefore,jilease read each statement carefully, and tell

-if you agree or disagree with it by blackening Phi appropriate letter, A or B, ON 'THE ANSWER
SHEET

Many people feel differently about each of title statements so there is no "right" or "wrong" answer
for any particular one.

For Example:

I. Driving is more enjoyable after it drink.

2. The law should go easy on first time DUI offenders.

Agree Disagree
A B

If you agree with statement "1 'above, you would blacken in the first column 014? THE ANSWER
SHEET headed "A". If you disagree, you would blacken in the column "B".

Looking at statement 2; if you thought that -ti law should go easy oniirst time DUI offenders,
you would blacken in the "A" column.' If 'o disagree, you would blacken in the "B" column.

Respond to all of the statements in this fashien, according to whether you agree or disigree with
them. Redtember there are no "right" or "wrong" answers. We just want to know how you feel. Be

'sure to respond to every statement. Choose only one answer for each statement.
.
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37. If you have just one or two drinks you can drive julf as well as without them.

-38. The experienced driver is rarely bothered by, a few Minks.
Pe

° 39, I would not feel safe riding with a driver whorl consumed eight di-inks.

40. orliere is little harm in a drink-before riving.
4..

41. The law -shoult1 limit the amount of alcohol that is served to a person who drive's to a bar.
. A

42. I would feel safe riding with a driver Who had recovered frdm 4

1
44 Doctors should be required to report driverp who are alcoholic to the Department,of Motor.

ANL Vehicles.
s .

., , 11. ,
.

44. Often the relaxing effect of a drink can improve driving.s - .
,/-

=
45. No one should drink and then drive. -

46. Most bools on the relation between alcohol and driving eligkerate the- effects of alcohol.. 0

. . -e____

47. Some persons can dripk.and4hen drive safely. -

48. Sortie people can hiirle emerglucies better while drivingifter a few, drinks. 44114 1

i . -I' 10. A A.

t . ' .-.
°, 49. It's okay to 'drive fter a few drinks butit's not olt# to drive after many.Orinks.

59. A person ,co of dtng while intoxicated should+vel'his licenserevoked.

. .

.

51! Tests to determine the alcoholic content of the body should be required of suspected drinking
. .

. drivers: P
'ft 1"`. 41.

i 52. After four drink's, ;time people drive worse, but some people can drive just as Al artvithout i.
them. . 1.

.: _ - , .
53.' Not enough trrests-are currently"m.ade for driving while intoxicated.- . 41",

.

54. Arreit foi drivingundeuthe influence of alcohol should carry a stiff fine.

.F J. 0
. .

, 1

55. Most people axe more cautions behind the wheel after drinking. eib i,
1

- ' . .
. .

.

'56. Hosts and hostesses should limit the amount of alcoholic'beveragei-served-to.driving guestA.
a

i
--
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*

POST-COURSE DATA COLLECTION

(This material was d'eveldpeke4ed, and retested by Dr. James L. Malt-6W, Te
Columbia University in cooperation ,w4 the New York State Department o
the New York State Automobile Association.)
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STUDENT NO.

CONFIDENTIAL

DUI EDUCATIONAL SAFE DRIVING SCHOOL
PENNSYLVANIA ALCOHOL-HIGHWAY SAFETY PROGRAM

Ilk

The information asked for in this collection is confidential and is NOT for Court records.
In no way will it be used against you.

There are a number of different types of questionnaires in this collection for which there are
individual instructions. It is your responsibility tp read each.set of directiois, carefully and to
answer all questions completely ON THE ANSWER SHEET.

Because your answer sheet will be machine-scored, it/Is essential that you follow the general
instructions on how to protterry mark the answer sheets that are provided in the questionnaire
packet. You are to use the No. 2 Kncil distributed to you PLIFASE- READ EACH OF TI-V INS-
TRUCTIONS CAREFULLY. . ,.

If you have a question, just -aide your hand find someone v.ill help you.
When you finish,iplease bring the collection packetio theinstructOr,

... el, A

'You may turn 4he page and-begin.

DO NOT SEPAttATF OR WRITE IN'THIS QUESTINAIRE PACkET

'

A

ft

0
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. GERNERAL INSTRUCTIONS'

How To Mark he Answcr Sheet.

In this test you wal be instructed to selec ethe best choice of the suggested altenrIpie answers for

each question and record your Choice with, a medium No. 2 ,pencil on a sepa e answer sheet.

. a . 1
, -

In all cases, you must show your answer to aquestion by darkening ccobletely The box cones-
ponding to the letter that is the same as the letter of your answer. You MUST keep your mark
within-the box.-If you should have to erase a mark, be sure to erase it completely.

r.

Mark-only one answer for each question. n 1,

Be sure to mark'all answers o the answer sheet; answers in the test -booklet do not count,
. ,

12 HOURS PRIOR- ARREST FORM: .60

.DireCtions: 44 ., .i4 , - e .

Think o( the 12 doors before your DUI arrest. .11eaci the following questions -and ON THE ANS-
.

,IiIER SHEET Olackcn in the appropriate letter to shoW how" you feel:
c

..
1. How much are fu to blame for the events that.led,fo your arrest? -t

A. Not at all to bThme B. Slightly toblame ...) ,
C. Somewhat to blame D. Mostly to blame

,, .4mit

. E. Entirely to blame
. ..,..

2. Do you,feel it"waS fair to be arie;ted?
A. Not at all fair sia 1r Slightly fair C. Son-prat fair

. ; D. Mostly fair E. Entirely fair' :
w

3. What do you bglieve are your chances ,of being arrected again on a pui charge within the
next year? qt if - j . .,

.. ,

-A: No chance B. _Very little chance C. 50-50 chance
D. 75% chance° E. 100% chance

. -.. : .

4. Hew difficult will it be to change your behavicAthat led to your arrest? .-

-,.
A. V7,gasy .k.,, Som hat easy C. , .Some*liat diffict

. .. D. -Difficult ,' E. Extkemply difficult
. '' *,. . .

if

s .
.4 k 14,

6 1%6,

4

.
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-a. 4.1,10

fi S.

i .

5. How valuable do you feel this course has been for y2S
A. Not at all 6luable - B. Slightly v la Mile

o.
C. Fairly Valuabl4 D. Valuable

, , . .

. rn the year before this DUl'airest, About. how many times sere you driving after drinking as
much as you had at the time of this arrest? .40A. None if . ,1 - / C. 3 - 7 D.4-8 - 25 E. Over 25

,, : .
7. What %yilryou do to avoid a future DUI arrest? .. ..

I 1

A. Will seek help with drinlcingproblem

E. Extremely valuable

40 B. Will use alternateiransportatian when drinking .

C. ') Will diink less when 'planning to drive .
:. .. D:i Will drink at home l* . . .

,

. ON THE SEPARATE.BLANK SHEET WROTE THE FULL DETAILS OF WHAT YOU

WILL DO TO AVOID A FLJTURE;DUI ARREST,

,AFTER 9MPLFTING-Ci R S"TATEMENT CONTINUE WITH' QUESTION WHICH'

FOLLOWS. .
4.

,

KNOWLFRGE ATITTUIA I 11s1TdRY .

.....
.

-.. .., - .
g. op

Directions: I, . . 4
%

,
'

f

. ..-
'Nis inxentory,,,contains 0 rriultigle choice estions. Each question has five ;Fhoices. thoOse the.,
one best answer in each case and ON THE ANSWER SHEET-blacken in ,the= appropriate letter.

,
Your score will be the Timber right. Answer every question. .

4
.

8: Whith will "sober you up" if iou,Want to drive?
, A. . Black coffee \ B. A cold shower ' . C. Time 0 V

, . t". D. Vigorous exercise B, All of the aboye 6

1, .

9. What temPorary visual condttiorico occur from'drinking alcohol? .
.

A.. Reduced side vision ...13.. Blurring LO: Seeing double . '. *
D. All of the above E..' Isioneof the above - 6

. .

10., A person suffering from alcoh-offm is:
A. AlWays drunk 'B. `'Unable to control how much he drinks

,
: ___)

'C. Usually, unemployed D. Often a "skid rove.' butte - . ,

-

tt
E. All of the above

.t. ' .

II

'6

' )

(f" e
6.
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H.' Alcohol is a factor in, approximately what percemage of fafal automOile crashes.

A. . 10% B., 20% C., ,30% D: 40% E. 50%
. d

12.. Which, of the following de:scribes the action of6.alcoholon the body?

lb .. A. Depressant B. Stimulant C. Both stimularit and depressant."

. 4 D. ,
Neither a stimulant nor a depressant

.

OP .
4.1.....---......

E. None of the above

, fr" 137 Problem,drinkers account for wtiat.proport ion crf driving afte;inking acL'dents

N

, A. 5% B. 20% C. 567 D. 70a E. 9,Q`'
,

. ) * 90 a

e 14. Which part Of the driving task is made worse by five or more drinks?

A. Seeing the situation ( B. Deciding what to dO C. Taking action

D B and C E. A. B and Cr

, 15. As you drink more alcohol, your ab.dityro dove,
.

A. Steadily improves 4B. Improves at first. but they gets worse . \
C. May get better oreworse, dependini on certain factory 1

D. Worsens at first. but then gets better
E Steadily wQrsen

Mi
11111)

16. If a 155 pound man drives after dunking ten ounces of whiskey within one hour. his chances

of having an accident are- .

A. 1/2 normal B Normal,, C. Tre normal
.

D. 'Five times normal E. Over 15 tunes normal
ti t 4

17. Which of the following statements is true'
A. A shockingly large number of people dove after drinking excessivejy.
B. Mostjatal accidents involving alcohol show very high levels of alcohol.
C 1/tc'involvemeni of alcohol in accigcnts tends\o bcovcrestimated in most statistics.

15. A and B. .

La E.. )1 and C
...

>r

/ 18. The :oi ' rsons killed vii the nited States- last year in tr.1-1 fic Jecittlis ws. at)proxi- .

I mately. 4 . _

A. 55.000
'". C. 1 15.000

9.

B One-half U totJ number Of Ament..i's war deJt Iv, 4
.it:

b. scio.00 _
I 5.000 4,.-

74
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19. Three to five/ounces of whiskey on an empty stomach will make the average person:
A. *nk h can do things that he Cannot, actually do

:
B. ieve he performing better than he really is
C. less sure o himself/( D. A and B

...i ..

E.;!. A, Band .

,/ 4
"20i For eyich one ounce rink of whislary, a person should wait before (iriving

1A. 15'minute B. 30,minutes C. 1 hour D. 2 hours

t
21. red to crashes it involving alcohol, those involving1alcohol tendcto be:

Moreisevere or all drives
.

illW

-e fOr younger dnvers only
the same severity for all drivers
rerforolderidrivers only

foror all dri7M

-----------...J2. The effects'of alcOhol are most dangerous for:
,

A Unexiected emergencies B. Driving backwards C. Speeding
E. Driving on a-crowded road

1

I

E, 3 hours

D Onving J t 'night

23. Which of the followtrig is true

A. Beer, wine. aim, whiskey and gin all contain alcohol.'
8. A quart of wine contains more alcohol than a quart of beer.

c, " C A quart of beer contains more alcohol thall a pint of whiskey
D A and B 4
F A. B and C

24. 100men a omen each drank ten oui es of whisk,e), in' one hour, reaction time would
probal9y

A. Speed p in miikst ren. but slow dotvn in most women
B Stay the same 1p,most persons .

.C. -Speed up in about 20, bufslow down in about 80
D $ Speed uptrlull 100 perons

'E. Sloe.' down in all 100 persons.
'

.25. H does th.e body get ria of,most)alcohol?'It is
t 'IF A. Removea through urination B. 'Turned up"' in the liver

C. Ethaled.witli the.br,fri .'. D. Digestedisiiothe intestines
Removed t hroug4 perspira,tidit

)

a".

ti

"-

fJ

7 t
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26. Which of the following influences the effects of alcohol?
A. The amount of food in the stomach
B. The body weight of the individual
C. The height of the individual
D. A and B
E. A, B and C

A

V

69

%
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27. Which-is not a realistic and effective way of avoiding driving while intoxicated:
A. Making arrangements to have someone who will not be drinking drive you if you

know you will be drinking
B. Eating heartily before you begin drinking
C. :Limiting your drinks toTine per hour if you will be Vying
D. -11anninf to use another form of transportation (e.g., bus, taxi, etc.) if you know

you will be drinking
. E. Not drivi5g to where you will drink knowing, you will have to find some-other way

to get home

DRIVING OPINION SURVEY

Directicins:
It

C

Here are/a list of state ents relating to drinking and drivis. We are interested in seeing how you
.

feel about different cts of this subject. Therefore, please read each statement carefully, and

tell if you agree or isagree with it by blackening the appropriate letter, A or B, ON THE ANSWER

MEET.

Many people. feel differently about each of the statements: so
answer for anY partwular one. 01

-

For Example:-

F. d Nr
1. privingas mare enjoyable after a drink.

./ A

2. The Jaw should go easy on firm time DUI offenders.

#

a

76
41.

there is no nght' or
r

Agree Disagree
B

'ff

4

"wrong"
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If. yon agree with statement I above, you would blacken in the first column ON THE ANSWER
SHEET headed "A". If you disagr44, you would blacken in column "B".

Looking at. statement 2, if you thought that the law should go easy on first time :DUI offenders, -'
you would blacken the "A" column. If you disagree, you would blacken in the "B" column.

Respond to all of the statements in this fashion, according to whether you agree or disagree with
them. Remember there are no "right" or "wrong" answers. We just want to know how you feel.
Be sure to respond to every statement. Choose only orie answer for each statement.

If you have just one or two drinks you can dnve jusit as well as with t them.

29. The, experienced dnver is rarely b4hered bialfew drinks.

30. I would not feel safe riding with a driver who ha onsumed eight drirres,---J1-

31. There is little harm in a drink before driving.

32. The law should limit the/amount of alcohol that is served to a person who drives to a bar.

33. I would feel safe riding with a drill who had recovered from alcoholism.

34. Doctors should be required to report drivers who are alcoholic to the Department of Motor
Vehicles.

35. ,Often the relaxing effect of a dnnk can improve dnvingt.

36. No one should drink and then drive.

37. Most books on the relation between alcohol and driving, exaggerate the effects of alcohol'.
.

38. Some persons can drink and thgn drive safely.

- 39. Sorne people can handle emergencies better'w hile driving after a few drinks:

40. It's okay to drive after a few drinks but it's not okay to drive after many drinks.
. .

41. A person'convicted of driving while intoxicated should ba'ye his license revoked.

ar
42. Tests to deterniine the alcoholic content of the body should be required of suspected drinking

driyers.
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to,

(43'. After fotir -drinks, some people driVe worse, but some people can drive just as well as without

-them. ,

44 Not enough arrests are furrently made for driving while intoxicated.

45. Arres4for driving under the influence of alcohol should carry astiff fine.

46. Most people are more cautious behind the wheel afterArinking.

*116,

Ole

47.' Hosts and hostesses should limit theRmount.of alcoholic beveiages served to drivink guests.

PLEASE BRING THIS COLLECTION BOOKLET TO THE INSTRUCTOR WITH- YOUR

ANSWER SHEETS.

I.

I
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APPENDIX B

41116

Treatment Resources in Pennsylvania

Alcoholism Treatment Facilities Directory; published by Alcohol and Drug Problems Aiso-
ciation of North America, 1130 Seventeenth Street N: W., Washington, D.C. 20036. 1-10 copies
$7.50 plus 504 mailing per copy. While published in 1973, it is the most comprehensive 14ting of
almost all state ideal programs available.

Facilities Directories within a specific geographic arecshould be available. at the-Office of the
Drug and Alcohol Authority for your county which would be listed in the Yellow Pages under

. Social Services.

Additionally, the Local Council of the National Council on Alcoholism also maintains a
-resource file on local Alcoholism Treatment Facilities in the Council's area and are listed in the
telephone White Pages under National Couttil on Alcoholism. '

If the above resources prove inadequate, the Governor's Council on Drug and Alcohol Abuse
maintains an information clearinghouse known as ENCORE (717) 787-9761 located at the River-
side Office Building-One, 2101 North Front Street, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17110 for special
information.

Additionally, there are four Division Offices located in four regions of Pennsylvania with
staff available for special information and consultation needs. These offices are:

'Division Office I

Mr.idtob Armstrong, Chief
Alcohol Institute
915 Corinthian Avenue
Philadelphia, Pa. 19130
(215) 232-5550

Division Office III

Ms. Ellen Shoemaker, Chief
Riverside Office Center No. 2
2101 North Front Street
Harrisburg, Pa. 17120
(7.17) 783-8307

79

Division Office II

Ms. Camille Fidrych, Chief
43 Main Street
Pittston, Pa. 18640
(717) 655-6801 .

Division Office IV

Ms. Toni Williams, Chief 'r
3406 Fifth Avenue, 3rd Floor
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15213
(412) 56.5;5765
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APPENDIX C

411.

Audio/Visual Resource Material:

.6 - Even without elaborate facilities (local DUI Educational Safe Driving School may be able to
develop its own learning center- for the collection of paperback books, reference books, tapes,I
slides, films,filmstrips, and other resources available to the student. Rental of films and tapes will
have to be scheduled on a restricted' time basis. One hopes that an Educatibnal Resource Library
will be developed by The Governor's Council on Drug and Alcohol ),,,buse and the kinsylvania
Department of Transportation so that centralized audio/visual resources c4n be maintained and
updated yearly: Currently, the DUI Educational Safe Driving School will be htilizing the following

resource material:

* Indicates inclusion in recommended' course content. All others may be substituted but were
judged to belesser in quality due to length, material, content,"graphics.

Films:

A Snort History may be purchased from:

Colorado Department of Health
Denver Alcohol Safety Action Project

45 Sherman Street
, Colorado

( 00)

'*Alcohol'and the Human Body 2- niaY be purchased from:

Sid I?avis.Productions
1046 South Robertson Boulevard
Los Angeles, California 90035
($170.00) -

Alcohol. Out Plumber One Drug may be purchased from;
,

Michael, Harding
The Macthillan Company of Canada
70 Bond Sliket
Toronto, Ontario' M5B:1X3
($1 50.00)

,4 so

. A
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r

Alcohol and Red may be purchased from:

Sid Davis Productions
-1046 South ertson Boulevard
Los Angeles, alifornia-90035
($260.00)

. 4

,*All flOrtkd 11;6-- may be purchased or rented froth:

L

InternatiOnal Tele-Film Enterprises
47 Densley Avenu4
Toronto, Orrtano MOM 5A8
($197.00) purchase price
($20.00 for 3 day's rental)

4

Chalk Talk on Alcoholism may be purchased or rented from
(Parts I and II)

.
Father Joseph Ma in-

i

. 4103 Fox Ridge arive
Haw, de Grace, Maryland 21078
($500.00). purchase price

_ (No Charge for rental) .
.. .:

*Collision Course ma be purchakd from: ' a

Marketing Department .. . -.' Addiction Research Foundation, V - ,
n Russell Street _

Toronto, Ontario. M5S2S1
:

- .
($325.00) purchase price

.

'63.5 preview fee-deductable'from puichasa Price if thin 30 days)

a.`

*Conspiracy of Silence may be purchased from:

State of Ne aska
Division on A coholisi
P.O. Box 94728
Lincoln; Nebraska 6.8509
($250:00),

1

81-
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David?Profile of a Problem Drinder may be rented from:

. National Film Birrd of Canada
I Lbrn-bird Street
Toronto, Ontario.

*Drink, &Wye, Rationalize may be purchased or rented from:
.-.., .. I

Ontario Motor League Toronto Club
2 CarltOn Street -
Toronto, Ontarii-fM5B 11(4 .

(565,00) purchase price.
(No Charge for rental)

t
Drivin'and Drinkin' may be renteciom:

..i.

IP

. .

Modern Talking Picture/Service Inc... A
1875 Leslie Street
Toronto, Ontario
(No Charge for rental)

Five Drinking Drivers may be Purcha§ed or rented from:

Project Crash' ,
P.Q. Box 535
Waterbury, Vermont 056-p
($150.00) purchase price

4 (No Charge for rental)

Go Sober' a nd Safe may be piirchased from:

Highway safety Foundation
Motion Pictuie Division

,..:: 890 Hollywood Lane s
P.O. Box 3563
Mansfield. Ohio 44907
($199.00)

-or rented froni:.
NatiOnal tlighWaTraffie Safety Adipinistration
U.S. Department of Transportation
Wa'shington, D.C. 20590
Contact: Ms. Clara Hardee

- Technical Reference Branca,

82
,..
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3High Way *To Die* may be purchased from:
.

.. . .

Ms. Gail Thompson -

'\ CTV.Television Net Work ..
. '' r 42 Charles StreFt East

a
Toronto, Ontario M4Y 11.4- -

($2/5.00) ,
\. e.

- Party Scene may be purchased,or rerit;A from:"
*

v. t°Marketing Department. -
Addiction Research Foundation
33 RusselbStreet J.

40. Toronto, dntario M5S 2S1
($40.00) purchase pride * 4

-41!
%law. (530;.80 /week

'
O/week rental,price)

-,,

. ..,
. Pint Zero Eight friay-,be purchased from: ,

. ,, ,"
,

.4- Film House Limited , .
s. 22 Froht Street West

Toronto 1', Ontario
. ($64:001

dit Alr

..

$

P ma, be rented from: 4

NatiOnal High wl
.

y Trafficiajjty-Ackifislikration
-01. Departmettbf.Transportation
Washington, D.C. 20590
°intact Ms. Clara Haidee , .

Technical Reference Branch. .

I .

A

la

So Long Pal -- May be purchased 'from:

NOrm Southerby & Associate"
P.O. Box 15403

r
8Beach, California 90815
5.00).

,or-rented from., , _

r.

.

83
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.1
The Akoholic Within Us may 16RJ-chased or read fi r'.,-. *

Pyramid Films vs.'. .

.0 2801 Colorado Avenue
,,Sarita Monica; California 90404

, ($345.0Q) purchase price
a II

* ($25.00 rental fee)

ti

,
National Highway Traffic Safety Administrate

a U.S. DepartTherit of Transportation
Washington, I/C1 20590

.

iContact: Ms. Clara Hardee
Technical Reference Brandi'

o.

The First Step may be purchased from:
C7

60

Motivision, Ltd.
1 *est 46t11 re t

New York, New ork 10036
5,00)

e-

.

*TheSummer We Moved to Elm Street may be purchased from.

National Film Board of Canada
I Lombard Street
Toronto, Ontario
($260.00)

411'. !To Your Health may be purchased from .

4

:

International Telefilm Ehterprises
221 Victoria Street
Toronto 2, Ontario
Canada
($138.00)

a

77
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. 4 Forms:

.

irr digr .

. .. -

1) 12 Ho r to Arrest .(5tms as illustrated in "Rehabilitation Of The Dtunken Driver,"

. . ',...by E.I. Stewart and J.L. Malfetti. ' , '
. .

'21 Knowledge Attitude Inventory --: as illustrated in "Rehabilitation Of The Drunken Driver,"

by E.I. Stewart and id,. Malfetti. tilt .

3) Driving 'Opinion Survey as illustrated in "Rehabilitation Of The Drunkin.Drivr," by E.I.
Stewart and J.L.

..
4) prinking Diary as illustrated in the New York State Drinking Driver Program, prepared by 4

the State of New York Department of MotorVehides. .

Vrirchures and Pamphlets:

.1) :! ABC's of Drinking anfi Driving published k)y:

National Council oh Alipholism
2 Park Avenue
New York,New York 10016

2) Pennsylvania Manutt$ for Drivers published by.:

Department of Transportation o
`Commonweal:0 of Pennsylvania ).
Harrisburg, Pa. 17123-t It

3) Ltrinking Myths published by:

4)

Operation fhres' hold
United States Jaycees
Box '7
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74102

Every 13th Drink publOwil by:

, Hurley Hospital
Flint, Michigan

4

4

,04

G.

(W,illiam L. Keaton,
Chief Alcoholism Therapist)

s4

'85
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5) -AAA if Ifop Drive What About Drinldne published by-

Automobile Association \,
'Traffic Safety Service
(Your local AAA Club).

(Transparencies: 1,2.3,4,5,6,7,840 i 2:13,15)

61 The Way To Go puled by :

Public Relations, D-1,
4. 1114 Keinper Irisur'ance Companies

Long Grove, Illinois 60049

7) NCA Whdt are the Signs of Alcoholism? " published by:

- 'Nation) Councilon Alcohlism
2 Park Avenue

'NON York, New York 10016
- f

4

c

. . -Thr.

8) St-atc of Vertnont "Methods to Control Drinking Patterns" as illustrated in the Neat/ York

State Drinking Driver Program. ,prepared by the Stati. of Ncw:".York Department of Motor
VehiCles. ' . . , ""

-.. w .
.

9) Four Steps to Recovery published by
. .

. *
Ayerst Laboratories- :

.
New York, New York 10017 ,.

.1

wit . .
_ - ,

10) AA -A Brief Guide to Alcoholics Anonymous publishedPby :
. -

.r1 - y
Alcoholics Anonymous World Services Inc.

,
*

Box 459
Grand. Central Station ..

New York. New Wort. 10017
.y

1 )1racilitles Guide (for treatment resources in your ;onimunity)

. 5

.

". `4486
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1) "Drinktg-elOck" available from:

-
SpenA Medical C,4poration
P.0.116 8113._

. ,

Wic.4, Texas 76710
(Health Educational Products Catalog 1-1,E-1022 '$412.50),

2) `,`The Altoholism Disease Exhibit"' available from:

.(Health

Spenco Medical Corporation
P.O. Box 8113
Waco, Texas 76710

nal Products Catalog HE-1054 $65.50)

41"
1

X -

.

S.
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APPENbIX CI

1
./e

Alcohol-Highway Safety Selected Re lading list:

A _National Study of Adolescent Thinking. Behavior. Attitudes and Correlates. Prepared by
Research Triangle Institute far the National Institute pn Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism. National
Technical Informatioh Service. Apia- 1975. (PB 246-002)

A Study of Prevalence and Intensity of Thug.and Alcohol Use in the Commonwealth of Penn-
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PR 'EFACE

This Judicial Manual has been written by Iniernaronal Alcohol and Mental Health Assorciates, -

Inc: under the aegis of the City of Philadelphir4 coordinating Office on Drug and Alcohol Abuse "
Programs, Project Manager. Nicholas Piccone, Ed.D., Contract 40-3113 entitled "Curriculum and
Instructors Guide for Use With Persons Arrested for Driving While intoxicated (DWI)."

This Manual' was prepared for The Governor's Council on Drug and Alcohol Abuse.
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and the Pennsylvania Department of Transportatiori, in con-
junction with the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration. Contract =AL 76-10-4: .

Project Staff responsible for the preparation of this manual were Pascal Scoles, D.S.W..

Projec't Director: Eric N. Fine. M.D., M.R.C. Psych., Medical Director; Michael J. Mulligan. M.Ed.,

Clinical Psychologist; Ms. Mary Miller. Administrative Assistant. Internatikal Alcohol and gental
Health Associates, Inc,; Louis M. Natal', Esq., First Assistant Defender. Defender's Association of
Philadelphia; and Michael Byrne, Esq., Assistant District Attorney. City of Philadelphia.
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FOREWORD

."--1

The purpose, of this Judicial Manual is to inform the Court' of .recent developments which
create new dispositional ciptions for the person charged with Driving Under the InfluenCe of
Alcohol or,ControlledSubstances.(DUL). The Pennsylvania Alcohol - Highway Safety Program dogs-
not presume to encroach upon the Citti4t's prerogatives; iut intends to provide information so that
the Court's derision will continue to. be based on realistic, ratiqnal, scientific data regarding the 4.4 '.

drinking -driver. .

. Recent developments mentioned above have taken place. in Conjunction' with legal develOp-
mer#s regarding alcoholism treatment.--They represent the culminatidn of efforts in the fields of
medicine, psyChiatry, psychology social work", and computer technology.

The Judiciary knows o o well the-burden the DUI offender plates pn an already strained
court system and no attempliii)- 8e made to redocument established premises. The burden on the

-1......_
public is even greater. Suffice it to say- that in any given yek more Americans are killed on the
highways 'than the total number of Americans killed in Viet Nam in ten (10) yeak-s. The significance .
of this statistic is underscored by, the factihat one-half of these_fatal accidents are related to the A

:DUI offender. . ,

Irseems that the question we should be asking is di least two-fold: how can we best Rratect -

the public. from the effects of the DUI offender; and, how can we best help tile person w
before the Court for such.a violation? Obviously, the questions are interrelated, because the-public.-
is best protected by the most effective disposition of the *ender.

a The -above is especially meaningful if we ponder for a moment the reality of the DUI arrest. -.

Police officers ake rarely assigned to patrol for this particular 9ffenSe. Moreover, before an officer
can be said to have "probable case" to.make an arrest for DUI, he must have personallyrobseried.

.

-significaktguilt-laden facts, e.g., erratic dnving, an iriderit; etc. It seems clear that because of the
burden of other 'duties and the difficulties of detecTon. law enforcement officers are only bringing
the most serious cases to the Court's attention. As you knomi. alcohol-highway 'safety research
indicates that driving skill is significantly impaired at 0.05%, even thmigh the kgolvr teseaption is '
0.10%. with the average BAC at arrest in Pennsylvania being 0.19%.'

Certainly, the Court, cognizant of all the facts about the arrest iand the individual'offender, is
.

in the best conceivable position to answer the query: what is the best disposition of the DUI
offender? . . . . , .

To facilitate the Courfs decision, thiviludicial Manual willidiscuss what the gommonwealth of_,
Pennsylvania perceives is new information -of data regarcfing.the dispdsition-and treatment of the
DUI offender. '
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The Drinking Driver: An Overview A.

t 4 (

. , in the past 80 years the automobile has managed-to gain universal ,acceptance as the preferred

'means of transportation for nearly all societies and eulures.'Itt has also become one of the most
unusual and sophisticated deadly weapons ever known to mankind. In any given year it has inflicted

. greater death ?tolls on the American public than any of the wars fought in recent times. For ,

example; there were approximately 45,000 United States fatalities over a 10 year battle period in
Viet Nam, and 52,000 highway delths in the year of 1972 alone. The startling aspects of these.
highway fatalities statistics include /not only the high percentage of nondriver deaths, but the fact

`that nearly. 50% of these fatalities are considered by experts to be alcohol-related. Yet, it appears

that most citizens and governmental leaders are still unaware of, or unable to respond to, the
.,

. i_tremendous responsibility to develop innovative personal or organizational responses to this
4F

problem. ,

In the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, as throughout the United States, the problem exists in

virious.forms and, as local political practices and leadership conditions permit, countermeasures
programs have become, uniquely local in their responses to the drinking driver problem. In the new

Motor Vehicle Code of Pennsylvania (Act 81), Dnviig Under the Influence of.alcohol or controlled
substances (DUI) is, a third degree misdemeanor. On the first offense (conviction) the Department'
of Transportation must suspend the license for six months. If a second conviction occurs within

three years, the PennSylvania Department of Transportation must revoke the license for one year.

. "Habitual offenders," defined as a dnver with three convictions within a five year period, incur an
automatic five year revocation. Ail offenders can.be fined up to a maximum of $2.500,

In the process of apprehension, trial and ultimate disposition of the case, all the costs, except ,
defense, ne usually directly laid on the taxpayer. According to a study by Chicago Law
EnforceAnt Officials, the, total costs of trials, jury, and prosecution expenses is estimated to be
$10,000 per offender. When the "costs and ultimate effects of jail and/or probation are included in
(The disposition process for three years, it could be safely assumed to raise that total by a substantil)

amount.
,

,j,

e , The costs' to an offender are equally high when considering both personal and finart5ial
measures. Lawyers' .fees, lost work, automobile retneval rep' , civil suits for injurie's, fines. loss of

!license, lOss of income during incarceration, and special risk automobile insurance after the return
of the operator's permit, all combine to create an, extremely embarrassing financial and personal

conseqUence of the arrest. . . .

For the genuine "problem drinker" that exists within this drinking driver group, there is.
unfortunately, usually no special prbgram awareness of. or attention to, the unique conditions that
afflict them, anthey aretreated "equally under the law" for their mggi ally controlled behavior.
They' may receive "special treatment" for multiple arrests (habitual offend rs) if they defy the odds

of a fatal accident more' than once, but in most cases they receive the ti nil penalties unique to the

arresting municipality or-area. In mast cases they merely consider theinselves to be personally
"unlucky:2 and take their penalties equally with their "non -alcoholic" co-offenders with lit*
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thought or, consideration to their extremely life 'threatening situation. and with maximum attention
to the "unfairness" of theirjot.

' Thus, for the police, the courts, tile governmental administrators, and alcohol rehabilitation
workers, and the highway safety specialists, the marathon goes on and the score goes up.

But it doesn't have to. be this way much longer, for the Commonwealth has now changed the
rules. The keynote is revision and realization orihe.available evidence..The revision the existing
laws relating to driving under the influence (DUI), and the evidence is that each dnnking driver is
different from the other. and that options must be expanded to meet the problem, so that
prevention and protectiol-Th increased Or both the offender and for society,

It is a proven scientific fact' that, alcohol has a definite adverse effect on a person's ability to
operate a motor vehicle. According to Dr. Robert F Borkenstein, Professor of Police Adminis-
tration at Indiana University..the difference in relation to the drinking drivers can be placed iii theT.
following categories

1) Drinking' drivers who are skillful drivers but whose dnnking is compulsive and
uncontroll6d. Consequently, whenever they drink, the alcohol concentrations are
generally in the high ranges, even when they drive.

2) - Dr-inking drivers who are not compulsi/e dnnkers but who are overly aggressive, and as a
result, iliot good drivers under most circumstances. Alcohol moves them from bad to
worse.

**7.tit"
3) Dnnkiiig drivers to whom neither drinking nor drivifig is usually a ptoblem. The will

occasionally drive when they have had too much to drink.

4) Drinking drivers who are unusually sensitive to the effect of alcohol.

5) Drinking drivers w,hO are learners or beginners in both drinking and driving. Their
experience and skill in each area is limited and therefore their driving behavior may be
uncertain and unpredictable. This Class includes some teenagers.

6) Dnnking dnyeis who because of age or illness are losing or have 4ost their wing skills.
Akohol accentuates this loss of skill.

Drinking drivers who have no ,problem with drinking or with driving. They consci-
entiously and cQ,nsistently manage to be below'the threshold of mipairment from alcohol
for them when they think and then drive.

There rs steadily Mounting ondence to show that drinking drivers in category one are involved
in a 8disproportionate number of fatal. crashes. With their consistently high blood alcohol

%.
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concentrations when drinking and dnving (evidence of problem drinking or alcoholism), they are a.

'menace to themselves and to others.
This fact was underscOred in the 1968 Alcohol and Highway Safety Report to the United

Statei Congress. That report states' "Alcoholics and other problem drinkers who constitute but a

small minority of the general population account for a very large part of the overall problem."
In aireport from the Advisory Committee on Traffic Safety td the Secretary of Health..

Education and Welfare, it is stated that "The overwhelming weight of evidence is tilt alcoholism

plays a very substantial role, and probably the major role, in the occurrence of traffic accidents

involving the use of alcohol."
'This is what this manual is about.A new look at an old problem. We hope that you as .1 lawyer.

and a potential victim; will be able to use your new impressicins to prevent and protect yourself.

your family, and your community. Most importantly k cannot be done' on a single person level or

. even with one agency or department To respond to this problem will require a concerted, cohesive

and cooperative.agreement between the police, judiciary, and rehabilitation personnel, with mutual

concern and trust. necessary to achieve a common goal.

./N
How Alcohol Affects the Driver

,

Alcohol affects all the cells of the body.-but the Most dramatic results of ingesting ethyl
alcohol-occur in the nervous system. The central nervous system, especially the brain, is primarily

affected by alcohol. with an early apparent stimulation resulting from depression of inhibitory

control mechanisms. DiscriminatTon. insight, memory. concentration, and perception are all dulled

by alcohol, while speech may become eloquent, and mood swings uncontrolled. Comp IA behavior

patterns are released that depend essentially on the personality of the individual, external stimuli'
from be ertiaronment, and tolerance for the driig Alcohol seriously diminishes both mental and

physical abilities, lthough when undecits effect people typically overestimate their performances.

For 4ny given blood alcohol level, the vffeetsof alcohor'are more noticeable when the alcohol

concentration in the blood is rising than when it is falling. High levels of alcohol concentrations

affeCt the ability to discriminate between lights of different intensities. Narrowing of the visual field

occurs and may he particularly dangerous in automobile driving Resistance to glare is impaired so

- that the eye requires longer to readjust after exposure to bright lights. Sensitivity to certain colors,

especially red, appears to decrease.
Although the question of the effect of alcohol on gross behavioral change is not yet fully

resolved, the results -are unanimous it showing that driving skills already begin to deteriorate at
blood alcpliol levels below '0.05. This level of alcohol in the blood would be reached, broadly

speaking. in a person Weighing 190 lbs. who had consumed flire.e. (3) 12-ounce beers. or three (3)

.eockllis containing one ounce each of 86 proof, alcohol! within one 14our before driving. Although

other actors, such-as-the presence of food in the gastrointestinal tract. influence rate of

entronce of alcohol into the bloodstream. a I 20-pound person would achieve J blood alcohollevel

ti
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of 0.05% with less than two (2) 12 -ounce bottles of beer or less than two (2) cocktails containing an
ounce of 86 proof alcohol each.

Increasing concentetion of alcohol in the 'blood is related to a number of driving errors, e.g.,
carelessness, reductd dactitude in steenng and braking, more frequent stalling at critical moments,
etc. A concentration of 0.0t% alcohol in the blood produced a tendency to drive toward a road
ditch in 82% of the cases studied. With 10:10% blood levels, drivers consistently fluctuated between
low and high speeds, swerved from lane to lane,and used excessive amount of time to return to the
correct lane. Blo$d alcokol levels of 0.10%,adversely affect normal driver performance by 15%, with
deterioration increasing to 30% with Wood alcohol levels of 0.15%.

,There Op 0 question that the percentage of pellicle accidents increases sh ty as the driver's
blood alcohol level increases. The' chance of accident involvement where blood) lcohol levels aje
between 0.05% and 0.10%,is two to seven tittles greater than persons at zero B , and at'0.15%,
it is approximately 25 times greater These estimates are given indirect support fp studies which
show a positive- correlation between blood alcohol levels and other serious relevant i(anables. such as

extent of damage, expense of damage, and seventy of injury

Psychological Factors in Drinking Drivers

While numerous studies have established that problem drinkers have higher' rates of
alcohol-related accidents than social dnnkers. considerable controversy still exists concerning the
responsible factors. Some authorities argue that physiological impairment caused by excessive
alcohol intake 4s the most important factor, while others feel that personality charactenstics, such
as impulsiveness, hostility and suicidal, tendencies,exacerbated by. alcohol are most significant. It is
most likely that a-complex interaction of these variables in a particular individual results in person
at high risk of becoming involved in an automobile accident. Personality factors in problem drinke/S
are presumed more important than sensonmotor impairment, while younger non-alcoholic dnvers
with the same blood alcohol levels, impairment of sensonmotor functions is ptimanly responsible.

A full understanding of the problem. of the drinking driver requires intensive stud', of the
demographic, social and psychological characteristics of the persons involved. The personility,traits
observed in intoxicated persons involved ip accidents include chronic hostility, depression feelings
of omnipotence, invulnerability, self-destructiveness, egocentricity and decreased toli3 ance
tension. The significance- of suicidal tendencies, unconsctotts Ormtherwise, has received p rlicular
attention.

Alcohol intoxication might thus be responsible for automobile accidents not only cause it
impairs sensoriDlotor functions. but also because of its potential for reducing emotional trol and
releasing self-dastructive impulses. Certain combinations of personality difficulty are high) predictive
of accident pot6ntial,,and in firoblem drinkers it appears that an interplay between social or psycho-V
logical stress, deleterious personality traits which are liberated by alcohol,and the impattn-Olt of skill

'caused by intoxication, is responsible for an excess of traffic accidents in which death'may occur.
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4. Ian summary, it can be stated that tests of overall dnving ability become meaningless if only
. -psychomotor concepts are considered. Eciiially important are the effects of alcqhol in reducing

inhibitions, altering self-perception* and self-confidence,.and chahginiattiteides and valtie judgments.'
.. ...

, x

The Management Of Drinkinz Drivers
. .1.

The, effective management of the population That djinks and drives automobiles is extremely
complex, particularly since a significant proportion of DU offenders have,serious alcohol abuse'
problems over and above that, associated with the driving offense-. It isitighly probable that the
great majority of these persons would never have been exposed to public scrutiny or intervention
for their drinking behaviorhad they not been arrested for DUI. Thus, we have a captive audience of

individuals with drinking difficulties.
Alcoholism itself is not a unitary, condition, the "alcoholic population" in any community

consisting of a large variety of subgroups with many different problems underlying, 9r secondary to,
their dependency on .alcohol.`Thus, no ont type of treatment approath will be applicable to all

these groups, and successful management depends on an accurate delineation of the specific
drinking syndrome and,the Organi4ation of appropriate treatment regimens.

Clinical experience . strcmily suggests that specific treatment techniques will have to be
., developed for those persons who drive under lthe influence (DUI). These may be considerably

different from those typically employed in the general field of alcoholism. It is not sufficient for
the majority of these subjects A, be merely *erred to existing alcoholism treatment programs or
self-help groups such as Alcoholics Anonynlous, a§ many of them require complex serkices
prdviding a wide range of treatment modalities, and not just a traditional total abstinence approach.
The inability of many criminal justice systems to view DUI offenders as primarily a public health
problem has allowed the legal' system to operate on a punitive, short-term basis, using indirect
punishment ,such as provoking job loss, fines, jail sentences and license suspension as "preventife"
lechniques. This approach is intended to reprimand the individual for his deviant behavior, and

ther,eby, protect society from a recurrence of-that behavior, but frequently only exacerbates 'the

problem.
"'Highway Safety .cesearch indicates that these methods have had a minimal effect. License

suspension: or &vocation, is not an effective deterrent. Incarceration is a very :exp nvive and

bundensome legal prOcedure, filling correctional facilities with individuals who seem im rvious to

, short-term jail sentences. At best, it contributes to job los". vyhich probably increases the chance
Thai alcoh51 abusers will drink more heavily and ' therefofe be more Likely to precipitate traffic

0
a.

accidents. Also, recent figures from California have demonktrated that. 1,n that state. more -chant
one4hird of first offd ders and one-half 'qrsecond offIlide are c ni;ieted again for dnving vio-
lations-while under suspension or revocation of license , t .

,

Thp implication these facts are clean. law enforcement isithniques alone. are not sufficient
to deter'repeated drinking 'driving offenses. and this failure has contributed to an annual rate of
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almost 30,000 deaths and 15.8!billjon dollars in property damage and personal injury. The above
figures. coupled-with,' e offender's-attitude, should force the criMinal justice system to re-examine
the evidelgtand tlevel a special compu ry treatment system that is closely linked,to an effeetive
and cooperative judicial sy em. It is evident, however, that simply fo remove this problem'rfrorn the
singular iSurview of the law will not 11). effective if appropriate socio-psychological rehabilitation
system's do not exist. On the other hand, some ultimate jegal :sanction must exist to buttress
treatment efforts. Second and thitd offenders must be brought tb the realization that a failure' to

s accept treatment, and all of its implications, wilt ultimately/ result in incarceration.
In a sy,stemwhich involves theelaw profession and mental health professionals, there\always

exists the basic conflict between treatment and punishment. Changing 4behavior for tl! benefit of
the comirtudity should be the mutual objective of both professions, but neither alone has been as
eff0,ctive aS it would like to be in accomplishing"this. Driving under the influence of alcohol is a
classic exampte of a public health ptoblem that necessitates the creation of a working relationship \NI

between the judicial and mentat health systems' for its effective management.
There sare indications that a combihed legal-mental' health approach would be a viable

alternative to punishment: and would enhan'ce the chances of successful rehabilitation. Previous
studies dealing with Court-committed treatment Of some more seriously deteriorated alcoholics have
shown an average success rate of 507r. The therapeutic approach wo d have the same primary bat

as the legalistic approach, of protecting society by preventing individual from repeating his
deviant. behavior. Its process would be different, however, it. buld constructively guide the
individual toward a changed pattern of blhavil5r, so that he t exist as a well!funct oning

, elen2ent within society.

Considerations for Treatment and Rehabilitation
.01

A. Diagtiosis and it valuation
The DUI population has been shown to be heterogenous, and in all probability consists tit

a number of §ubgroups, most of which can be classified /as problem drinking types. There is, of
course, the possibility that a so-called "social drinker's might be arrested for DUI on the basis of an
.occasional, or even isolated, incident of alcohol *abuse. Most.research would agree that a significant
proportion of DUI offenders can be classified as' "problem drinkers" or "alcoholic persons."
Depending on the particular group of DUI offenders studied, and the definitions used, Phis
proportion of problem drinkers can range from 0-70% of the ,studied populations. It might be
argued that anyone arrested for DUI has a "drinking problem" of some importance. .

The objective of a diagnostic evaluation is to formulate as effective an individualized
countermeasure/rehabilitation plan as possible for each [All offender. This dutcomedepends upon
an accurate delineation of the individual's drinking pattern, personality profile,iand general lifestyle.
The kgal system must recognize that evaluation is one of the most critical factors because it enables
the Court to.sentence more intelligently.
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1) .Evaluation Instrument Several of these are available, mcludMg the Moilimer-

, Filkins Test; the Michigan. Alcoholic Screening Test (MAST), the Short Mi,chigan Alcoholic
Screening Test (SMAST); National Council on Alcoholism (NCA) Criteria for the Diagnosis of
Alcoholgm; and Johns Hopkins Alcoholic Screening Test. Of these instruments, the most readily

available, generally useful, and comprehensive is rhe,Mortwier-Filkins Test.
,.,,

All Of these instruments are intended. to provide an objective evaluation of the ,DUI offender

with special reference to the drinking behavipr. The use of such objective instruments-is far superior

'tp a more subjective and potentially biased individual impression. All of these instruments'do

depend, hovkver, on a degree of accuracy and. truthfulness pn the part of the interviewee. In order

to pbtairs some degree of standard4ation throughout the Commonwealth, ithas been strongly
recommended that the Mortimer-Filkins Test be adopted as the routine, testing measure for

countermeasures programs. . .
. ,

2) Ilfividitional Evaluative Indicators There are several supplementary tools that may
increase the predictive and diagnostic qualities of the pnmark measurement instrument. These are as

follows: .

ao)/ Blood Alcohol- Concentration (B.A.C.) This is calculated from a meisure-
mentOf the alcofk content of asample of expired air from the offender. There is a predictable and
constant ratio between the alcohol level in the blood and that in the' alveolar aip of a subject. It

should be noted that 'a BAC of more than 0.10% in a routine examination is regarded by the Criteria

Corfimittee of the National Council on Alcoholism as being clearly and definitely associated with
--bi. alcoholism. This would imply that every offender arrested for DUI at 0.10% should be considered in

blia category of alcoholism unles proven otherwise by additional considerations. On this basis, it

would certainly seem reasons e to suppose that any person who has been arrested with a BAc of

0.15% or more could be automatically regaMed as a serious "problem dnnker.''.
b) Previous Arrest Record Any previous arrest for'DUI or other alcohol-related

offense. within the preceding five years should be regarAd with a high index of suspicion as
suggestive Of an "alcoholic person.-

c) Self-Admitted Problem A person voluntarily admitting to "loss of control"

over alcohol consumption would lend strong suspicion to the diagnosis of alcoholism. '
d)' Previous Treatment for Alcoholism or Social Problems Related to Alcohol Use

A person's self-described or known history of any alcohol-related medical, psychological, or social

condition should also be regarded as extremely significant in the diagnosis of alcoholism.

e) Measurement of Client Truthfulness -! It is reasonable to suppose that some of
the information obtained from DUlichents may be inaccurate. This could result. from deliberate
attempts to mislead the interviewer, or in the case of senous alcohol dependency, organic
impairment of the brain producing amnesia, alcoholic "blatkouts,- or inaccurate recall. It is also
commonly accepted that many "alcoholic persons" develop extreme denial mechanisms -regarding,

`their drinking behaviors and their significance. A number of aids to assess "lie ,facto'rl' are available,

, The "Alco-Calculator" can be used to compare police-reported BAC. with the'Llient\ report of the,

number of drinks consumed prior to arrest. Should there be a marked discrepancy one can assume
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misreporting. The Eysenck Personality Inventory' (E.P.I.), a quick aril simply administered and
scored instrument, has a specific built in measure of "faking good" response, and could fe inc9r-

i porated into the interviewer's overall perception of "truthfulness."

Collection of Utilization of Diagnostic Findings
DUI Countermeasures Summary Report

Upon interview completion and, the assembly of relevant informational elements, it will then
be necessary to compile a summary report containing three major sections: a diagnostic description
of suspected degree of alcoholism; a profile of the offender; and recommendations for follow-up
and disposition..

It must. be strongly emphasized at this point that the accuracy of any report is strongly
influenced by the quality of the data that is incorpegated in its construction. The computer
programmer. adage "GIGO" ("garbage 4, garbageete) is an especially important consideration

for all programs. If any program of alcohol countermeasures is to succeed, it must have an
extremely high level of credibility a ng all levels of thecommunity, from the DUI offender to the
highest court offitiak Therefore, i must be, assumed that all elements of data are meticulously
protected to insure that every ite , from police Breathalyzer report, to the signature on the final
report, is objective, accurate, and ree from any personal or subjective influences.

While the degree' of objectivity of any program that attempts to incorporate highly selective
and isolated behavioral events, in making a ptediction about a person can certainly be attacked as

; I. lacking in total scientific .validity, it must be argued that successful rehabilitation (and thus
prevention) has been reported in some circulistances to bc as high as 80% of the cases treated for
alcoholism from less impaired groups in industrial settings. This can be contrasted to a California
study that showed as many as ,two-thirds of !drivers with revoked licenses (a non-treatment
alternative) were known to continue to drive, since they were identified throtigh subsequent arrests
or accidents for driving while under revocation. Thus, in the absence of complete, and
all-encompassing accuracy, it does appear that. an identification and rehabilitation proctwould be
no less effective than the present maximum license penalty under the Pennsylvania M6tor Vehicle
Code (Act-81).

There are several *underlying assumptions that must be made in any recomtnenation to send a
person for treatment for alcoholism. Many of these are commonly accepted by most persons, but
several are quite controversial- even among very knowledgeable alcoholipn. professionals. Few will
argue that many persons appear to have probleins in maintaining control over their use of alcohol. It
is alSo commonly accepted that this "loss of control" phenomenon is not absolute, and varies in

)degree among different individuals and from time to time. The causes of alcoholism and a singularly
successful cute' have n6t---been determinedat this time. It has been the x'perience of many persons.
both, recovering alcoholics themselves; and professionals within the treatment community, that

t./7":".
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alcoholism can be "treated" with reasonable success and that the symptoms that surround it can be
41

significantly reduced in many cases, 1111;

Care must also 'be taken that no confusion is made in understanding that remission of
symptoms is net the same as a cure. The Governor's Council on Drug and Alcohol Abuse, as well as -

nur9erous other national statistics and authorities in the field, concede that, at this time, most
forms of alcoholism must, be considered to be a life-long condition, and numerous relapses and
vehement denial are outstanding characteristics of the `condition. Thus, many chilms of various

proponents of specific and universal "cures" must alwofs be regarded with extreme suspicion by

ahy referring agent. However, many techniques and therapies are qute effective foecertain persons
when they correspOnd to their ideals and acceptance levels, and sienificant changes in behavior cat,

frequently be expected when conditions are suitable for such changes.
Experience both in the field oralcoholisrn treatment and that of alcohol highway safety has

demonstrated that any treatment program must be flexible enoitgh to allow for individual needs,
and must have available several modalities of treatment which can be used in multiple combinations.
The reason for havOg such an approach is based on the knowledge that people arrested for DUI,
and who may also loe problem drinkers, do not constitute a homogeneous grdup, and therefore
might require quite differpnt treatment regimens with extremely different expectations. There is no

doubt, for example, th4 the degree of problem sinnking varies from those offenders who are
borderline, so far'as diagnosis is concerned, to those individuals whose history and-examination i
leave no doubt that they are alcohol addicts.

Some modalities that have been described as especially useful 4n the treatment of alcoholism

'are: Group Therapy,individual Therapy, Family Thvrapy/pisulfiram (Antabuse(") Therapy. Chem-
6theltpy, and many others The environment in which these therapies can be besttdministered is
usually determined by an evaluation of patient needs and the availability of community resources.

In general, it has been therlxperience of most DUI Treatment Programs, that an outpatient environ-
ment is quite adequate for the majority of DUI patients, but supportive availability of ii atient, de-

toxication, and residential care units may be of gn.at value.-
In conclusion, ii should be noted that there are few organized and coordinated systematic

treatment programs for 1r Offenders in Pennsylvania. In the City of Philadelphia, its a result of .

some basic research and experience, a fleet was demonstrated for a treatment program specially

designed for bUI problem drinkers, and in 1976 four such special treatment programs are in
existence. Also, in Reading, a need 'for treatment services was recognized, but because of the ;
relatively small number of offenders, their objectives were accomplished within the structure of
existing alcoholism treatment programs: In both these cities, the identification and evaluation of the

DUI population has 'resulted in very substantial increases in the referral and admission of alcoholic
persok to these alcoholism facilities. In most of Pennsylvania however, there is not only a paucity
of alcotibilisrri treatment services in gerieral. but a critical stortage of services for specific groups of

alcoholic patients. such as alcklholic DUI offenders. .

Throughout the Commonwealth there is a limited number of Alcohol Highway Safety

Counterme4sures Profit ms. but the existing programs are, in nailw411,,cases. essentially educational

1
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. m nature and do not emphasize,, nor conduct, specific treatment...on a formal bays. If treatment is
mentioned at all it is.within the context of a group experience and It is invariably simply a referral
or suggestion to attend an Alcoholics Anonyrus open meeting, which for.most DUI offenders
who are earlier stage problem drinkers, may be an inappropriate modality. This is partly because of .-
the anonymitj, required .within the organization itself, which, by organizational, philosophy,
prohibits_ d tealoping an 4cUrate recording and reporting between Alcoholics Anonymous groups
and the crim al justice system. 4 .

t

Another problem is' that most existing alcoholism treatment systems emphasize inpatient
treatment, w 'ich does not seem to be the most appropriate environment' for the vast majority of
,the akoho DUI offenders. The experience of pilot and'developing programs strongly supports the

otion' that these persons require outpatient approaches that are specially tailored to their needs.
reatment programs for these persons will hale, to relate to the, special conditions of tills group, that

reflect their special characteristics and needs.
Current research with the DUI population suggests that these persons are, generally speaking,

less alcohol-impaired than the type of patient usually seen inalcoholism treatment programs. They
are, typically male, more often married and living with their spouses, more likely to have good
employtnent 'records with continuous .employment. and have shorter histories of problem drinking
than customarily seen in,generally voluntary admissions to alcoholism treatmerit Although th4e
`charactegistics would suggest a better prognosis, they are counterbalanc-by a significantly poorer
motivation to attend and commit 'oneself to an enduring treatment plan. It is, therefore, very
important that a treairnent program become mandatory and thathe frill support of the criminal
justice and probation system be mobilized to ensure offender participation in treatment.

The results of a pilot demonstration program for alcoholic DUI offenders conducted in
Philadelphia in 1975, suggested, that, for meaningful behavior changts to occur, once weekly
treatment for six months is the riinimum involvement, and it would probably be m re desirable to
insist on approximately one year of weekly 'therapy sessions to more fully implem nt significant,
long-lasting behavior change.

Any treatment program for alcoholic DUI offenders should be seen as an in gral part of a
total system, under the control and leadership of the courts. The treatment system ust link with,
and provide continuity of care from the judipai, probatiop and parole, an educational
components, and should also he closely allied to existing-alcohol and general healt care delivery
systems. There are many -different ways in which, this coulcl be accomplished nand in each
community the DUI treatment system should become part of the local health care livery system
with special ties to both Drug aod Alcohol, and Mental Health Programs. The vitally i portant part
played by the local criminal justice system, which will iriclude police,. judges pros ecuton,
defenders, end probation and parole' officers cannot be overeyphtisized. .

t./
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Past, Present, and Future DireCtions for DUI CoupOrmeasures
,

1 , . 4,',,,, , ,
) . A . %. lir

. OvOr the past 80 years of driving legislatfpn; there 10e been few attempts tcrilegislate DUI,
prevention into the Moto!' VehiCle Code d Pennsylvania. ,

The National Highway Traffic SafetyOkkrusitiation 041ITSA.1has for many years stddiedt . .

problem of the drinking driver. NHTSA's teconnethAtioi)§ were included in the model traffic rode
known as the Uniform Motor re -Kole Code which- bias Served as the base for the newly enacted
Pennsylvania Motor Vehicle ,Code of 1976, which significantly updates the law in nearly all aspects
of traffic safety. 4 .

It is now apparent that a more balanced approach to the probkfinwitl 1;e adopted, with the
recognition that the criminal justice system and 4he treatment anci rehabilitation systems must
become partners' in any meaningful efforts to reduce the effectg-of this major public health .
problem. .

Some technological developments are sure to have'a, marked effect on DUI detection and
r,ehabilitation in the coming decade: The ivreaseh organization and standardization of DUI
countermeasures in Pennsylvania is sure to have a *marked effect on the development of improved
administrative and clinical procedures in the management of the prdblem. Some possible approaches
in treatment' would include mandatory disulfiram rapy for repeat or resistant offenders,
increased use of weekend or evening incarceration. and e nsive tTse of Accelerated Rehabilitative
Disposition (A.R.D.). Alai, the use of sophisticated ath analy 's, techniques should be
encouraged in all pr'6grarns, involved-in evaluation, treatment, and rAca ilitation of Selected DUI
Offenders. Such technology will helpTo reline diagnosis, and objectify and standardize alcohol
abuSe behaviors. This willlacilitate.clear cot_ munication, and therefore foster relationships between
rehabilitation staff, the courts,%nd the DUI offender, Technology advances are especially I'mportan't
in the use cof accurate and understandable measures of condition and progress shared by tfie
therapist with the client.

_

,

Of great significance is the growing emphasis on the quality of ale,pholism treatment facilities
themselves. Standards for operation and _licensing as well as national accreditation for alcoholism
treatment programs are now a reality. It is also apparent that this proceSs will accelerate the demise
of many marginal and ineffective programs and encourage high administrative and clinical standards
for 1.he surviving few. Any form of national health insurance is sure to be linked to the most
advanced treatment systems, and payment for any such se ices will certainly' be associated with
accredited prcigrams with strong outpatient and aftercare dem nts.

Program knterrelationships
. ., .4 .. . .....

While there areclearly differences in programsroperating within the various communities in the
6ommonwe?Ith, it is apparent that some basic elements must always exist in order to conduct any',

4 ..- ../. .
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effective countermeasures 'program; simply stated, they, are, law enforcement, judiiiary, and
rehabilitation. The following ilowchalt ,provided to give a graphic illustration of a, fully
functioning and compithensive countermeasures program in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.

t
.
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PENNSYLVANIA ALCOHOL-HIGHWAY 'SAFETY PRO,AM (PAHSP)

FLOWCHART

1. LAW ENFORCEMENT SECTOR
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Ali A. Diagnostic EvalUgtion

(V B. Psycho-Medical Treatment

IIIC. PAHSP Safe Driving School
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O
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Amendments to Pennsylvania Motor Vehicle Code
`Regarding DUI Offenses (Act 81)

In the final days of -the 1976 session,our legislature enacted a new and comprehensive vehicle
.

41; -code. The following key provisions are-noted in the existing law. . .. 4

I) Third Degree .Misdemeanor: Section 3731 defines the404,ffense as a third degree
, misdemeanOr. The basic definition of influence remains intact 101 a combination of alcohol and

drugs rendering a person unable to drive is specifically desCribed. Section 3731(9)(1).
Subsection- (c) also amends prior arrest law because it authorizes the arrest of a DUI offender

based on probable cause even if the officer has not personally observed the offense. Under common
law rules, no wait can be made for a misdemeanor unless personally observed by the officer and
based upon a judicially issued complaint or warrant.

Under the new Act, an officer can arrest a person based upon other guilt-laden facts, i.e., an
accident. without the arrestingitifficef 's personal observation Prompt arrest immediately erect 'an
Obstacle to continueddriving.

2) Penalties. Fines of up to $2,500 and one year in ynson can be assessed for an offense. In
addition, pursuant to 'Sectidn 1572(a)(2), (b)(..2),. first offenders receive a six month license
suspension. ,A second conviction within three years will result in a mandatory one year revocation.

3) Accelerated Rehabilitative Disposition (A.R.D.): Section 1534 specifically perrriits the i'se
of ARD -ot violations of Section 3731 However, use of ARD will effect a subsequent suspension as
provided by Section 1539(c). 1 .

4) Surrender of License: section 1540 mandates a court-ordered surrender of driver'slicense
.together2ith a return to the Department of Transportation:

,
5) litbitUal Offenders: Section 1542(a) and (b)-defines as a habitual offender any person

thrice convicted of DUI within a five year period. Such a person is subject to an automatic five year
, revocation.

6) he-Sentence Examination. Any Person twice convicted of DUI Within five years must be .
a

given a pre-sentence investigation pursuant to Section 1548(a). In addition, ate CoUrt under
_subsection (b) may require treatment at a facility approved by The Governor's Council on Drug and -
Alcohol. Abuse,. Said coturnitment is subject to review upon the filing bf a petition.

,
7) Establishment of School- Section 1549(b) provides ,for the establishment of a school. or

schools throughout theCommonwealth to provide instruction on ptoblems of alcohol and (laving.
T. 8) Presumptions and BAC Tests. Section 1547 provides :for the administratioli` of BAC tests.

.
Consent for such a test is deemed, to be given,)y thesacceptance of a driver'slicense. Refusal kJ' N

submit to a test results in an au.torriatic suspension for six months. A second refusal results in an
automatic one year susceipon. The in ay, upon request, be administered by one's personal dr\physician.

s\ _ .

0.05(/ or below is conclusive evidence that a persoil ig not under the influence. Section
546(d)(1).

113
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In excess of 0.05% but below 0.10% Creates rid presumption, but permits the offense to 'be

considered with other competent evidence in deterridning the issue of whether the person was. or
was not under the influence. Section 1547(d)(2). In excess of 0.10% creates a presumption that the

person was under the influence. This presumption is,, pursuant ,to subsection (d), a rebutat1e
presumption.

For the first offense, the defendant or his
prior io trial. SeCtion 1547(f).

Under subsection (i), a driver involved in an
honored if "reasonably prabticable to do so."

attorney, is entitled to theoffendees test results

accident may request the BAC test anclit Shall be

The Educational F on and Its Relationship to the
Comprehensive Plan for DUI Countenneasures

. X
'Pursuant to Section 1549, an educational program on the problems of alcohol and driving will

be established and maintained throughout the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. This revolutionary
enactment reflects the legislative recognition Of the role education catt.play in,counteracting DUI

offinses. The statute provides for a 'uniform course .of instruction 'by faculty certified by the
Department of Transportation:

. The Pennsylvania Alcohol-flighway Safety Program's 'DUI Safe Dtiving School will provide
sixteen hours of class instruction in weekly two-hour segments.
are: (1) an increase in awareness and knowledge regarding alt
and (2) a'change in attitudes regarding driving under the infl

The rationale for the DUI Safe Diving School is base/rwhoconsumes alcohol, and in particular "drinks and drives,
toward aloha consumption. In general, he perceives drinkin

,phrases such as'"It tastes gOod," "It takes the hurt out of my bones," "I:have more, fun when I°
drink" `It helps me forget about my worries," etc. Surprisingly. and yet in beeping VAth cognitive
dissonance theory, few, if any Of the deleterious effects of drinking alcohol are discussed by the

offender (student). The ,admittance to gelf and others that one's drinkinglbehavior has negative and.

at times grave consequences for oneself Would create for the individual internal conflicts, and wouldtiperhaps result in a decrease in their drinking. Therefore, an indiv* nal who drinks,, continues to dO

soprimarily because he eoptinues to maintain a positive position thinking, feeling, and acting as

if alcqhol were,conducive to his good- health. Furthermore, he drinks (defined as an invidual who
driilks ah4, actively desires to continue his dnnking at some level) via an elaborate ritual, the

,_. intention of which is to deny te-himself in some manner to introjection of negative data concerning

alcohol use.. His denial of the negative aspects of alcohol is accomplished through an elaborate
cognitive-emotional process. This process promotes the "goodness" of alcohol (acts, events,

"situationefeiings; thqughts, etc.) aro, does not allow the negative to be felt or known, through the
i

.

e two-major goals of the school
ol, alcoholism, and highway safety;

ence.
on an assumption that an, individual

a fundamentally positive attitude
as beneficial, and uses positive

he ..e. I
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utilization of such mechanisms as repression. denial-suppression. projection. selective perception.
reactionillinnation, forgetting,' etc. In ,stignmation.. alcohol consumers accentuate the positive and
ignore the neiative regarding their alcohol use., ,

Applying cognitive dissonance theory, to the Phe enon desCribed above, 'tfit., DUI,safe
.' driving classes emphasize some.of the negative aspects of inking grid driving. To facilitate change

in dnriking beh vier. one, must first create dissonance 1,.e.. in the individual's attitudes
( and beit*rega ding his drinking behavior. One can s4ume,th.at tirsi offenders arrested for DUI Will

. attend 'class feeling geneFally that their thinking be evior 15 pOsarvef,Most-offend,etsfeel that the
fact thaj they were arrested is -more 'important than ir--alcohol cemsurep. non. This persistence
and, in reality. rigid thinking and behavior must first be challenged M order to begin the'process of .
change. This can be acco plished bs.preseraing data thar.,attest tolthe,riegatisre qualities of thanking
alcohol. I( 1 #is is RI through the utikkation of, nformation (valid, reliable, and believable), a
possible conflict satiation (dissonance) . rOilt vyithirl. the jndriidti al, i.e., sets' of

.
contradictory information about the slime issue (alcohol):. .

How,ever, because, of the.,oVoder's lApcfrthinktitg and' hehavioc. the iildividuaf may not
incorporate the 'new dita, since incOnmstent and disgonantlienavior,.creath-Cflnflict Which is. of
necessity.4hreatering and anxiety:proyOking: Iriminieribble fSsjfcholdgical stitiliesiatest tic the fact
teat. people. in general, develop defense oinechanismrto'avoicl,feelihg anxieus-. Kneowcing this &curs,

'. One mist attempt tk introduce these dissonant, -facts abo alregrhol rn 'rho context bf warm.
supportive and accepting chi-hate whin will help -ter5ed,u,ix thrlevel of,thhreal, in the'riU,fases, an.

' attempt will be made to motivate the indivrhik by .ereatifid tensiOrralirougli cOgnItive dissonance
, .

while maintaining 'a non-threatoritng:exterrIA Class.ctifna4,1a facilitate 4n.dsupPorGneek, thinking
and behavior. Since ch'ange. involves 12oth CoWtive ptoceses, it is important Fiat ane
individual's emotional component.' liks lfecling;', regarding itrinkin,g behavior: as well as his

.
cognition, be' utilized arid integrated into

- . .
For your information. the lesson' plalis for the eight sessions iretotedbelos0-

-

.
. w

. -
%

Lessson Plan I , Intrvduction to"P-eiiisytva'riJa Alcohol Higlaait Safgty Program .04'2
,

, . , , - .
. .,

, , Lesson Plan II "Alcohol and the Humarillo'd%,\
r

tesson Plan III 'Nature and Stopeof-Drinkray. Drivi"ng.Problim. -,.. . -
Less& Plan IV Drinking and,Drivfng Phtjms'alfd'hiarkier'iltics,

.. . , . , 14 - ' - .4

'.. i ! t , . '.. k

Lesson Plain V The Problem ,Dirinker/AlLoh4lisni., ''. .
,,, . ,- .._

.1.

,

Lesson Plan VI Alcoholism lind:Farnil
>r .

115
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Lesson Plan VII Alcohoh'sm and Me.

Lessonsliian Review of DUI Educational Safe Driving Program.
. 1

The Role of the. Legal SYstein

While it appears that the detecting and treating professions have made enormous strides in
fulfilli firir ordained functions, the ietai system has merely marked time. Prosecutors may seek
the application of rigid formulae, e.g., probation fen the first offender, a short jhifsentence'fw the,
repeater, and lengthy incarceration for the hardtbre DUI offender. i

. , .

Defense attorneys still think in
. terms -of.winning rather than.the long-tern best interest of the

Ant, and the judiciry is still strapped with rather inflexible sentencin ptipris. . # `

The law profession should pander the sobering thought that th egal system alone has done
very little to deter drinking driving, despite the fact that the criminal justice system possesses a
captive audience.

,

A) The Use of Prosecutorial Discretion ,
N

......... The prosecutor stands in th'e best .position to change the pattern of disposition. This can
,ibe accomplished in several ways: T

re (1) The Decision to Use ARD
, ( .

By opting not to.prosecute the case, but to dismiss it conditionally, the prosecutor
has removW.,;nother burdensome case -from the docket and foreclosed the possibility of
incarceration and its additional expense. But more importantly, by rapidly disposing of the legal '
side of the problem, he has helped to begin the treatment process at an eany stage. It is not absurd :

to say that often a litigated DUI trial can, including motions to suppress."trial- and appeal, take

years. Little advantage is obtained for either the drinker or the public} because the offender
.

continues to drive witho treatment. . -

.. 42) The Post-Verdict Decision to Order Treatment
.

While the Cdurt is well aware of the heavy and lonely duty facing it; often, it seeks

and relies ui,on the prosecutor's recommen9tion_ At this point, a recommendation for treatment
can "tip" the decision in that dufection. Considertng the cost of incarceration, treatment gener

,

posest-far more palatable alternative. Pursuant' to Section 1548(b) of the Vehicle Code, the, tin
may order a pre-sentence report for "habitual offenders," and may, if deemed necessary, require k,

commi,ent for treatment at 'arrapproved mental health facility. - r -

(3) _The Decision Not To Prosecute
Often, the prosecutor may decide because of the special conditions of the accused.

or the weakness of evidence, or a combination of these, not to pro§ecute at all. Often this will

c
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a

be. accomplished because .a concrete treatment program has been undertake o), is about to be
undertaken.

. ,
A decision to dismiss "without prejudice" is a method of avdiaing the stigma and

' burden of a trial hi. exchange for treatment which also contains some guarantee of compliance by
the DUI offender. Failure to complywithin the assigned period may result in the reinstatement of
charges. . ,

B) The Role of the Defense Attorney
While it is clear that the short-term best- intei4st of any accused dictates an acquittal, we

must question w or ngt this possibility really helps the prOblem drinker, his family, or the
public. Treatment can ays be considered as part of a sentence. It can also result in ARD or a nol
pros. A well-designedlreatment 'program presented to the prosecutor and/or the ARDjudge can be
persuasive in this clqision-making process. .

Again, the lefense attorney must review all of the available information in order_temake
a satisfactory evaluation of the client regarding Ins/her problem dnnkipg. The diagnostic evaluation-
presented elsewhere in this manual should be senously considered in your decision-making process.
Remember, a high:BAC:D/15% or above, indicates a potentially serious problem drinker.

, Following your scrutiny of the case, an agonizing decision must be made: 'should the ease be
tried or should some form of treatment be sought prior to trial? Only a lawyer is in possession of
the total facts and is able to make this decision but the factors outlined herein should' be

, considered.

The Role of the Court

The Court's function IS virtually the same irrespective of what decision the prosecutor makes.
If ARD is chosen, the Cou'rt will attempt to ascertain if this is an appropriate case for suefi a
disposition.. Some factor,s to be considered are:

a

(1) The circumstances surrounding the, offense,

(2) Was there an acci,dent; property damage, or personal injury:

(l)e Aie defendant's background,pnor record and alcoholic evaluation;

(4-). The treatment facilities available,

4
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(5) The'possible effect on the community if defendant is permuted to continue driving;

46) The effect on the defendant and his family if he loses his license or is incarcerated.
t

Thek basic considerations are utilized when the Cotht considers post-verdict disposition but

there is one veal difference a failure to comply with the treatment program set out by the Court

may resul in incarceration because such a failure amounts to a violation of probation. Failure to
comply ith pre-trial probation conditions will only result in the trial the defendant had previously

fotegon . The availability of this additional sanction cannot be gainsaid, even if it is-seldom used.

The-Court may also be called upon to pass upon'the prosecutor's decision to dismiss-charges if

an information or indictment has b9n lodged prior/ to that decision. While this is a much more
limited function, the Court will usually seek to determine if this disposition is appropriate under the
circumstances of that particular case.

Creative
-
Sentencing

. .

Statistics concerning DUI offenders can help judges to fix more sensible sentences. For
instance, over 70% of all such offenses occur on weekends (6:00 p.m. Friday until 12:00 a.m.
Sunday). This would seem to dictate sentencing such offenders to spend weekends in jail because
the likelihood of a subsequent offense during this period is so high. When this notion is combined
with the Court's natural proclivity to avoid sentencing a family man to jail beciuse his problems will

be compounded upon release, it appears that a weekend prison sentence would satisfy both the
,community's need for safety and the problem drinker's needs to work in order to maintain his

family.
Of course, the situation described above is only illustrative but the potential for, creative

sentencing is only limited by our own imaginations. Work-release is another example for sentencing
which attempts to balance societal and individual needs. When a complete evaluation matnx is
available to the Court, the judge will be able to "tailor" each sentence to meet each case. This
complete evaluation matrix should include an individual offender's: (1) driving habits (Pennsylvania
Department of Transportation report), (2) drinking habits (diagnostic report); (3) mental health
status (diagnostic report), (4) the BAC (police report); (5),the time of the offense (police report);
and (6) previous arrest record for DUI and other alcohol-related offenses (police report). These
factors and others provide the Court with the raw data out of which the most socially enduring
sentence can be constructed. Of course, treatment facilities must be available if the Court's sentence

is to be m aningful and helpful.
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Rehabilitation, County Officials, and Education Prograni Reference List:

4
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Philadelphia; Leiss Lithographers Press, 1976;
Prepared for the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation and the Commonwealth 'of

Pennsylvania Governor's Council. on Drug and Alcohol Abuse.
Pennsylvania Alochol-Highway Safety Progrqm County Officials Manual: Philadelphia; Leiss

Lithographers Press, 1970;
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Pennsylvania Governor's Council on brug and Alcohol Abuse.,
Pennsylvania Alcohol-Highway Safety Program Pennsylvania DUI Safe Driving School

Instructors Guide: Philadelphia; Leiss Lithographers Press, 1976;
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PREFACE
c

This Alcohol-Law Enforcement Manual for the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania has been

prepared by International Alcohol and Mental Health.Associates, Inc. under the aegis of the City
oh Philadelphia's Coordinating Office on Drilg and Alcohol Abuse Programs, Project Manager,
Nicholas Piccone, Ed.D., Contract #6-3113 entitled "Curriculum and Instructors Guide for :Use
With Persons ArresKi for Driving While Intoxicated (DWI)."

This Alcohol-Law Enforcement Manu41 was- prepared for The Gevernor's Council' on Drug

and Alcohol Abuse; Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and the P.enrtsylvania- Department of Trans-

portation, in conjunction with the National Highway Traffic SpfetyAdminiVration, Contract No.
AL 76-10-4.

Project Staff responsible for the preparation of this manual were: Pascal Scoles, D.S.W.,

Project Director; Eric W. Fine, M.D., M.R.C. Psych., Medical Director; Michael J. Mulligan, M.Ed.,

Clinical Psychologist; Ms. Mary Miller, Administptive Asgistant; International Alcohol and Mental
Health Associates, Inc.; Arthur Koushel, DUVronsultant; and Louis M. NO0, Esq., First Assistant
Defender, Defender's Association of Philadelphia.
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The drinking driver has been a m2tier- concern .of persons involved in traffic .supervisiemlbr
.

'

ears. This Alcohol-Law Enforcement Manual will enhante the developMent of skills in deteatingh
apprehending? and gathering evidence for prosecution of person's drivhieunder the influence bf"

'alcohol or controlled substaices (DUI).
A
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The Drinking Driver An Overview

In the flak 80 sears the tomobile has managed to gain univers al acceptance as the preferred

means of tranSpoitation f eady all societies and,alture\s. It has also become one of the most
unusual and spphisticatect deadly weapons ever kncrwn to m nktrid. In-auy giv'en year it'has inflicted .

greater death tolls on the American publics than any of e wars fought in recent times, For
example, there were approximately 45,000 United States fat lities over a 10 year battle period in
Viet Name and 52,000 highway deaths in the year of 1972 alone. The startling aspebts of these
highway fatalities statistics include not only the high percentage of non -dnver deaths, but the faCt

that nearly 50% of these fatalities are considered by experts to be alcohol-related. Yet, it appears
that most citizens and governmental leaders are still unaware of, or unab respond to, the tre- -

mendousjesponsibility to develop innovative personal or organizational .ses to this problem.
In the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, as throughout the United States, the ¢em exists

in various forms and, as local political practices and leadership conditions permit, counte easures

programs have become uniquely local in their responses to the-drinking drivel problem. I the new
MotorVehicle Code of Pennsylvania (Act 81), Driving Under the Infletence of alcohol or ntrolled

substances (DUI) is a third degree misdemeanor. On the first offense (conviction) the epartment
of-Transportation must suspend the license for six months. If a second conviction occurs within

three years, the Pennsylvania -Department of Transportation maw revoke the license for one year.
"Habitual offenders,"defined as a dnver with three convictions within a fiie year period, incur an
automatic five yeti- revocation. All offenders can be fined up to a maximum of $2,500.

$
Inethe process of apprehension. trial and ultimate disposition of the ease, all the costs, except

defense, are usually,Xtrrectly laid on the taxpayer. According to a study. by Chicago Law Enforce-
fent officials, the total costs of trials, fury, and prosecution expenses is estimated to be fl 0,000

per offender. When the costs and ultimate ettects of jail and/or probation are. incluiled irr.the
position prockess for three years, it could be safely assumed to raise that total by a substantial
amount.

The costs to an offendef are equally high when considering both personal and financial
measures. Lawyers' fees, lost work, automobile retrieval/reparUcivil Suits for injuries, fines, loss of
license, loss of income during incarceration, and special risk autopobile insurance after the return
of the operator's permit, all combine to create an extremely ernbarrassingAliancial ant person-al

consequence of the arrest.
For the-genuine "problem drinker" that exists within this drinking dnver group, there is, un-

' fortunately, usually no special program awareness of, or attention to, the unique conditions that
afflict .them, and they are treated "equally under the law" for thiir marginally controlled beytaviOr.,
They may receive "special treatment" for maltiple arrests if they defyihe odds of a fatal accident

more than once, but in most Cases, they receive the usual penalties unique to the arresting munici-
pality or area. In most cases they merely consider themselves to be personally "unlucky," and take
their penalties equally with their "non-alcoholic" co -offenders with little thought or consideratibn

to their extremely life threatening situation,-,ind with maximum attention to the "unfairnes" of
tsheir lot.
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Thus, for the police, the courts, the goyernmental administrators. thealcohol rehabilitation
workers, and the highway safety specialists, themaralhon goes on and the score goes up.

But it doesn't have to be this way much longer, for the Commonwecalth has now changed the
ruleS. The keynote is revision and crAknation of the available evidence. Thelevition is in the existing
laws relating to the drinking driver based on the evidence that each DUI driver is different from the

, other, and that options musCbse expanded to meet the problem, so that prevention and proteCtion
is increased fot,both the offender and for society.

It is a proven scientific fact that alcohbl has a definite adverse effect on a person's ability to
operate a motor vehicle. According to Dr.. Robert F. Borkenstern, Professor of Police Adrrtinistra-
tion at Indiana University, the difference in relation to the drinking dnvers can be placed in the
following categories

I) Drinking drivers who are skillful drivers but whose. drinking is compulsive and uncon-
trolled Co9sequently, whenever they dnnk, the alcohol concentrations are generally.
in the high ranges, even when they drive.

1) Drinking' drivers who are not compulsive drinkers but who are overly aggressive, and
as a result., are not good drivers under most circumstances. Alcohol moves them from
bad,to worse.

3) Drinking dnvers to whom neither drinking nor driving is usually a problem. They will
occasionally drive when they have had too much to dnnk.

) Dnnking drivers who are unusually sensitive to the'effect of alcohol.

- 5) Drinking drivers who are learners or beginners in both drinking and driving. Their ex-,
twrience and skill in' each area is limited and therefore their driving behavior may be
uncertain and unpredictable. This class includes some teenagers. .

,

6) "-Dnnking drivers who becauseof age or ilhiess are losing or have ?last-their dnving skills.
Alcohol accentuates thltloss of skill

7) Drinking drivers who have nogyoblem with drihking or with driving. They consei-
eriously and consistently mane to be below the threshold of impairment from alcohol
for then.' when they drink anJ then drive.

There is steadily mounting evidence to show that drinking drivers in category one are involved in a
disproportionate number of fatal crashes. With t/,eir consistently high blood alcohol concentrations
when drMkiffk and driving (evidence of problem drinking or alcoholism,. they are a menace to
themselves Ocl to others.

Thisilket was underscored in the I0 Alcohol and Highway Safety Report to the Unile d
States Congress. That report states "Alcoholics and ether problem drinkers who constitute but a
small minority of the geneial population account for a very large part of the Overall problem."

131
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In a report from the Advisory Committee on Traffic Safety t,o the Secretary of Health, Educa-
tion and Welfare, it is stated that: `.The overwhelming weight of evidence is that alcoholism plays
a very substantial role, and probably the major role, in the occurrence of traffic accidents involving
the use of alcohol." ,

This is what this manual 19 about, a new look at an old problein. We hope that you as a reader,
a potential victim and a law enforcement professional will,. be able to use 'your new impressions to
prevent and protect yourself, your family, and your community. Mpst importantly it cannot be
done on a single person level or even with one agency or department. To respond to this problem
will require a concerted, cohesive and cooperative agreement between the pollee, judiciary, and
rehabilitation personnel, with mutual concern and trust necessary to achieve a common goal.

The Effect of Blood Alcohol Lvel on Drivinig

Alcohol affects all the cells of the body, but the most dramatic resujts of ingesting alcohol -."."9.N`
occur in the nervous system, especially the brain. The central' nervous system,especially the brain,
is primarily affected by alcohol, with an early apparent stimulation cesulting from depression of
inhibitory control mechanisms. Discrimination, insight, memoryi concentration, and perception are
all dulled by alcohol, while speech may become eloquent, and mood swings uncontrolled. Complexe,
behavior patterns are released that depend essentially on the personality of (he individual, external
stimuli, from the environment, and tolerance for the drug. Alcohol seriously diminishes both mental
'and phyical abilities, although when under iteffect people overestimate their performances. For
any given blood alcohol level, the effects of alcohol are more noticeable when the alcohol concen-
tration in the blood is, rising than when it- is falling High levels of alcohol affect the ability, to dis-
criminate between lights of different intensities. Narrowing of the visual field occurs and may be
particularly dangerous in automobil dnving Resistance to glare is impaired so that the eye requires
longer to readjust after exposure , s :ht lights. Sensitivity to certain colors, especially red-, appears
to decrease.

Although, the question of the effect of alcohol on gross behavioral change is not yet fully
resolved, the results are unanimous in shbwing that driving skills already begin to detenorate at
blood alcohol levels below 005%. This level of alcohol )n the blood would be reached, broadly
speaking, in, a persoikweighing 190 lbs.,wh9 had Consumed three (3) 12 -ounce beers or three (3)
cocktails containing one ounce each of 86 proof alcohol within-one hour before driving. Although
other factors, such as the presence of food in the gastrointestinal tract, influence the rate of en-
trance of alcohol into the bloodstream, a 120-pound person would achieve a blood alcohol level
of 0.05% with less than two (2) 12-ounce bottles Of beer or less than two (2) cocktails containing
ap ounce of whiskey each. .

Increasing concentration of alcohol in the blood is related to a number of driving errors, e.g.,
carelessness, reduced exactitude in stcenng and braking, more frequent stalling at cntical moments,
etc. 0.05% alcohol in the blood produced a tendency to dnve toward a road ditch in 82% of cases
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studied. With 0.10% 6 loed levels, drivers consistently fluctuated between low and high speeds,

swerved from lane to lane,"and used excessive amount of time to return to the correct lane. Blood

alcohol _levels of 0-.10% adversely affect-normal dnver performance by 15%, with detetioration

'increasing to 30% with blood alco,hol levels of 0A5 %.

There is. no question that the probability of vehicle accidents increases sharply as the driver's
----blood alcohol level increases. The chance of accident involvement where blood alcohol levels are
,between 0.05% and 0. Wo, is two to seven times greater than persons at zero BAC and at 0.15%;

it is approximately 25 times greater. These estimates are given indirect support by studies which
show a positive correlation 'between blood alcohol levels and other serious relevant variables, suCh
as extent of damage, expense ofdamage, and severity of injury.

N

Driving Under the Influence of Icohoi or D gs

( I ) Unlawful Condition e r river

Driving. Under the Influence There is only one driver condition that specifically
requires enforcement action It is driving under the influence of intoxicating liquor or drugs (DUI)

or the combination thereof:
_.

Difficulty of Enforcement Enforcement agencies recoggize that the drinking driver
is an important contributor to accidents. A fundamental reason for difficulties in enforcement IS

_probably the wide social acceptance of alcohol*. beverages. Because most _people use alcoholic,

beverages socially, they feel they cannot be severe with drivers who get into trouble because they

dnve after drinking. s

..
..

Difficulties of Prosecution Penalties following conviction for 'driving under the
influence are severe. The driving privilege is automatically withdrawn upon conviction in

Pennsylvania. ,-

/ I
(2) Polydrug Use and the DUI Artiest

The drug/alcohol combination n many instance's produces a mutual aid effect whereby

each enhances the effect of the other so,that-one plus_one no longer makes two but makes four or

five units. of effect. This multiplying effect known as syhergism explains the "cheap drunk"
accomplished wq a tn4tle of beer and a single pill or capsulepf any one pf several hypnotic drugs.
Obviously, a blood alcohol determination, alone would grosslyUnderestimate the driver impairment
when polydrug use is noted. .

1.
. When the signs of impairment are extegsive and the blood alcohol level is low (in general

beldw the legal limit) and thus s ems inconsistent, the police officer should investigate the pos-

sibility that other drugs are involv d in the suspected DUI offense.
-..

/
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There may be instances in which a driver exhibits abnormal behavior and clearly appears
under the influence of sorn ethinp In such cases, it Sometimes develops that he has taken some
kind of drug in addition to liquor, thereby being under the "combined influence" of both .liquor
and drugs. Because of this combination, his-condition is such thatlie becomes intoxicated from
a lesser amount of alcohol than would ordinarily be associated with his resulting behavior..The
courts have determined that such a person is neverthelest under the influence of liquor because
he has lowered his-susceptibility to alcohol.

(a) Narcotics (primarily opiate derivatives, heroin, morphine, etc.) Narcotics require
only very small dosages in the average person to produce diminished sensibility to such uncomfort-
able sensations as pain, hunger, and fatigue. They induce the pleasing sensations of emotional
tranquility. Such mental functions as concentration, judgment and memory are disturbed as the
subject becomes dreamy and drowsy with the exclusion of external stimuli. With this impairment,
the driver fails to notice traffic signals, while speed and distance are only vaguely realized due to
inattention and reduced visible accuity.

It is immaterial whether the driver is taking such drugs on his own or by prescription
of a licensed physician since his driving ability is affected' either way. Authorized use is not a
defense.

(b) Barbiturates and Tranquilizers Barbiturates are generally prescribed by physicians
to calm nervousness and induce sleep. Occasionally, the hypnotic effect is preceded by excitement
and behavior best described as inebriation. The barbiturates may be grouped broadly into long-
acting and short-acting based upon duration of effect. In capsule form, they have found wide illicit
use and such names as "red devils," "yellow jackets," :`goof balls," etc. were given street names
based on capsule color. In general, barbiturates influence has the me effect as alcohol influence.
Taken with alcohol, the combination results in very profound e ects which are much greater than
the simple arithmetic sum of the separate effects.

Tranquilizers (Valium,® Librium,° etc.) enjoy wide popularity for therelief of nervous
tensions and anxieties. This group of drugs have in. common a mild sedative effect without doutlink
consciousness or inducing sleep when taken in smaller dos'es. Generally, they are muscle. relaxants.
It is not uncommon to find indiiiduals with high blood pressure under mild tranquilizing drugs.
In large dosages or together with other drugs like alcohol, potent effects involving illizziness and
drowsiness are noted amongst the DUI offenders.

(c) Amphetamines (Benzadrine® Fetamin,® etc.) These drugs in the form of tablets
or capsules are used frequently by commercial drive and others who are attempting to avoid
fatigue. In general, amphetamines relieve drowsiness and fatigue created by a lack of appropriate
rest and/or sleep. These drags tend tc$ncrease mental alertness and facilitate the flow of thought,'
but this occurs at the expense of concentration: A "false sense" of self confidenci and well being is
cojnmQnly reported by amphetamine users. In its most dangerous form, amphetamine abuse by
drivers stems from excessive use where sleep is postponed by days rather than trours. Traffic officers
report such descriptions as "asleep with eyes open" and "little or no response to questions."
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Obviously, such persons;have forced themselves into a state of physical exhaustion. Like the effects
of alcohol, decreased attention to the process of driving renders the drug user less capable, since-his
normal abilities are seriously impaired.

(d) Antihistamines This family of synthetic drugs is used to control. allergies and the
attending symptomatic discomfort. They act chiefly byiizafion causing inattention, confusion, and
drowsiness. It is a.711 noted fact that this confusional-state will dispcle the operator of an auto-. mobile to serious highway accidents.

Allergies constitute a large prOpoitiof of medical practice and the antihistamines form a
major part of that corrective regimen. Such wiNspread use naturally presents the danger of a driver
under the effects of an antihistamine drug. These drugs are known to have erratic and unpredictable
effects on many persons so that the unsuspecting driver may be caught unaware of the antihista-

, mine effect.
(e) Driver Cbnditions Due to Physical Ailment There are a number of instangies in

which the impaired driver is alcohol -drug free. While these conditions can be hazardous there is no
specific legislation against driving while under their influence. Often these conditions, which are not
the result of alcohol or drugs, produce symptoms that can be mistaken for those of alcohol-influ-
ence. For example, the existence o a physical ailment does not constitute a violation of any law
nor does driving while in extremely tired, angry, or overwrought condition. FlOwever, driver condi-
tiOns resulting from causes other than liquor or drugs may become important elements in cases in-
volving negligence, reckless driving, or reckless homicide. Especially if the person sp affected contin-
ues to drive despite his knowledge that he may have a seizure, "blackout," etc. Such disregard of
safety is commonly held to be willful or wanton because the driver shows indifference to harmful
consequences which are likely to follow. In general, the arresting officer should be aware of the fact
that symptoms indicative of intoxication.may be the result of some other-condition in the driver.

A (3) Disorders Resembling Alcoholic Intoxication

pihlretes A person who is staggering and apparently drunk could be a diabetic suffering
from .lowblooesugar a condition that occurs in diabetics who have taken too much insulin or .
failed 'to eat enough to keep their-blood-sugar level normal. Also; a person suffering frbm diabetic ,

coma as a result of not having enough insulin may be confused with anunCohscisps "drunk." A
sweet odor similar to'alcohol may be present - this isdue to a substance cail4aettone which may
accumulate in the blood.

Epilepsy Epileptics may sometimes wander for hours in a co fused state, some may
even-become violent for brief periods.of time.

Head Injury A serious pOssibility in the case of an apparent!
alcohol-influenced accident victim. Some slightfbleeding under the covering
produce confused symptoms similar to intoxication, or unconsciousness.

.\,
juren-,4,apparently

f the\ brain may at first

High Blood Pressure The victim -c this disease in an acute state may become temporari-
lyly irrational.

I

1
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Mental Conditions, Brain Tumors, Brain Abscesses, Brain Infections These may giverise

toUnpredictable behavior and peculiar spells. .
,

.

, . .

Stroke or Apoplexy Both conditions are due to disturbances of blood circulation in the

brain and either one can cause dizziness, confusion, vomiting or, unconsciousness.

Degenerative Diseases Vari6us degenerative diseases of the brain and nervous system
may cause a person to stagger, act silly, be forgetful or wander aimlessly:

Uremia A form of kidney failure which causes vomiting, convulsions, and coma. ...

Wernike's Syndrome A complication which may occur in alcoholism in "which the vic-

tim even when not drinking is confused, has faulty muscular cocrrdination, or may have paraly-
sis of the eye muscles. """"

Carbon Monoxide Poisoning This can cause dizziness, nausea,' weakness, inabilito
walk, unconsciousness and, eventually, death. After the symptoms are well developed, the victim

turns a peculiar shade of cherry red.

- Elements of a DUI Arrest

The now outdated Pennsylvania Motob Vehicle Code, Section 1037, defining "Driving U nder

the Influence of alcohol or controlled substances" stated:

It shall be unlawful fOr any person to operate a motor vehicle,ftractor,
streetcar, or trackless trolley omnibus, while under the influence 6f" intoxi-

cating liquor or any narcotic drug or habit producing drug, or permit any
person who may be under the influence of ifitoxicating liquor or narcotic
or habit producing drug, to -operate any motor vehicle or tractor owned
by him or in his custody or control.

In the final days of the 1976 session of the State Letislature, a new and comprehensive vehicle
code was enacted. Section 3731 of Act SI defined the offense aca third degfee misdemeanor
while'retaining the basic definition of the former law. It also specific ty descAtes the tombinatiop
of alcohol and controlled substances capable of rendering a perion una e to driv4.

ft

What MIIsLthe Arresting Officer Prove To convict -a person of driving under the influence,
you must have evidence that will convince a judge anti/or jury of the-two elements,of the offense:

(I) The suspected person was-either driving, o or i_ control of the vehicle;
(2) He/she was under the influence of alcoh r controf1(d substanCes sufficient to impair

his driving ability. _
4 ' )

.. 41 ,..
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Detection of the Drinking Driver

It . 4-arm-stink officer's responsibility to obtain the evidence necessary to substantiate the
enforcement action which he initiates. The gathering of evidence begins with the first observation of
the suspect vehicle. What directed your attention to a particular velritle;and what-did the driver do
to arouse suspicion as to his driving ability?

D..ztectiori bf the driver who is possibly "driving while under the influence",is initiated in one
of four ways:

(1) Direct obscryation of the individual while heis driving the vehicle.
o-'(2) A report from h ther person of the. indiviclu,afrdriving.

,-4
(3) As a result of a calf to the scene of an accident. . .,-

(4) As the result of stopping the inilividual for aninfraction of a driving rule or as.a result of 41`.."--

. a check of loads, lights, equiptent, operator's license, el. ,6
v

The officer must mentallyrecorAith accuracy, not only the normal actions whichPbttikii,*

. expected, but also the individual's abnormal'or unusual actions. Ne shot* ,take written notesof 1111
he has seen and of the statements of witnesses at ;the earliest practfable time so that evidence to

% ; ,,, --
support prosecution isproperly memorialized. .1 .

Drivers operating 'their vehicles in any manner which would raise doubt as to their sobriety or
other abnormal condition thonld be stopped.and, the-cause for the erratic drivinFirertained. A few
examples of deviations from normal driving, for which' the officer must be alert, are listed below:.

) '
(1) Unieasonable speed where geographical characteristit,kor bther:citcumstances would ordi -'

Warily com'pe14more moderate rate of travel.
V e

(2) Weaving from road edgjito white line; sharp, jerky movements in correcting directioh of k'
. travel. i 6.. ' , .

(3) Driving in spurts, first slow and then' fast, or vice versa.

(4) freque.4n 6:31.11t lane changing coupled with excessive speed.
,

' ,. ,. ,
c

(5) lmpropek pgscr-itnout sufficient:Clearance O long or sr cutting in. Taking too lwerving - 411

, . toh 'mutW in overtaking and passing, i.e., overcontrolling.',.
'

_ (6) Overshooting or disragarding traffic signs or signals..'', _"
(4') Approaching signs or signals unreasonably fast or 'slow, and stopping of attempting to

stop with uneven motions. Dr/ 4
(81 Driving at night without lights: delay in turning them an after ittkrting from a parked posi-

tion. 4
® . .6,

ti (9), D *ght with parking lights. %

,_ . .

-...

_

:
\. .
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. (10) Unnecessary use of high beam lights and ignoring
beams.

Unnecessary use of turn indicatOrs.

(12-) 'Driving in lower gears without apparent
ing gears.

3) Jerky starting,or stopping.

(14) Driving unreasonably sloW.',
(15) 'Driving too close to Curbs or,appearing to hug the shoulder or center of the roadway, or

continually straddl. g the center lines of other lane markings.

(1.6) Driving with ws,rolled dowhincold weather.win

(17), Driving Or riding with hea pirtly or completely out-of

s from other motorists to lower

reasonable cause or reKatedlyieshing or clash-L

a

In -summation, once a driver is suspected of under the in
so able effort should beltnade to stn him anthremovetifn fro
necessary to`obtai*arty further observations on the subject's im

.pest to proceed, fi)rillis purpose could result in an accident.'So a

dow.

ence of intoxicants, every rea-
ighway immediately. is not
of drhIg. To alloy, the sus-
ense point conceivably could

be raised on the presuniption that the office? was "not sure' and was required to map aprolried'
observationiiibot stoning the defendant.

'Plashi ts, sirens, whistles, and even the sight of a police vehicle can sometimes startle a
sober driver. Policemen siipuld be alert to the effect they may hale on a drinking ver.

Establishing Proof of Physical Control
1

.,;
'4

-...,, r . - . .

For a conviction, it' is often _only necessary for a driver to be in4physicalc' on" tro' I of a vehicle.'

', You may, take enforcelment action even though the car is not in rhotidn becjuse a, potential hazard
is grounds ffIr action as well' as actual hazard; There ace three distinctions regaligtiNg, the handling of

-".a vehicle:

le (10 Driving is controlling a Vehicle's speed and direction while it is in motion'.

(2) Operating is manipulating the controls of a vehicle that goyern its motion. .
. 1

47 ': (3) Being "in legal control" of a vehicle is a much broader term than either driving or oper- 4

ik ating it. By definition; "in legal control" is Tore Wclusive and flexible than either the
term, "driving'f or "aperging,!: All it requites *proof that the accused was in a position
to regufan>ment OfThe car, whether he /she is actually Zoilig sd or not.'

,
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Many driving under the influence cases are detected 'as a result of an, accident. Under nosma1.0
circumstances, a police officer needs a warrant in order to make a misdemeanor arrest unless the
misdemeanor was committed in his view. The Pennsylvania-Motor Vehicle Code (Act 81), states
that a police officer may, yoon probable cause without a warrant, arrest any persorilkir driving un-
der the influence in cases causing or contributing to in accident.

Example situations: ;

(1): A policeman arriving at the scene of an accident may ask those present who was operating
a certain vehicle. If the operator voluntarily answers and is subsequently found to be intoxicated,
you may arrest and use his/her "answer" to furnish probable cause and as substantive evidence in
court. It has beenheld that this type of question is proper and necessary in the courte of an-acci-
dent 'investigation and does not violate the defendants rights it asked prior to the Miranda warning,
so long as no deception is involved. (Commonwealth Jacoby 311 A. 2d 666 (1973).

Any infbrituticin received at the scene of an accident idedtifying who was operating the vari-
ous vehicle(s) involved- is enotighprobable cause to investigate further for a possible "driving under
the influence" violator. If witnesses are used to identify the operator who is under the influence the
witnesses' names must be recorded afiirtheyllikest be subpoenaed into court. Although hearsay evi-
dente' is inidmissable at tnal be.wd to provide probable cause for.arrest.

Apprehension The gathering of evidence continues as the suspect is apprehendeCThe driv-
er's response to the red light alone or to the red light and siren should be recorded as additional evi-
dence to, assist in proving or disproving, beyond a reasonable doubt, the element of "under the in-
fluenc."

Some of the reactions pbserved dunng the apprehension are:

AriunusuallY fast compliance to the red light and siren or a so-called "screeching halt,"
either on or off the roadway.'

(2) ,A slownewss or hesitancy to comply..

(3)* A*seeming ignorance of the attempts made to stop the vehicle.

' (4) An attempt to outrun the patrolyehicle.

(6) 0/10diligence in the use of arm si Is as the vehicle is being stopped.

(6)* An attempt to dispose of bottles or cans of alcoholic beverages Oy dropping or throwing
them from the vehicle before it comes to a complete stbp.

Proof of Impairment may be shown by twb methods or a combination of them. In order to
'prove the second element of the offense you .will have to:

( Produce testimony
/
describing the suspect's appearance, actions, and condition.

. (2) Conduct or initiate a chemical test that, will show the amount of alcohol in the suspect's
bloodstream.
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Observation and Interrogation .1

The arresting officer holds the key to the succeissful prosecution of the case' The keenness with
which the officer observes, the thoroughness of his/interrogation and his accurate recording of evi-

dence will give weight to his testimony.
As the officer approacctes the suspect, he should mentally record and weigh each factor, that

could be used to prove tikondition of the driver and the vehicle's occupants.
The officer should. always be alert for signs of the influence o( alcohol even though tht sub-

ject's driving may not have indicated the probability of such influence. The following examples ma7

be symptoms of the driver's true condition: t
(1) The odor of intoxicants on the breath.

(2) Attitudes reflecting alcohol influence signs of nervousness, cockiness, unusual cheerful-
ness, apparent hesitancy complying with lawful orders or instructions.

(3) The appearance associate wit hat of slee
_.

(4) Driver's use of his fingers whil removinghi perator's .license from his wallet or from
the transparent container in tit wallet: If his fingers, are swift and sure, it is a good indi-
cation that his nervous system% riot beektoz adversely affected by alcohol. If the con-
trol of his fingers are unsure and' he has difficulty in coordinating the movements neces-
sary to remove the license, it adds much weight to thesuspicion that he is under the influ-
ence of alcohol. A very thorough and copplete investigation of the individual shouldthen
be made. It should be rememberied that other factors may cause some-fuinbling, and the

use of good judgment by the officer is essential. 21-----,---..s. ,i' I
It is imperative that the possibilities of such conditions,ho explooed in order:

it-
(1) To prevent the injustlr e of an innocent person being proletuted.

-
b..
.

5 (2) That a person who is ill or injured may not guifturther aggravation by being incarce-

rated. . ; 5 ,.
a 0

(3) To anticipate a possible defense tq the chafge of intoxication. b.

., ,o i,* 41' p .
' V p' .

While the presence,of any of the above, conditions does not negate the giving
o\f a further and

more complete examination by the officeis, the subjges cerdition may require immediate meletical
attention. If this is suspected, the officer should then delat any further examination and bring the

subject before a doctor competent to distinguish between the alleged condition and alcoholic influ-
ence. If the condition is found to be resulting only from alcoribl, the physician is then in a position
to furnish expert testimony as to the degree df intoxication and to rebut any other condition
alleged. If deemed necessary, the officer mey then complete the examination.

tv"
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Examination
0

Prio to the administration of any roadside sobriety examination, it would be well for the offi-
cer to ascertain that he. is not located in a potential trouble area. Although it is recognized,that an'y
area can be a potential trouble zone, it is generally agreed that certain places rank high on the list as
being imminently dangerous. To point out a few:

(1) In front of a tavern.

(2) In front of a person's residence, with a gathering of people consisting of his ill- tempered
family.

(3) In an area which has a history of being a Source of racial strife and rioting.

(4) Within sight of any large gathenrat of people.

In the went that such a situation should present itself, the suspect should be removed from the
scene as quickly as possible, and the,examination conducted elsewhere. If the suspect proves him-
self r to be under the influerfte of alcohol, he should be returned to the location where appre-
hended and releaied.

Examition by Officer The officet- should determine the suspect's ability to coordinate his
ficultieS at the location where he is apprehended. He should supplement his general observations by *.
noting specific actions, such as ability to walk, ability to stand, speech, odor of breath, tremor of
hands, condition of hair, condition of eyes, color of fact, marks or injuries, general appearance, and
unusual acts, keeping in mind that symptoms of intoxication are not always the result of the con-
sumption of alcohol.

Specific queStions are asked and general coordination is measured by observiriPithe.ability to
perfotm simple test should be emphasized here that the tests should not be so complicated or
difficult that the average person could not perform -them when not drinking. The officer must bear
in mind that the jurors will probably attempt the.tests in the jury room during deliberation of a
case. The answers to questions, the results of tests, and other observations are recorded on the "In-
toxication, Report."

Each coordination test shoat be explained and demonstrated to the subject in.such a manner
that he understands jdst what is expected of him.

If Possible, have a 'citizen witness,or another police officer witness the coordination tests that
are given. The inThartial witness could testifynot only to the performance of the tests, butto the
fairness of the officer as well. ,.

Cbordination 7 The following tests are standard coordination tests. These are the only
tests which, may be given, .excepting as otherwise directed by the local district attorney: Test I, 2,
3, 4, and 5 require a smooth, level surface upon which to stab. .
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A

L Finger to nose.

a.. Subject stands erect with feet to-
gether, eyes eloied, and armsvut-
nretched. Alternating left hand and
right hand, under direction of the
officer, the subject swings his fore-
arm in from the elbow, attempting
to touch the JO of his nose with
the tip of his extended finger. (Il-
lustration #1).

b. Test is ability to coordinate move-
ments to accomplish touching tip
of. nose with' finger tips, retain bal-
ance, and follow simple directions.

0

2. Modified position of Attention

a. 'Subject stands at "attention" pd-
sition, heels and toes together, eyes
closed, head tilted back slightly. (Il-
lustration #2).

b. Test is ability to retain' balance.
Observe and record sway and/or
loss of position.

go.

4
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3. Heel/Toe

a. Subject is directed to walk a straight
line placing one foot before the other
in a heel against toe position. (Illus--
tration #3).

b. Test is ability to retain balance, place
"heel aghinst toe, and maintain a

straight course.

4. Walking a line.
111.

a. Subject is directed to walk to a spec-
ified object, turn and return.

b. Test is ability to retain balance, main-
tain a straight course, and turn
smoothly.

5. Standing on Line

'4.

a*, Subject is directed to stand in a heel to toe position. (Illustration #3)

b. Test isability to retain balance.

6. pronunciation

. a. Subject repeal the alphabet. An inquiry should be made to agertain
the subject's educational levelif he has difficulty with the test.

-4W

Is

. Degiterity

a. Have subject count on fingers. He touches hislirst finger to his thumb'.
and counts "one", then middle Ater to thumb and counts "two,"
.third finger and counts "three," d little finger and counts 'clout."
The order is then reversed:4, 3, 2 and I.

143
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b. Test is ability to coordinate finger movements and speech.

c. Have subject pat back of right firfgers into palm of left hand, then tuyp right hand
over and pat front of fingers into palm. This test should be performed.several times
in a relatively rapid manner.

d. Test is ability to ordinate hand movements.

Place coins or similar objects on hood of car in front of subject within reachit
distance; have subjectjeach out, pick up object and place iri officer's hand.

f. Test is degree of deviation from ability of sober person to actomplish same act.

8. Standing on one foot

Sktsject is directed to stand'on one foot for a specified period of time.

b. Test is the ability to retain balance.

Exambuitipn by Doctor Special examinations are made by police surgeons or qualified phy-
sicians. These generally include the coordihation tests giVen by the officer and, in addition, a general

clinical examination for the purpose of distinguishing genuine illness from intoxication. The physi-
cian usually prepares a certificate stating the results of the various tests and certifying whether or
not the person is under the influence of alcohol. 41

The doctor's opinion is based on his medical training and knowledge and the observed condi-
tion of the suspect and does not- consider -the officer's observation of the suspect's driving.

" The results of a doctor's examination of ar"suspect, the laboratory anaylsis of blood, breath,
urine and other body fluids are all means of determining the suspect's physical c'ondition". They tend
to,corroborle the officer's charge. sr

Prosecution should be founded upon as broad-a base of evidence as is possible. It is recognized,
however, for various reasons the suspect either may not or cannot supply much information
through physical testing by the officer. In these cases, it may be necessary to rely wholly upon a
physician's statement,or chemical test results ore.lioth.

Chemical Testing for Intoxication

Chemical analysis of hut-ranbody fluids and tissues for deterrnining.the presence of alcohol has
been used for many years. .

The primary use of chemical analysis is to verify through its use the'observation'examinations
Ind testiperformed upon a subject arrested for DUI by the arresting officer. In addition to confirm-
ing the officer's opinion, the results also give rise to certain statutorj, presumption.

Chemical tests can be divided into two categones: those permitting an immediate analysis, as
in tests of exhaled breath and those requiring a subsequent laboratory analysis. Laboratory analysis
usuallY is concerned with specimens of blood and urine.

rs
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By determining the amount of alcohol in the, bloodstream, the degree of psychbphysical im-
pairment can be identified based on the results of national and international research. This determi-
nation of blood alconol concentration (BAC) is stated in terms of decimal percentage ke.g.;-0.10%,
0.05%, etc.) with reference to a measurement of the Weight (grams) of alcohol in a volume (100
milliliters) of blood (e.g., 0.07% g/ 100 ml. = 0.07%; 0.23 g/100 ml. = 0.23%, etc.)

The Pennsylvania Unifbrm Vehicle Code (1976 Rev.) the legal presumptions based on chemical
tests are given as follows:

0.10% or more Alcohol concentration in the body of one tenth of one- percent (0.10%) or
more, is prima facie evidence of being under the influence of alcohol.

0.057o-0.10% With concentration between 0.05% and 0.10% there is no presumption either
way but will be considered in conjunction with other evidence substantiating
alcohol influence.

0.05% or less Alcohol concentration in the body of five one hundredths of one- percent
0.05%) or less, is presumptive evidence of NOT being under the influence
alcohol.

In 1966, in Schmerber v. California, the United States Supreme Court ruled that administering
a chemical test for intoxication did not violate the constitutional right against sdlf-incrimination. It
is4onsidered to be physical evidence, as, are fingerprints.

Types of Chemical Testing Equipment,

Breaths Test Breath testing devices are available is two forms, the first is for preliminary
screening and the second for quantitative analysis.

The purpose of a preliminary testing unit is to make an immediate determination of the pres-
ence of alcohol. (Note presently this type of testing is not valid in Pennslyvania.)

Quantitative analysis devices are emplcryed by most law enforcement departments throughout
the Commonwealth.

The following breath testing equipment has been authorized by the Pennsylvania Secretary of
Transportation, identified by brand names, to be used by a police officer or physician qualified to
use such equipment.

Tice equipment is divided into two groups:

(I) "A "Type Equipment

(a) Albreath-Model 10040/

(b) Alco.Analyzer (Gas ('liromatograph)

(c) Alconieter

(d) Alcometer-Model

(e) realhalyzer-Models 800, 900, 900a, 1000°

(f) Drunkometer

1.45
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(g) Photoelectric Intoxilyzer

(h) Omicron Intoximeter

(i) Mark IV (Gas Chromatograph Intoxilyzer)

When using any of the above equipment, the operator makes a determination of the alcohol
content of the blood of the person being tested.

(2) "B" Type Equipment

(a) Forrester Intoximeter

(b) Mobat Sober -Meter -Model II

(c) The DPC Intoximeter 4."

Police departments utilizing "B" Type Equipment m st retain the services of a chemist who
can qualify as an expert witness for introduction of such evi ce in a court of law.

Blood Tests The blood test involved the coltaim-of a sample of venous blood by medical
personnel and analysis of the same by a qualified laboratory, using the process-of distillation and ti-
tration and/or gas chroma4olgraphy for the purpose of determining the amount.of alcohol and/or
the presence of barbiturates or tranquiliiers. (Note:. ally 'barbiturates and tranquilizers are dete'c-
table in a blood test. Other types of drugs are only detellid by a urine test.)

Despite some of the major disadvantages (cost time factor between test and results!'gtc.) of the
blood 'tests, there are times when the blood test becomes the most appropriate test. For example, if
the subject has been involved in an accident and is in the hospit'al receiving medical attention; or in
a mdre obvious case, if the subject is dead, in which case a breath test would be impossible. Also a
blood test would be advantageous in court if the subject has a severe case of emphysema, a mouth
deforinity or if there's an indication of a combination of barbiturates of:tranquers in addition to
alcohol. (Note: if the subject for any reason cannot supply enough air to complete the breath test,

. a blood test should then be offered.)
,

Urine Test The urine test requires a collection of a sample of the subjeat.'s urine, by the po-
lice officer. The analysis method fOr the urine test is the same a§ the blood test'. For alcohol deter-
mination, the urine test is the least accurate of the three available tests. i

Criteria for the Selection of an Appropriate Chemical Test If any of the criteria for the first
choice cannot be met, then the second or subsequent choice should be considered in order.

146,
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1st
i

Choice

Breath Test

I. Breath test is available.

2. .Drtigs are not a major consideration.
3'.

3. Subject does not request a test other than breath.

4. There are no medical reasons prohibiting a breath test..

Blood Test ,

1. Subject does not refuse to submit to blood test.

2nd 2. Blood test is readily available.

Choice 3. Barbiturates or tranquilizers are the major consideration.

. Urine Test

I

3rd

Choice 1. Urine test is illy available.

Requests for and Refusals of Chemical Tests When an arresting officer has made the decision
to arrest under a DUI charge, the law requires that the subject be advised of his rights concerning
chemical testing.

The Motor Vehicle Code, under Implied Consent, states that a police officer has to request the
subject to take a chemical test for determining the alcoholic content of his blood. The language hi
the statue is quite clear and there is nothing in the statue that requires you to further than request
the subject to submit to the test. This was upheld in:

Commonwealth v. Abraham 300 A. 2d 831 (1973).
4- -

Commonwealth v. Schaeffer Supreme Court of Pennsylvania 1973. .

You only need to ask him one (1) time if he/she consents.

Morris Motor Vehicle Operator LicenseSase 218 Pa. Superior Court 347, 280 A. 2d 658
(1971). '''''.

Please Note: In Commonwealth v. Randy Guarino #1434, C.D. 1974 7 If an offender stands
mute to t,4.e question of submitting to a breath test, the police officer must take the offender to the
instrument (breathalyzer) and ask the offender to submit to the test again, if he/she doesn't answer
then it is considered a refusal: Remember, the police officer must take the offender to the breatha-
lyser to constitute a "mute" re

Because it is important at the chemical reflect as nearly as possible the BAC of the driver at
the Time he/she was actual! driv it is important that the suspect be tested shortly after the ar-
rest is initiated. Any unnecessary delays c!used by the subject would be considered a refusal. If the
subject does,not answer your request to take the test, this is considered a refusal. Since the penalty

?. --
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for refusing a chemical test is civil (first offense, suspension of operator's Incense for six months),
the subject does not have to be given the Miranda Warning prior to asking for his/her consent. The
subject has no right to counsel before deciding that he/she will or will not, take the test.

. Commonwealth v. Rutan Superior Court of Pennsylvania 323 A. 2d 730 (1974). It is good po-
lice practice for the officer to inform the subject that his refusal to take the test might result in a
suspension of his/her license. Under the Rutan Case, the court did say, "To secure the best evidence
of guilt, police officers should act as to encourage drivers to submit to testing." i

Implied consent allows i the suspect to refuse to submit to a chemical test. Under such cir-
cumstances, the arresting officer is required to complete tqe Officer's Sworn Report of Refusal to
Submit to Chemical Test. This form is -sent to. The Department of Reyenue, Bureau of Traffic
Safety,.Control Section, 3rd Floor, Highway & Safety Building, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 171123.
(See sample Page 20)

Rights of the Suspect

r
The Pennsylvania Constitution, as does the United States Constitution, guarantees certain

rights of its citizens. Pennsylvania rules of evidence have been promulgated to prevent an infringe-
ment upon these rights. The enforcement officer must secure and present evidence in support of the
criminal charge off' Driving Under the Influence of Intoxicating Liquor or Drugs in a manner con-
forming to these established rules and procedures. ,

Generally speaking, a person arrested for Driving Under the Influence of IntoxicatiQg Liquor
or Drugs has,the same "rights" under the Constitution as a person arrested for any other reason.

CJaims have been made thayalchbo of blood, breath, or urine samples violate certain rights
guaranteed by the Constitution. . i

In regard to chemical tests for the presence of alcohol in the body, the United States Supreme
Court has. considered the issues of self-incrimination, right to counsel, basic due process, and search
and seizure. The United States Supreme Court comments on these issues in the case of Schmerber v.
California, 384US757 (1966).

The Schmerber case established the reliability and constitutionality of chemical testing
For determining alcoholic influence. This case also establishes that a person who has been arresbed
for Driving Under the Influence of Intoxicating Liquor or Drugs may lawfully be required to give a
sample of his blood or breath and the test results may be used against him.

The Supreme Court recognizes the difference between physical evidence and testimonial mat-
ters and clearly establishes this difference in the Schmerber case in comparing it with Miranda v.
Arizona. 86SCt. 1602.

Although urine is not mentioned in the Schmerber case, it can be assumed that the Supreme
Court would hold that an arrested person would be under the same legal compulsion to provide a
sample or urine under like circumstances.

I ..-
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COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE

BUREAU OF TRAFFIC SAFETY

RARRISSURR

17125 IN YOUR REPLY
REFER TO

REPORT OF REFUSAL TO SUBMIT TO CHEMICAL

TEST OF BREATH TO DETERMINE INTOXICATION

Nome Dote of Birth

Address Operator's No

City

Dote of Refus,p1

County State

YIOLATION OF SECTION 624.1 OF THE VEHICLE CODE",
(ACT OF APRIL 29, 1959, P.L. 58, AS AMENDED, 75 P.S. 624.1)

Section 624.1 (o), in port, reads as follows : "Any person who operates a motor vehicle or
troctor In this Commonwealth shall be deemed to hove given,bis consent too chemical test of Ms
booth, for the purpose @humming the alcohol content of his blood; Provided, that the test be
administered by quolifi nonnel and with gswiiront approved by the Secretory at the direction
of a police officer ho, sonable grounds to helieve.,the,petson to have been driving while
under the influence of intoxicating liquor". . .

m
I, the undersigned, hereby certify that the obave-named person, after his arrest for violation

of Section 1037 of "The Vehicle Code", and being so charged, refused to submit to a test of his
breath os as provided in Section 624.1 (o), supra.

I
Magistrate's

4

Note: Address all correspondence to:

010ART/s/ NT OF pleYeNu
UREAU OF IC SAFETY,
CONTROL. SECTION
SRO FLOOR. NOWAY MIIITY mums
itesottsaume. seetset.vsam urn

73P-4.13

Magistrate
(Jurisdiction)

, 143

Arresting Officer.
(Jurisdiction)
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The Officer in Court

%

Ills u lely that the average officer will be sufficiently informed regarding alcohol and its ef-
fects to be q alified as an expert 'and allowed to express an opinion as suit). He is, however, ade-
quately p red through experience and training;to describe the outward manifestations of alco-
holic influenc ,regarding it as a matter of common knowledge to him.
, 'He should be prepared to relate all the facts, of which he is aware, surrounding4the particular
case. Generally, his testimony will be carefully brought out by the prosecuting attorney who will es'

ak tablish the facts in the proper manner and sequence. This testimony should be directed to thejury
or if the trial court is being conducted by the judge, then to him.

The primary task of the jury, in every case, Wto evaluate and-give weight to the testimony of
each witness and f ,prp the evidence produced alrthe trial to decide and declare via their verdict what

'they believe the actual facts to be. The officer's testimony then, should reflect the factual attitudes
of the one man fact-finding bureau that he is. This should result in hisotestimony`being given a maxi-
mum amount of credence; however, the officer should be keenly aware that the factual informa(i.on
alone is noVdecisive. ,

The weight given by the jury to the testimony of the officer can be influenced by many things,
such as his appearance, manner, directness, reasonableness and decorum. The officer should not
only *possess, but should outwardly reflect a fair and impartial attitude. He should not "stretch" the
facts to make his case look good. This has probably lost more cases than any other one thing. It is
fir better and less da*aging to state a fact favorable to the defendant than to evade or give the ap-
pearance of evading a question. A clear, concise, fair, and factual recital by an officer, done in a

. manner insuring the belief in the ;xistence of these qualities, cannot help but favorably impress the
jury. ._

7*----

It must not be forgotten that most people at one time or another imbibe some alcoholic bever-ol
age. The jury may have firm convictions of their own regarding dnnking and driving, together with -

the effect of alcohol on the human-system. Those jurymen who partake of alcohol will vil proba-
bly be recalling experiences'of their own with liquor and in effect will each be "trying" himself as
the trial proceeds. .

'. The words fair, factual, and impartial will, then be of intense. interest to him. The officer, there-
fore, should exercise extreme caution to demonstrate through his testimony that he is not "trying"
society's indulgence in alcohol, but rather, is offering testimony in the trial of the defendant.

There often is a, considerable time lapse between the -arrest and the trying of the case. These
delays are necessitated for varying reasons:

(1) Heavy court calendars. ,

42). Defendant's.right to seek witm.(sses and evidence in his own defense.

"--47.---- J (3) Defense counsel's availability to repre is client at the trial.
, .

(4) Illness of any party whose testimony is essential to the case, and many other reasons.

"le ,
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, . It is recommended that tfie arresting officer confer with the prosecuting attorney:prior to the
dominendenvnt of the trial. The 9 fficer may,be le to furnish adde nfortnation which might hav*
b mistakenly omitteeftbm the intoxication report. The pre- nal conference affords both the

% p secution,andtthe ()Dicer the opportunity to familiarize themselves with the facts of the caseond
to discuss the stope of testimony-to be delivered by the officer.

'On the'ddy of The trial some officers attempt to engage The defendant in casual conversation. i
Their purposein this isto note The defendant's eyes, breath, manner of speech, coordination, and`
general physical appearance: These observations:prove valuable for a comparison of the subject's
mannerisms when under the .influence and when sober. These comparisons can then be elicitedyin

. ,,o...
the officer's testimony. ... ,. ,

The folldeiing questions are most tly asked the officer ih direct examination:
..,,,I

,

(I) Name and occupation?.
.

.

_

(2) Were youmemploy_ed on da e ofieffense?
, . .

4

(3) On that date did you have occasion see the,c)efeidant in this case?

(4) W,hat-tnneof day or night did you's a the defendant?

In what locality did you see theelefendant?e*

(1.) , Where were youwhen you firststbserved the d!ndant?
#

(7) .What.,type of vehicle were you in? Who was driving?,

(8) W4as,the defendant in 'a motor vehicle'?

(9) What type of vehicle?

(16) Who was driiring the vehicle?
a /

t11). Who saw the defendant driving?

(12) How far from 4he defendant's vehicle were.you?

y'' (13.4khat, if 'anything, unusual did you see the defendant do?

( 4 ) At what speed was he driving? ,

( I 5) PfowG wide wa;:tillii road?

(16) How many lanes of traffic does that have?

(17) Describe the manner4pf defendant's driiing.

, (18) "What was the condition of traf,e-autiet time?
.

osi
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(19) What, if anything, did you do then? (Here you will detifAbe the mai:Min-40M you .
tstoppeds the defendant's vehicle what-yOu first asked the defendant to do -any
odor of alcoholic beverages or other symptoms of intoxication which caused. ybe to. ihave the defendant submit.to sobriety examination.) .

(20) Was anyone, else in the defendants car? If so, be prepared to testify coney-fling any
statementh made by that passenger should he be called as a witness for the defe,dd#A.

* s A 1
1

NO Ay the time of arrest, if the defendant is accompanied by a passenger, the
arresting officer should attempt, to interrogate the passenger out of the de-

.
.

ft . fendant's hearing. P,ertirient questions should ,be asked concerning the events
prior to the apitkLension; time of day he.met defendant, where they had been,

* with whom, and vt they Nad been drinking. .
(21) Did you have occasion at that time to administer any roadside coordination tests to the

defendant? ,

(22) Was thearea level where the tests Were given?

(23) What tests-did yoU*ve? , ,`

(24) Did you demonstrate tests tolhe defendant, priOr to asking him to perform then)
,himself?

(25) For4what were you testing when giving each test? (Finger to noeb checks upper ex-
tremity coordination; balance test 'checks the coordination of the larger joints, etc.
You will ,here baskedto demonstrate the tests as you describe them to the defendant
and then demonstrate the manner in which the defendant perfonnekeach of them.)

(26) Howitany times did you give each test? If more than once, give reasons.

, (27) Did you give other tests?

(28) Have )1Du seen persons drinking?

(29) Have you seen persons under the influence of alcoholic beverage?

(#121) In exceptional, cases, you will be asked -also whether or not you have seen a 'person
who wader theinfluence of alcohol. . ,

11,6 1 ) Did yciti have occasion to form ap opinion, as to whether or not the defendant was
under the influence at the time of arrest? (Do not usiderplay your opinion". This is
primarily wtja1 will convict or ac the defendant. Even ir a person has a high blood
alco4Occdricentration; the jury will geperally not convict_ where the' officer, is not
pOsiffebr is not conclusive in his opinion as to intoxication.)

(32) Whit is that-opinion? ,

.11".
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(33) What did_ you do then? (Generally, you will describe arresting the defendant, trans-
porting him to jail, and where applicable', the drawing or refusal by the subject to
submit a sample of blood.)

(34) You will be asked questions concerning completion of the intoxicatiot report. These
statements are extremely important at trial for purposes of conttadicting any of they

.
defendant's alibis. Remember that while the defendant is on the witness stand, he
generally is a "clean-cut, average citizen" and the natural sympathies of the jury are
in his favor. Many jurors imbibe of alcoholic beverages and may have at sometime
driven in i similar intoxicated condition. It is, 'therefore, up to the officer and the
district attorney to be able to show the jury that this person is'at least a prevaricator.
Oftentimes, jurors have said that they have convicted a particular defendant Ltrimarily

4 , because the people were able to convince the jury t the defendant had not told the
truth while on the staeven though the eviden to his intoxication was no more
preponderant than in.alirother case.

(35) Have you had occasion to see tile defendant since the time of arrest? (Your answer wil,
be, "Yes, in'court this morning. I approached him and had a short conversation with

him.")
41 . (36) At that time did you have occasion to notice the defendant's eyes, breath, manner of

speech, color Of face, manner of walking and those other symptoms of intoxication to.
Which you had previously testified?

(37) ',Wsbat differences, if -any, were there between the color of hisyes this morning and the
color of his eyes at the time of arrest? (The same type of questions will be asked re-
garding breath, manner of speech, etc.)

The above does not contain every possible question the oificer may be asked on direct ex-
amination..

On cross examination, the officer should be prepared to answer que stions designed to test
his memory (of the events at the time of arrest, which may have little, if anything, to do with the
Wit or innocence of the defendant, He should be prepared to give distances traveled, names of
streets crossed, location ofraffic controls, the exact manlier of performance of each sobriety test
and

solelye desi
s spoken to him by the defendant in answer to any questions. Judges willlitly cut off

a deMr attorney ana prevent him from asking questions which are test the
officer's metnOrytie should not attempt to answer questions exactly when he is not Sure that he

correct. The best answqr to a memory-testing question is, "I am not certain of my answer since
my observations were -Warily directed toward apprehending the defendant...."

c
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Current Treatment for DUI Offenders in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania . )
So far as is known", there are few organized and coordinated systematic treatment programs

for DUI o&rtders in Pennsylvania?In the City 'of Philadelphia, as-a result- of some basic research
and experien ?e, a need was demonstrated for a treatment. program specially designed for problem
drinkers in this population, and. in 1976 four such special treatment piograls*are in existence.
Also, in Reading, a need for treatirknt services was recognized, but because of the relatively
small number of offenders, their'objectives were accomplished within -the structure Orexisting
alcoholism treatment_ programs. 'In both these cities, the identification and evaluation-or the DUI
populationps resuSt&in2very substantial increases' in the referral aed admission' of alcoholic per-
sons to these alcoholism facilities. In most of Pennsylvania however, there is not only a paucity
of alcoholism treatment services in general, but a critical shIrtage OT services for specific groups of
alcoholic patients, such as alcoholic DUI offenders.

. Throughout the Commonwealth there -is a limited number ,,of Alcohol Highway Safety
Countermeasures Programs, but the existing'programs are, in nearly all cases- essentially educa-
tional in nature and do not emphasize. nor conduct, specific treatment:on.'a formal basis..lf treat-
ment is mentioned at all, it-is within the context of a group experience and it is invariably simply a
referral or s stion to attend an -Alcoholics Anonymous open meeting, which for most DUI
offenders wh e earlier stage problem drinkers, may be an inappropriate modalkty. This is partly
because of t anonymity .required within the organization itself, which. by organizational philo-
sophy, prohibits° developing an accurate recording and reporting between Atdoholics Anonymous
groups and the cnminkjustice systern". .

Another problem is that most existing alcoholism treatment systems emphasize inpatient
treatment, which. does not seem to be the moss appropnate environment for the vast majority of .1
the alcoholic DUI offenders. The experience of Pilot and developing programs strongly supports
the notion that these persons require outpatient approaches- that are specially tailored to their
needs. Treatment programs for these persons will' have to relate to the special conditions ofthis
group that reflect 'their special charactenstics and needs.. a

Current research with the DUI population suggests that these persons' are, generally speaking.
less alcohol - impaired than the type of patient usually seen in alcoholism treatment programs. They
are typically male, more often married and living with their spouses, mote likely to have good em-
ployment records with contmous employment. and have shorter hiseKries ofTroblem clrinKing than
customarily seep in generally voluntary admissions to.alcoholism treatment. Although these charac-
teristics would suggest a better protnosis, they are counterbalanced by a signcantly poorer mo-
tivation to attend and commit oneself to.ant-endunng treatment plan. It '1s. Therefore, very im-,
portant, that a' treatment program become mandatory and that the Al support of the criminal
justiceand probation systOins he mobilized to ensure offender participatjon in treatment.

The results of a pilot demonstration program for alcoholic DUI offenders conducted in Plaila---
delphia in 1975, suggested that. for meaningful behavior changes to occur. once week]; treatment
for siemonths is the minimum involvement. and it'would probably be more desirable to insist on

154.
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approximately oge year, of weeklythecapy sessions to more fully implement ,significant, long- -

lasting behavior change. .

There is also a critical need fo provide appropnate training for AlF9holism TreMment person-

nel who are to be involved with the alc olic DUI offender. They must be made Cully aware of the

t, l System in which they are to ope tes. This means that 4, least part 'of their training should
occur in association with staff of other components of the Pennsylvania Alcialid- ighway Safety41
Program. This includes police, prob ion- Offictrs, 'judges, educator's, and admin rative officials
who each cOntnbute to a comptehe °earn of this nature. There are significant differences
in the treatment approaches that one might have to adopt for the alcoholic DUI offender than_

. with other kinds of alcoholic populations. The relatively early stakes of alcoholism that are char9,e-

tenstic of this group imply that the "rock bottom" approach may not only be inappropriate, but,
also counter-therapeutic, in the sense that one may be introducing a damaging self-fulfilling pro-
phesy. It has been unfortunately the case in our' culture that most alcoholic patients have not 'en- '
tered treatment !until there has en 'significant social and physical deterioration, Therefore, the

traditional approaches which t apply to this latter category of alcoholic patient might not be

indicated or necessary for these perrns'arrested for DUI. This implication must be included in any

training program where an approach based' on the availability of multiple Treatment modalities,
used in flexible combinations, should be emphasized. P . ,

Any treatment 'program for alcoholic DUI offenders should be seen as an integral part of a
total system, under the control and leadership of a singly local coordinating authority. The treat-
ment system mustlink with, and provide contmuity of care from the judicial, probation and-parole,
and educational components, and shdtild also be closely alliacilo existing aleohpl and general health

care delivery systems. There' are mazy.iiifferent ways in whia this could be accomplished, and
in each community the DUI treatmen4 system should become pa,rt of the local health tare delivery
system with special ties to both Drug and Alcohol, and Mental Ylealth Programs. The vitally im-
portant part playcd, by the !oca; crimiria! justice systern, which wi!! inc! de police, liKlEtes pm-
secutors, defenders,1 and probation and parole officers cannot be overemphasized. It is strongly

recommended that a, specific training program involving all these multidisciplinary components
should be organized by any community interested in developing an alcohol-highy safety counter- , 0

measures program, and should occur at the earliest possible stage of program development. ,

Past, Present, and Future Directions for DVI Countermeasures

Over the.pasi 80 years of dnving legislation, there have been few attempts to legislate drinking

dnving prevention into theMotor Vehicle Code of Pennsylvania. ' . .
-.Ate Federal Government and the United States Department of TransportJtiorPhave for many

years studied the problem of DnvingeUnder the Influence, and after the preparation 'of a special

report to gress in 1968, made seJeral sigwficant recomeendations designed to improve pre-
ventionvention in is area. These recommendations were inclUded. in the model traffic code known as

15J
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the Uniform Motor 'vehicle Code which has served es thailase for thernewly enacted Pennsylvania
Motor Vehicle Code of 1976, which'significantly updates the law in nerly all aspects of ?raffic
safety. .

It is' now apparent that a more balanced approach to the problem will be'adopted,with the
recognition that the criminal justice system and the treatment and rehabilitation systems must,
become partneits'in any meaningful efforts 'to reduce the effectpf this major public health prob-

.. lem.
Some technological developments are sure to have a marked effect on alcohol-highway safety -"t

detection and rehabilitation in the coming decade. Portable pre-arresr4oreening devices are already
perfected for police patrol and when such easily utilized Tistrumenis are in the hands of law en-
forcement-officeis, a major obstacle-to initial identification 'of the drinking driver will be overcome.
The increasea.organization and standardization of DUI countei-measures in; Pennsylvania is sure to
have a marked effect on the developmcnt %of improved administrative and clinical procedures in the
management of thevroblem. Some possPole approaties in treatment would include Ibindatory
disulfiram 'therapy for repeat or resistant offenders, increased use of weekepd or evening incar-
ceration, and extensive use of Accelerated-Rehabilitative Disposition (A ). Also, the use of
sophisticated breath analysis techniques should be encouraged in all pro s imolved in evalua-
tion, treatment, and rehabilitation of selected DUI offenders. Such technology will, help to refine

0 diagnosis, and objectify and standardizealcOol abuse behaviors. This will facilitate clear communi-
cation, and therefore foster relationships between rehabilitation staff and the DUI offender. Tech-
nologx advances are especially important in the use of accurate an ndable measures of
c,onditiearand process shared by the therapist with the client

1Of great significance the growing emphasis on the quality of alcoho is treatn)ent facilities
the,rves..,,Standards for eration and licensing as well as national accreditation fbr alcoholism
treatri7nt programs are now a reality. It tS also apparent that this Orti,cess will accelerate the demise
of Many marginal and ineffective programs and encourage high administrative and clinical stanaards
for the surviving few. Any form of national health insurance is sure to be linked,to the most ad-
vanced treatment 'systems, and payment for any such serViees will certainly,' be associated with
iccreditqcl programs with strong outpatien*nd aftercare elements.

Program Interrelationships C) .

While there are clearly differences in programs operating within the vanous.communines in
the Commonwealth, it is apparent that some basic elements must always Mist in order-to condua
any effective countermeasures program, simply stated, tliiy are law-.enforcement, judiciary, and
rehabilitation. The following flowchart istpritvided to pre a 4r. aphicIllustration or a fully func-
tioning and comprehensive countermeasures program in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania,

4
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PENNSYLVANIA ALCOHOL-HIGHWAY SAFETY PROGRAM (PAHSP)

I. LAW ENFORCEMENT SECTOR

IA. Arrest Process

II. JUDICIAL SECTOR

FLOWCHART ..

IIA. District homey Pre-Trial Screening
IV ,

JIB. Trial Proceedings
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APPENDIX A*

PENNSYLVANIA MOTOR VEHICLE CODE
RELATED TO DRINKING & DRIVING

(ACT 81)

There are a number of provisions within the Motor Vehicle Code which comprise the Com-
monwealth's policy addressing the problem of drinking and driving. The following is a surnmary..
of the, various provisions.

Section 3731' defines driving under the influence of alcohol or controlled substances as a
serious traffic offense. The use of alcohol, controlleisubstances, or the combination of either to
a degree which renders a person incapable of safe driving is prohibited and classified as a '.third de-

gree misdemeanor. The authorized use of such'eannot be used as a defense (i.d., prescription usage);
and an officer may arrest if he has reason to suspect alcohol or drug influence.

Section 1532 (a) (2) and Section 1532 (b) (2) stipulates penalties to a maximum of $2,500
for violation and conviction under Section 3731. On the first offense conviction the department
must suspend the license for six months. If there is a second conviction within three years, the
department must revoke the license for one year.

Section 1540 (a)%g requires in cases-of mandatory revocation (as provided above) that the
'court or the district attorney require surrender of the license, and the commencement date for
suspension or revocation begins on 'the date the license is received by the court or the department.

Section 1534 allOws that Accelerated Rehabilitative Disposition (ARD) be offered for vio-
lations of Section 1532, however use of ARD must be considered in determining subsequent sus-
pensions (Section 1539 1c)).

Section 1542 (a) and (b) defines "habitual offenders." Basically, if a person was convicted
of driving under the influence three times within a five year period, they would be classified as
an habitual offender and subject to an automatic five year revocation.

The very specific provisions dealing with driving under the influetpce are found in Section
1547,1548 and 1549.

S
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ProvisionsProvisions in those sections are outlined below.

`Section 1547 Chemical Test to Determine Amount of Alcohol.

Consent-to alcohol blood level testing is implicit in hohiing a license.

TeZt.?must be administered by physician, technician, or trained police officer.

If a person refuses-to submit to test, the test will not be given but there will be an guto-
matic six months suspension for refusing and an automatic one year suspension for a
second refusal. Aft.

Police officer must notify the person of consequence of refusal.

Results of the test are admissable as evidence in summary or criminal proceedings.

If tests show:

.OS or less = the finding will conclude that the person is not under influence and there
will be no charge undef"3731 (1) (2).

:06 .09 = there will be no conclusive finding but inThombinationwith other evidence

it could be proven that there was.alcohol influence.

.10 or more = there is a presumption of influenc
A

If a person is unable to give enough breath for test: blood may be taken. Same provisions
on test results as evidence and ,for refusals apply for blood tests as 'for:breath tests.

Person shall be permitted to have the test administered by their personal physician and

results are admissable.

Person may request es t if involved in an accident and request is to be honored when
possible.

fa.

Persons administering tests and hospitals employing such persons are immune from civil
liability.

4



Sectidh 1548 Post ConOiction Examination for Driving Under Influence:

Requires the court to conducf a pre-sentencing examination to determine if the perion
needs treatment. for alcohol or drug abuse. If the exam indiCates a, treatment need then'
the court may order out- patient treatment or commitment to a facility approved by thie
Governor's Council on Drug and Alcohol Abuse. The exam is carried under provisions.
of the MH/MR Act of 1966.

The pre-sentencing exam applies only to second or subsequent offoisq within five years.
f

The person may be examined by a doctor of their choice and results may be presented
to the court.

The court may also, upon petition, review the order of commitment.

. Section 1549 (b) Establishment of Schools requires the Department of Transportation in
conjunction with the Governor's Council on Drug and Alcohol Abuse to establish and maintain an
educational course on the problems of alcohol and driving throughout the Commonwealth.'
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APPENDIX C

Pennsylvania Alcokol-Highway Safety Progrctin Judicial, Counseling and Rehabilitation, County
Officials, and Education Program Reference List:
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from the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation 2 Highway Safety Group:

PermsylvanicAlcohol.Highway fety Program Judicial Manual: Philadelphia; Leiss Litho
graphers Press, 1976;

Prepared for th6 Pennsylvania epartment of Transpo'rtation and the Commonwealth of
penrhylvania Governor's Council on Drug and Alcohol Abuse.

Pennsylvania Alcohol-Highway Safety Program -- Counseling and -Rehabilitation Manual''
-Philadelphia; Leiss Lithographers Press, 197'6 ,

Prepared for the Pennsylvania Departmerit of Transportation and the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania Governor's Council on Drug and Alcohol Abuse.

Pennsylvania Alcohol-Highway Safety Program County, Officials Manila!: Philadelphia;
Leiss Lithographers Press, 1976; . '

Prepared for the Pennsylvania Department of 'Trarrortation, and the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania Governor's Covcil on Drug and Alcoliol Abuse.

Pennsylvania Alcohol- Highway Safety Program Pennsylvania DUI Safe, Driving Sctool
Instructors Guide: Philadelphia; Leiss Lithographers Press, 1976,

Prepared for the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation and the Commonwealth, of
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PREFACE

This\Counselin apid' Rehabilitation Manual for the Commonwealth of illisylvania has. been
prepared ,by Interna onal Alcohol and Menial Health Associates, Inc. under the aegis of the City of
Philadelphia's Coors; nating Office on Drug and Alcohol Abuse. Programs, Project Manager;
Nicholas Piccone, Ed. . Contract Afr3113 entitled "Curriculum_ and Instructors Guide for Use
with Persons Arroted fir Driving While Intoxicattd (DWI)."

s Counseling = d Rehabilitati.On Manual was prepared for The Governor's Council on Drug'
ol, Abuse, ommonwealth of PennsylVania and The PenniOvania Department of

conjunction with the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, Contract \

per
*.,

0

ffi sriOnsible fosrApe preparation olkitiis Manual were. Eric W. Fine, M.D., M.R.C.'
Psy dical D. ector; Michael J. Mulligan, M.Ed., Chnic,al*Psycholog,iSt; Pascal Scoles, D.S.W.,
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tv
A. An Overview
In the past 80 years the automobile has managed to gain universal acce ptance as the preferred

means of transportation for nearly all societies and' cultures. It ikas also become one of the'lnost
unusual and sophisticated deadly weapons ever known to mankind.ln any given year it has inflicted
greater death tolls on the American public than any of the wars fought in recent times. For
examplethere were approximately 45,000 United States fatalities over.w10 year battle period in
Viet Nam, and 52,000 highway deaths in the year of 1972 albne. The startliQg aspects of these
highway fatalities statistics, include not only the high percentage of non-driver deaths, but the fact

t nearly 50% of these fatalities are considered by experts td be alcohol-relat4llet, it-agvars'
tha most citizens and governmental leaders are still unaware of, or unableltyttspon, to, the

eridous responsibility to develop innovative personal or organizational respcts8 to thiS
pr oblem.

In the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, as throughout the United States, the problem exists in
vtrious forms and, as local political practices and leadership conditions. permit, countermeasures
programs have become uniquely local in their responses to the drunken driver problem. In thenew
Motor Vehicle Code of Pennsylvania (Act 81), Driving Under the Influence of alcohol or controlled
substances (DUI)Js: a third degree misdemeanor. On the first offense etonvictian) the Department
of Tsansixirtationinust suspend the license for six months. If a second conviction occurs within
three ears; the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation must revoke the license for one year.
"Habitual offenders," defined as a driver with three convictions within a five year period, incur an
automaticfive year revocation. All offenders can be fined up to a maximum of $2,500.

D

n the process of apprehension, trial and ultimate disposition of the case, all the costs, except
defense, are usually directly laid on the taxpayer. According to a study by Chips() Law
inforcement Officials, the total costs of tnals, jury, aind prosecution expenses is estimated to be

'510%000 per offender. When the costs and ultimate ef(cts of jail and/or probation are included in
the 'disposition proscess for three years, it could be safelyvassumed to raise that total by a substantial
amount.

The costs lb an °fie der are equally high, when consAring both Personal and financial
measures. Lawyers' fees t work, automobile retrieval/repair, civil suits, for injuries, fines, loss of
licertii, loss of income ring incarceration, and special risk automobile' insurance after the return

ti of the operalcir's pe , all combine to create an extrelnely embarrassing financial and personal
consequence of tke arrest.

For the Knaine:`problern &lir" that exists within, this drunken driver gioup, there is,
unforfunatelyihualpfo special program awareness of, or attention td, the unique`cOnditions that
afflict theft!, and they are treated '.`equally under the law" for their marginally controlled behavior .
They mayreceive "special ?reatment" for multiple arrests if They defy the odds of a fatal accident
more than once, brut in most casesithey, receive tie usual penalties uniaue to the arresting
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municipality Or area. In most cases they merely consideWhemselves fovbe personalty "unlucky,"
and take their penalties equally with their "non-alcohNitc" "co- offenders with little thought or

,consideration to their extremely life-threatening situation, and with maximum attention to the
"unfairness" of their lot.

Thus, for the police, the courts, the governmental administrators, the alcohol rehabilitation
workers, and the highway safety specialists. thr marathon goes on and the scow goes up.

But it doesn't have to be thii way much longer, for the Commonwealth has now changed the

rules: The keynote is revision realization of the available evidence. The revision is in the existiing
laws relating to drunken driving based on the evidence that each drunken driver is different from
the other, and that'options must be expanded to meet the problem. so that prevention and
protection are increased for both the offender and for society , .

This is what this manual is about. a new look at an old problem, We hope that you as a reader-
and as a potential victim will be able to use your new impressions to prevent drunken driving and .1u.

protect yourself, your family, and your ,community. Most importantly, it cannot be done on a
single person level or even with one agency or departme91. To respond to-this problem will require a

\ concerted, cohesive and cooperative agreelnent betwAen public and private groups, with mutual
-concern, widespread cooperation. and the trust necessary to achieve a common goal. 't

'B. The Effect of Blood Alcohol Level n Dricvittg
After ingestion of any alcohol-contamingbever et the ateohol rs chity absorbed from the

first parts of the small intestine. knov,N1 anafbrfiwally as the duodenum and jejunum. It is

distributed throughout all body tissues in direct proportion to their water content. Ninety percent
of the alcohol is metabolized, mainly in the liver, and less than 10 percent is excreted in the urine,

sweat, or breath.
Alcohol affects all tt(e cells of the body. but the most dramatic results of ingesting ethyl

alcohol occur in the nervous systern,The central nervous system. especially the brain, is primarily
affectell..by alcohol, with an earlyt apparent stimulation resulting from depression of inhibitory
control mechanisms. Discrimination, insight. mernory, concentration, and perception are all dulled
by alcohol, whilespiech may become eloquent. and mood swings uncontrolled. Complex behavior
patterns are release4 that depend essentially on the persOnality of the individual, external stimuli,
from the environment', and tolerance for the drug. Alcohol seri Lily diminishes both mental and
physical abilities, although when undet its effect people typically overestimate their performances.
For any .given blood alcohol level the effects of alcohol are more noticeable when the alcohol
concentration in the blood is nsingahan when it is falling. High. levels of alcohol concentrations
affect the ability to discriminate between lights of different intensities Narrowing of the visual field

occurs and may be particularly- dangerous m automobile drwing. Resistance to glare is impaired so
that the eye requires longer to readjust after exposure to bright lights. Sensitivity tocertain colots.
especially red, appears to decrease.

Although the question of the effect of, alcohol on gross behavioral- change is not yet fully
resolved: the_ results ace unanunout in showing that driving skills already begin to deteriorate at

1
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blood alcohol levels below 0.05%. This level of alcohol in the blood would be reached, broadly
speaking, in a person weighing 190 lbs, who had consumed three (3) 12-ounce beers, or three (3)
cbcktails containing one ounce each of 86 proof alcohol, within one hour before driving. Although
other factors, such as the presence of food in the gastrointestinal tract, influence the rate of
entrance of alcohol into the 'bloodstream, a 120-pbund person would achieve a blood alcohol level
of b.05% with less than two (2) 12-ounce bottles of beer, or less than two (2) ciocktails'contairting
an ounce of 86 proof alcohol each.

Increasing concentration of alcohol in the blood is related to a number of driving errors, e.g.,
carelessness, reduced exactitude in steering and braking, more frequent stalling at critical moments,
etc. A concentration of 0.05% alcohol in the blood produced a tendency to drive toward a Toad
ditch in 82% of cases studied. With 0.10% blood levels, drivers consistently fluctuated between low
and high speeds, swerved from lane to lane, and used exc ;ssive amount of time to feturn to Vie
correct lanelBlood alcphol levels of 0.10% adversely affect4ormal driver performance by 15%,,,with
deterioration increasing to 30% with blood alcohol'levels of 0.15%.

There is no questiQn that the percentage of vehicle a' elidents increases sharply as the driver's
Rood akolbl level increases. The chance -*accident involvement 'where blood alcohol levels are
between 0.05% and 0.10% is two to seven times greater than persons at zero BAC and at 0.15%,
it is approximately. 25 times greater. These estimates are given indirect support by studies which
show 'S positive correlation between blood alcohol levels and other serious relevant variables, such
as extent of damage, expense of damage, and severity of injury.

C. Psychological Factors in Drinking Drivers
While numerous studies have established that problem drinkers have higf4r rates of

alcohol-related accidents than social drinkers, considerable controversy still exists concerning the
responsible factors. Some authorities argue that physiological impairment caused by excessive
alcohol intake is the most important factor. while others feel that personality characteristics, such.
as impulsiveress. hostility and suicidal tendencies exacerbated by alcohol are most significant. It is
most likely teat a complex interaction of these variables in a particular individual results in a person
at high risk becoming involved in an 'automobile accident. Personality factors in problem drinkers
are presumed more important than sensorimotor impairment, while in younger non-alcoholic drivers
with the same blood alcohol levels, impairment of sensorimotor functions is primarily responsible.

A full understanding of the problem of the drinking dnver requires intensive study of the
demographic, social and psychological characteristics of the persons involved. The personality traits
observed in intoxicated persons .involved in'accidents include chronichostility, depression, feelings
of omnipotence, invulnerabiNty, self-destructiveness, egocentricity and decreased tolerance to
tension. The significance of suicidal tendencies. unconscious or otherwise, has received particular
attention.

Alcohol intoxication might thus be responsible for automobile accidents not only because it+
impairs sensorimotor functions,put alsobecause of its pote'ntial for reducing emotiohalypntrol and
releasing Self-destructive impulses. Certain combinations of personality difficulty highly
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predictive of accident potential, and in problem drinkers it appears that an interplay between social

or psychological stress, deleterious personality traits which are liberated by alcohol, and the
impairment of skill caused by intoxication, is responsible for an excess of traffic accidents in which

death may occur.
In summary, it can be stated that tests of overall .driving ability become meaningless if only

psychomotor concepts are considered. Equalry important are the effects of alcohol in reducing
inhibitions, altering self-perception and self-confidence, and changing attitudes and value judgments .c,

D. 141Ipe Management of Drunken Drivers*
The effective management of the population that drinks and drives automobiles extremely

coMplex, particularly since a, significant proportion of DUI offenders have serious alc hol abuse
problems over and above that associated with -the dnving offense It is highly probable that th,e great

majority of these persons would never have been exposed to public scrutiny or intervention for
their drinking behavior had they not been arrested for drunk driving.

"Alcoholism itself is not a unitary condition, the "alcoholic populatton" in any 'community

consists of a large variety of subgroups with many different problems underlying, or secondary to,
their dependency on alcohol Thus, no one type of treatment approach will btapplicable to ail
these groups, and successful management depends en an accurate delineation of the specific
drinking syndrome and the organiation of appropriate treatment regimens.

Clinical experience strongly suggests that specific treatment techniques will have to be
developed Tor those persons who drive while intOxicatect. These may be considerably different from
those typically employed in the general field of alcoholism. It is not sufficient for the majority of
these subjects to be merely referred toexisting alcoholism treatment programs or self-help groups

such as Alcoholics Anonymous, as many of them require complek services providing a wide range of

treatment modalities,and, not just a traditional total abstinence approach. The inability of many
criminal justice systems to view DUI offenders as primarily a public health problem has allowed the

legal system to openite on rmnitivv. short-term basis. using indirect punishment such as provoking

job loss, fines, jail sentences and license suspension as "preventive" techniques. This apprOach is
intended to reprimand the individual for his deviant' behavior, and thereby protect soci1ty from a
recurrence of that behavior, but frequently only exacerbates the problem.

Data from numerous studies indicate that these methods have had a minimal effect. License
suspension, or revocation, is not an effective deterrent. Incarceration is a very expensive and
burdensome legal procedure; filling correctional facilities with individuals who seem impervious to
short-term jail sentences Often, it contributes to job loss, which probably increases the chance
that alcOchol abusers will drink fnore heavily and therefore be more likely to precipitate traffic
accidents: Also: recent figures from California have demonstrated that, in thg state, more thin*
One-third of first offenders and- one-half of second offenders are convicted again for driving while

intoxicated while under suspension or revocation of license. - ,

The implications of ,these facts are clear; law enforcement techniques alone are not sufficient
to deter repeated drunken-driving offeers,:/and this failure has contributed to an annual rate of

0.
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almost 30,000 deaths and '15.8 billion dollars in property damage and personal injury. The, above
figures, 'coupled with the offender's attitude, should force clinical personnel "to ae-examine the
evidence and utilize a special compulsory treatment system that is closely linked to an" effective and '.
cooperative judicial system. It is evident, however, that siniply to remove this problem from the
singular purview of the law will not be effective if appropriate socio-psychological rehabilitation
systents do not exist.

In a system which involves' law enforcement officials and mental health professionals; there
always exists the basic conflict between treatment and punishment. Changing behavior for the
benefit of the community shqpid be the mutual objectiVe of both profession's, but neither alone has
been as effective as it would like to be in accomplishicip this. Driving under the influence of alcohol
is -a classic exarhple of a public health problem that necessitates the creation of "a working
rilationship between the judicial and mental health-systems for its effective management.

There are indications that a combined legal-mental health approach would be a viable
alternative to punishment, and would' enhance the chances of successful rehabilitation. Previous
studies dealing with court-committed treatment of some more seriously deteriorated alcoholics have
shown an average success rate of 50%. The therapeutic approach would l ,ave the same primary goal
as the legalistic approach, i.e., of protecting society by preventing-the individual from repeating his
deviant behavior. Its process would be different, however; it would conitructively guide the
individual toward a changed pattern of behavior, -so that he might exist as a well functioning
element within society.

II. Considerations for Treatment and Rehabilitation Personnel"

A. Diagnosis and Evaluation
. The DUI population has been Shown to be heterogenous, and In all probability consists of a

number of subgroups, most of which can be classified as problem drinking types. There is, of
course, the possibility that a so-called "social drinker" might be arrested for DUI on the basisoak,an
occasional, or even isolated,incident of alcohol buse: Most research would agree thatixsignificant
proportionoof I offenders can be classified as "problem drink r" or "alcoholic persons."

'Depending on lar group of DUI offenders studied; an i'the 'definitions used, this
proportion of p can range from 50-70% of the. studied populations. It might be
argued that anyone arres a DUI hasa "drinking problem" of some iiportance.

The objective of any evaluation procedure is to formulate as effective an individualized
countermeasure /rehabilitation plan asepasible for each DUI offender. Thisatcome &tends upon
an accurate delineation of the individual's drinking pattern, personality profile, and generallifestyle.
To accomplish this, it is suggested.that the following consideration\ be made regarding diagnostio
assessment.

1) Evaluation Instrument Several of these are available, including the. Mortimer-
.Filkins Test; the Michigan Alcoholic Screening Teti (MAST); The Short Michigan Alcoholic
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Screening Test (SMAST); National Council on Alcoholism (NCA) Critena for the Diagnosis of
Alcoholism; and Johns Hopkins Alcoholism Screening Test. Of these instruments, the most readily
available, generally-useful, and comprehensivf, is the M9rtimer-Filkins Test.

.---1:All'of thew instruments are intende to provide an objective evaluation of the DUI offender
with special reference to the drinking beha ior. The use of such objective instruments is far superior
to a more Subjective and potentially biased individdal impression. All of these instruments do

'.7depend;
however, oil a-degree of accuracy and truthfulness on the part of the interviewee. In order

to obtain some. degree of standardization 'throughout the Commonwealth, it has been, strongly
recommended that the Mortimer-Filkins T t be adopted as the.,roatine kiting' 'measure for
countermeasures programs. (See Appendix A fo Ordering Procedures.) _.

,

,2), Additional Eval7ve Indicators There are several supplementary tools that may
. increase the predictive and chagnbstic qualities o the primary measurement instrument. These are as

follows: .

,
,.

" a) Blood Alcohol Concentra on (B.A.C.) ---_This is calculated from a measure-
ment of the allcohol.content of a sample of exp red air from the' offender. There is a predictable and
constant ratio between the alcohol level in t e blood and that in the alyeolar air of a subjeCt. It

. -should be noted that a BAC of moreAhan 0.10 , in a Y.outirie examination is regarded by the Criteria
Committee of the National- Council on Alcoh lism as being clearly and definitely associated with

. alcoholism. This would imply that every offen er arrested for DUI,at 0.1-0%c/should be considered in

.a category of alcoholism unless proven otherwise by additionalsonsiderations. On this basis,. it
would certainly seerh reasonably to suppose that any person who has been arrested with a BAC of
0.15% or more could bi autontatically regarded as a serious -"problem drinker" or "alcoholic

. person." -
.

b). Previogs 417 Record Any previous.arrest for DV) or other alcohol-related
Offense within the preceding five ears should be regarded with a higt index of suspicion as
. , , 4suggestive of an- "alcoholic person.,," -\,

c) Self Admitted Problem - A person voluntarily admitting to "loss of control-
.: over alcohol consumption would lend strong suspicion to the diagnosis of alcoholism.

_ d) Previous Treatment for Alcoholism or Social PrOsblerns Relale4 to Alcohol Use

A person's self-descnbed or known history of any alcohol-related medical,' psychological, or social
condition should also be regarded'as extremely siginficant in the diagnosis of-alcoholism.

e e) Measurement of Client Truthfulness Iris reasonable to suppose that some of
the Information] obtained from DUI clients may be .inaccurete..4is ciiiild result from deliberate
attempts to'nfislead the interviewer, OP in the 'case df pious alcohol dependericy, organic

-. impairment of *the brain producing amuesia, alcoholic "blackouts," or inaccurate 'recall. It is also

,,, commonly 'accepted that many "alcoholic persons" deuelcip extreme denial mechanisms regarding
their &inking behaviors and their significance. A number of iiias to assess "lie fattors" are available.
The "Alco-Calculator- can be used to compare police-reporteig BAC t6e client's report of the, 411111

tPI num' ber of drinks consumed prior to arrest. Should there be li marked discrepancy one can assume
,

/ f
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misreporting. The Eysencic* Personality Inventory'(E.P.11, is quick and' simply administered and
scored instrument, has a specific built in measure of;faking good" responses, and could be
incorporated into the interviewer's overall rception of" truttifulness.'' (See Appendix A.)

Staff Qualifications in the Evaluation7Frocess
Special attention should be paid to the qualifications and characteristics of staff persons

selected to conduct and report on evaluations of DUI clients.
Thefollowing interviewer eharactenstics should be sought:
I) Should have received basic training in the areas of alcohol dbuse, alcoholism, and highway

safety;
2) Reading, writing,,and suffiAnt mathematical skills and verbal communication abilities to

prepare' reports;
3)" Ability to follow standardiied directly and procedures;
4) Empathic and sensitive to the population Served:

"v5) Sensitive'to the need for7and accountable to;requirements for record confidentiality:
6) Where conditions indicate, a second language may be necessary. ,

B. Collection and Utilization o7 Diagnostic Findings L DUI Countermeasures Stimmaty
Report

. Upon interview compIttion and the assembly of relevant' informational elementS, it will then
be necessary to cotnpile a summary/report containing three major sections: a diagnostic description
of suspected degree of alcoholism, a 'prible of the offender,. and recommendations for follow up
anaisposition.
. It must be strongly emphasized at thins, point thipt the accuracy of any report is strongly
influenced by the quality of the data that is inconvrated in ots tanstruction--. The computer
programmer's adage "GIGO" ("garbage in, garbage out") is an especially important consideration
for all programs. If any program of alcohol countermeasures is to 'succeed, it must have an
extremely high level of credibility among all levels of the community, froM the DUI offender to the
highest court official, Therefore, it 'must be-assumed that all elejents of data are meticulously
protected to insure that 'every item, from police Breathalyzer report, to the sigtature on the final
report, is objective, accurate, and fret from any personal or subjectale influences,

While the degree of objectivity' of any program that attempts to incorporate highly seicctive
and isolated behavioralevents in making a predttion about a person caricertainly be attacked as
lacking in total scientific validity, it must be argued that successful rehabilitation (and -thus

i. prevention) has &en reported 'in some circumstances to ,be' as 'high as 80(7/, of the cases treated,for
alcoholism from less impaired groups in industrial settings., This can be contrasted to a California
study that showed as many as (two-thirds of drivers with revoked licenses (a ndn-treatment
alternative) were known *to continue to drive since they were identified through subsequent arrests
or accidents fOr ,driving while under revocation Thus, in the ablsence Of complete. and
al-encompassing accuracy. it does appear that an identification and rehatilitation process would be

$
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III

less effective than the present maximum license penalty under the ren ylvania Motor Vehicle
. .

. .

- Codg'. . _ ,
,

i+ 414 . The content 'of the DUI Coittermeasures Diagnostic Report "must contain not only several,
objective cetrols, but ,Inust also be prepared witl a consideratiop.o. f t pirolorities and needs of the ,

prospective users of the reOrt, and recognition of the various resources available in the offender's

comiiiinity. rierefo?e, it is recommended that1iv,niatrix- of events be considered in theanalysis of

vario examinanoti elements before planning for intervention/rehabilitation of each person. A

sample of this.type of 'analysis is presented below. This matrix might include someof the following
items and would, of course, be best designed and tailored to the major demands an.d concerns of then

Ickcal coun Um-Measures program.-

r
? .

.
=7.-

.

. v.

Dimension

Clinical Diagnostic Indica; Ors:

May Not Be A
Problem Drinker

Highly Rresump-
. tive, Evidenceitif
Problem Drinking

-Nearly Certain
Evidence of

Problem, Drinking

.

1) Mortimer-Filkins
--Questionnaire

In terviewNo,. ..---,
,qv Total Score, i.

2) _Blood Alcohol
Concentration

4'3) Previous DUI Arrest
S 4'

4) Previtoys 'Alcohol
Rela ed Arrest

t
5) Reliability o1 . . .

.information
---"Alco-Calculator

..
lo

BAC
E.P.I. (Form A or B

(01) :NCA Diagnostic :

Criteria
4

7Y Etc *, etc.i t

0, It
'11 or less
24 or Itss

, 39 or lens
..1

.
_

0.05% to O.0%. '

- 0 .

i... 0
IP

4 .

"Consistent'

°P'3'
.,,

.

0 .Etc.
-

'Etc.

* 12-15
4 . 25-39

'40-49. ,
C

.4,

0.16% to 0.19%.
1.-1

.- _ .

-1-2

.

.

. ,`
Ipconsistent

- .4`"oi 5 .

.0

, Etc.

Etc:.

d

16 or mote
*kr more

- ,
5D ot more

.

- e
0.20% or MON

, ,

3+
.

.. 3+
Y

.

,
.

EXtremely '
Unlikely .

6 or more
if

Etc.

Etc. ..,

1
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It shbuld be stressed that this matrix; anS.all other such reporting documents c ...
individually summarized, with only essential and relevant information contained within it. I d

be highly unlikely that the total folder or all information in unedited fashion would serve'the Aire , f
user in any significant way. Whatismost important, is that the findings of the diagnostic prbiedure .
should be presented in a clear, brief, and concise fashion. Standardized reporting formats are usually
very acceptable to judges, probatiffyi officers and treatment staff. Howedtr, special care should be
'given to avoid highly subjective terms in these reports which carry stronwnotional or stereotypical

--ir loadirviscsuch as "skid TOV,type," ",dignified business-5r," "weekend boWer," and the like. ifs
; _Qualifying statements such as, "it is the impression of the Countermeasures Diagnostic staff,

that ievieiv of this persols self-reports, and the available evidhc su nditions are frequentlyjpo
found in per#ons showinr(no/highly presLimptiveinearly cera e of problem drinking,"

.,:, are very important ingredients in the reps of such ports. It is the only "fair" statement
,,.......1"that can be made from such a hmited riulry and thafavcitls sweeping generalizations and

.potentially damning and/or 'neon- Qvt conchtsions. It must always be remembered that such reports
- and conclusions are subject to judicial revlisial an must ultimately bkreasonable and acceptable to

.- the judge and to,the offender if the fehabilitatio plan,is ever to be accepted. At the same time, it,is
of equal importonee to ,cond'uct the Most, c prehensive and intensive investigation: of "ellent-
behaviors That the state of the art Will permit. erefore,* by reviewing and investigating both the

-if-tendert& official lippori rile, and personally ex fining the individual, a reasonable estimate of the
presence of, suspicion of,of absence of alcoholism an be made by an- experienced interviewer.

A peitonal profile of the offender must be included in the formak-summary agd should be used
throughouVlie vanous stages of report Construction tole'sure that no confusion or error is made, in
the assembly of all data.elements. Key identifiers are alwdisys included in the personal profile and
should 'always include fTa cliii of birth.,_address, dateand time of arrest, B.A.C. at arrest /retest,
time of B.A.C., police . number, previOnrrest summary, disposition of previous pui offenses,
employment- status, manta atus and number of dependents, race, and any other ?Nil-leant

$ identifier available in the countermeasures area tttat, will assist in preventing confusion or possible 4 s
mistakes in data collection and record review. , , .,

Very specific recommendations for follow up should be "Included at t the c riclu4ion Or thy
summary report. These conclusions should be aimed closely .at achieving three ajor goal. These

. are: . 4e,

1) Prevention of further DUI behavior throiigh education and rehabili om f
2) A,Ierting judges, probation officers, and treatment. staff of the sieficant ingOchents in

e offendef's history to assist their understanding of the case. ,

.

lir' 3) . Assisting the referral process by specifying distinct types of treatment, of, services needed
that "fit" the individual's needs and thetreatment resources of the local community.

There are several underlying assumptions that Must be maditin any recommendation Co send a
. person for treatment for alcoholism, Many of these are commonly accepted by most persons. btit

4 P-4
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several are quitq controversial ren among ve
I,-

argue that manypersons appear to have pr
is also commonly accepted that this

among different i
successfu have n
both recovering a

nowlcdgeable alcoholism ssionals. Few will.
ems in Maintaining control over their use of al hol. It

oss of control" phenomenon is not absolute, a varies in

ividual nd from time to time. The causes of alcoholism an a sin,gu ly
etermined at thi's time. 11 hasbeen the experience of many perso

s themselves, d' professionals within the treatment cdmmunity, that
alcoholism can be "treated" pith reaso a le'success`and that the symptOrns that surround it can be
significantly reduced in, many cases.'

Care must also be lakerl, that no confusion 'is made in understanding that remission of
,syMptoms is not the same as a cure. The Governor's Courrol on Drug and Alcohol Abuse, as welt as

numerous other national figures and authorities in the ileld; concede that, at this time, most forms
af alcoholism must be considered to be a life-long condition, and numerous relapses and vehement
denial are outstanding chitacteriitics of the condition. Thus, many claims of various propeilients ot

'specific and universal "cures" must always be regarded 'with extreme uspiflon by any referring
agent. However, many techniques and therapies are quite e ective for certain kersorK when they

:correspond to" their ideals and,acceptance levels and significan changes in behavior can frequently

be expected when conditions are suitable for such changes.

C. Treatment Approaches
Expenence both in the field of alcoholism, treatment and teat of alcohol highway'safety has

gethonstrated that any treatment pr9gram must be flexible enough to allow for individual neecfs.:

and must hap available several modalities of treatment which can be used in multiple combinatiollsi
_The' Tor having suelLan_app.roach is based an the knrledge thatdpeople arrested for DUI,
and who may also be proble.m drinkers, 4o not constitute a homogeneTus group, and therefore
might require quite different treatment regim410wifh extremely different expectations.7-here is no

doubt, for example, that the degree of problem drinking varies from those offenders tinto are
borderline, so far as diagnosis', is concerned, to those individuals whose history and exarrithation

leave neHoubt that they are alcohoraddicts.
Some modalities that have been described as especially useful in the treatment of alcoholism

are Group Therapy.4ndividual Therapy. Family Therapy, Disulfiram (Antabuse ®) Therapy. Chem-H

otherapy. and many otters The environment inwwhich thet`e therapies can be best administered is

'usually duitt-mined by an-evartiation of patient needs and le avelability of community resources.
In general:it hos b&n the experience of most DUI Treatment Programs, that an outpatient environ-

ment quite adequate for the majority of DUI patientiut supportive availability of inpatient, de-
toxica ion, and residential i:are units' may be of great valu .

.
Group Therapy

In many cases. this would likely be the primary modality utilized. The type of group
sychoCheraily felt fo be bes't indicated for these clients is a.combitiation of su portive and insight
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giving therapy with a maximum' of attention begin given to the pathological use of alcohol.
Communication content; of the troup may include present and past life situations, 'Mira and
extraigoup relationships and, of great importance, relevant and appropriate'ertvironmental factors.
Positive transference should be encouraged to promote improved functionIntof the indivichials. and
intra -group dei3endency should be encouraged. Therapists should adopt an Ective, invilved. and

'empathetic adviix-giving role and, where appropriate, should 'challenge maladaptive defenses or
strengthen exiStingluppOrtive defenses.' The group processes found to be most receptive to patients .

with alcoholism area cohesicin,.Universpliiation and reality testing, and these processes appear also to
be most appropriate for Di,J1 offenders.. Socialization outside of the group should be discouraged.
Each group ll,shoulclidelall'y be$.homogeneous as possible as determined by pertecality types and
overall treatment goals set for the individ al. 4

Individual Therapy . 0
I,l A number of patients ma quire individual therapy as well as..Or in place of, group therapy

This should be basically client VIR ere'cl with the main concern being the process of behavior change
rathelthan the'structure of the personality. It should concern itself with the use of alcohol as an.,
escape mechanism. Theitherapist's attitude, should .be empathetic, non-moralistic and genuine. This

N type oftlerapy is parr culaily appropriate for those patients wh6 are unable, odo not desire, to
share their problenis with other; in' a relatively' open group ?ening. This situation could arise
because o,f the particularly sensitive nature of their problem, or because of thrir inability to relate
on any intimate lewel-with a group bfzelath%e strangers., .

..,,. .
Family Therapy/CoupleS.fterapy

.....
-this modality is.of potential benefit 6-those patients who will permit the involvement of their

families in- the treirment.proce'ss. Thi's 'is completely 'dependent tin the voluntary approval and
assistance of the patient and their faiiiily in-Ncissisting the treatment process. Very often the
involvement of the fdmily in the titerapeutic process will be an imbortant variable in.influencing
change. Where possible, consideration should always be given to the irivolVe.ineneof the family and

.,-, multiple attempts,should be glade, as time and treatment progress, in attempting tb- secure this
involVement. Some special, considerationst that suggest the inclusion of .family therapy Mehl&
marital problems, disturbed children, and /or distreSs ofa spouse. :

. .
DisqlfirarnAAntabise®)Therapy ,

. Disulfiram is a medication which acts as a deterrent to 'the use of-alcohol. Its mechanism of
action ii to prevent the bi'ealecloWn of -alcohol so that accumulation of a tolcic substance,.
(acetafclehicre) occurs in Olt bb dy. When alcohol is, taken by a patient w.hciris, established on a

'gdisultiram regimen, this substance Koduces a rat*. of extremely unpleaSant symptoms.
. .

N. Thisonay be an trem useful aid in the management oiseleeted alcoholic patierits who
desire a coVroIled stat of alltinence from alohof: NO patient should be given disulfiram in the

a
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. presence of seveif heart disease, psychosis, or if. uriabli to, fully un4rstand the, complex _--
implicationsof thiltherapy. Obviously, sician must evaluate the patient and maintain

I respon'sibility for prescribing and supervising the disulfiram therapy! It should be emphasfzed that

distil firm should only. be used as a part of a more cooprehensiye rehabilitatil propam.4as

repeated reinforceinenk fOr its continued ullt must ,be- given, and failure to res .n to its use is
generally associated with the absence of a:well-defined anti supportive therapy.pla

.

, . .. i
. \ .

- Chemotherapy 7 ,

..4 The pres nce ofassociated psychiatric syrnprt)mg such as depression or anxiety wip determine

the need for nd use Of appropriatiTnti-derussants and/Or tranquilizers. The potential for abuse of

the latter type of medication_shoOld be airime concern. with prescriptions bejng given fdr small

quantities anti careful monitoring bj/sthe respon§iblephysiciat and treatment staff.

.. . ,. .
s.

nt
) . *ix

Ill. Current Treatment for 'DU) Offenders in the Comonwealth' an gcommendations for ,

Program Development .
.

1

I

So far as is known. there few organized and coordinated systematic treatment progrims for.

DUI offenders in Pennsylvania. In the City of Philadelphia, as a result of some basic reseafeh,and

experience, a need was derneistrated for a treattient program specially designed for problem

drinkers in this .7)-11' . non, and in 1976 four such special treatment programs are in existence. Also,

Reading, a nee, for treatment services was re.cogthied, but because of the relatively snarl number

of offenders. their objectives Were. accomplished within the structure of existing alcoholism
treatment prograis. In both these cities. the identification and,evaluation of the DUI population

has resulted in very substantial increases in the referral and adrAission of alcoholic' persons to these

alcoholism facilities. In most of Permsylvania however. there is not only a paucity of alcoholism

treatment Services lb general. buf_a critical shortage of services for specific groups of alcoholic..

patients. with as alcoholic DUI offenders.
Throuyikit. the CommonWealth..there is a number of klcohol Highway Safety

CountermeAres Programs. but the' existing programs nearly all cases, essentiallyeducational .

in nature and do not enwhasize\ nor conduct, Spec' reatment on a formal basis. If treatment is
mentioned ak all it is withirtothe context of a group Aperiehcsi and it is invariably simply a referral

or suggestion to attend -an Aloholics Andnymous open meeting, which for most DUI offenders

Who are earliestage problem drinkers, may be an inappropriate modality. This is partly because of

the anonymity required wi,thin the organization ;itself, which. by organizational philosophy,
prohibits developing an accuraje recording and repotting between Alcoholics Anonymous groups

land the criminal justice system.
Another problem is;that most existing alcoholism treatment. systems emphasize npataent

treatment, which does not seem to be the most apprpp,riatipenvironmen.t for tie vast majority of
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the alcoholic DUI offenders. The experience of pilot end developing programs strongly supports the
notion, that these persons require outpatient approaches- Pilaf-are specially tailored to their needs.
Tre4ment programs for these perscr will have to relitte to tie spatial conditions of this group. that
reflect their special characteristics and needs.'

Current research the DUI, popular' ion iiggesa' that these persons' are. generally speaking..
less alcohol- impaired than the type.of patient usually seenin alcoholism treatment programs They
are typically male, more often married and living with their spouses: more likely to have good
ernpl*ment records with continuqus employment. and have shorter histories of problem drinking
than customarily seen in generally voluntary admissions to alcohOlism treatment.,Altlhough. these
characteristics, would suggest a better prognosts. they are counterbalanced by esignificantly poorer

itation to attend and ,commit onoelf-te an enduring treatment plan It-is, therdart. very
important-that a treatment program become mandatory and that the full support ofthe criminal

s justice and probation systcrn be Mobilized to ensure offender participation in treatment
The results of a pilot demonstatio.n program*TOr alcoh DUI offenders conducted in

.S Philadelphia in 1975, suggested that, for meaningful behavior changes to occur, once weekly
treatment for six months is the minimum involVement. and it would probably be more desirable to
insist on approximately oneifear of weeklyth&apy sessions to 1;14,o're fully,Qmplement significant.
long-lasting-behAvior change. ..,

There, is also a cntical need 'Si.. provide appropriate training for Alcoholism atment
peutonnel yvhobare to be involved with the, alcoholic DUI offender. They must be made fully aware
of tie total, s, which ey are to operate: This means that at least part olthe.ir awning
should occur in association Ath aft pf other components 6f the Pennsylvania, Alcohol-Highway

,Safety. Program.This includ% probation officers. judges. educ and administrative
officials who each contribifite to 'a comprehensive program tiithis 'nature There are significant
differences in the treatment apaches thiat one might have to adopt for the- alcoholic pui
offender than wiitly other kinds of alcoholic populations. The relatively early stages of alcoholism
that 'are characteristic, of this group imply that the "rock: bottom" approach may not only be
inappropriate, but also.counter-therapeut c. in the ense'that one may be introducing a damaging
self-fulfillingo prophesy. It has been' un nate13, the case inaour culture that most alcoholic

. ,

tents have not entered treatment 'until' tIvere has been significant sOciar and 'physical
deterioration. Tliereforethe traditional approaches which might apply to this ratter category of

`,alcohol?c patient might not 'be indicated or nec4sary for these 3ersons arrested for DUIJ TIus
implication must be included in anpy training program where an approach, tiawd on t1.4 availability
of ritultiple treatment mOdalities. used in flexible Combinations. should be e'mphasizecr

#

Any treatment program for alcoholic DUI offenders should be seen as an integral part of J
. total system.- under the control and 'leadership ()Tv single loCal coofdinaturg authority, The

treatment system must rik with. -and proVidq. continuity of care from the iudicial.'prob-lation'and.
parole, and ekcational cotnwalitnts, and should also 15;: clos'ely allied' to existing alcohol find.
general health care deliver? systems There are many 'diffefent wdys in which this could he
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accomplished, and in each community The DUI treatment System shOuld becoires'Pan of thelocal

health care delivery system with special ties to both Drug and Alcohol, and Mental flealth'Programs.

111The vitally important part played by the local criminal justice, S'ysterrl, which will include police,

judges, prosecutors. defenders. and .probation and parole officers canngriloe overentphasized. It is

strorty recommended that a specificitrairRng program involvin,f all these multidiscipltnary
components should be organized by any community interested in devoping an alcohol - highway

safety, countermeasures program:and should occur at the earliest flosstble stage of program

development.

IV Past, Present, and Future Directions for DUI Countermeasures t

dOver the past 80 years of ,drftfing legislation, there have' beenJew 'attempts to legislate drunk

ing prevention into the Motor Vehiclegode of PennSylvania.
The Federal Government and the United Stites Department of Transportation havaci many

years studied the problem of drunkdnving., and after the preparation of a special report to 'Congress

in 1968, made se ral significant recommendations designed to improve prevention in this area.

These recommendations were included in the model tr code known as the Uniform Motor
Vehicle Code which has served as the base for the newl nacted Penn-sylvania Motor Vehicle Code

of 1976, which significantly updates the law in nearly all aspects of traffic safety

It is now apparent that a more -balanced approach to the problem' will be,adopted, with the

recognition that the criminal justice system, and the treatment and rehabilitation systetris must
-.become- partners in iffiy -meaningful efforts to reduce, the effects of this major public health

problem .

Some technological developments are sure to have a marked-effect pn drunk driving detection

-and fehabilitation in the coming decade. Portable pre:arrest scie'ening deyices,me.already Perftrted.

for police patrol and when such cash), utilized instruments are in the hands of the law enforcement

officcrs, a major obstacle to initial identification of the drunken dnver will ,be' overcome. The
increased,,organi7ation and standardization,of DUI couverrneasures in Pennsylvania is.surto have a-

.marked effect 'On the 4deelooment of improved administrhtive and clinical procedures in the
mahgemept of, the problem Scene possible pproaches in trtiment would include mandatory

diselfiram thentpy for repeat or resistant offenders,y increased use to- weekend or evening

incarceration. and ci extensi've use of Accelerated Rthabilitative rSispositiOn (A145.-Also, the use of

sophisticated breath analysis technitiues should be encouraged in all programs involve& in
evaluation, treatmen1,111ritkabilita.tion Of selected DUI' often . Such technology will help to

refine; diagnosis, and objettify and standardke 'alcohol abuse viols. Thk Will facilitate clear.
communicatIA. and' therefore foster' relatt Ohms between staff ind- the DUI
offendcur. TVcii.nology advances art especially important in the use of accurate and understandablt
_measures of condition 'and_progress shared by the therapist with the

ti?
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Of great significance is the growing emphasts'On thdocpraiity of *oholic treatment facilitizs
themselves. Standards for cipetation and licensing as Well as nationa' accreditation for alcoholism
treatment programs are now a reality. It is alsoopparere that this process will accelerate the demise
of n*ny marginal and ineffective programs and encourage high administrative and clinical standards ,

for the surviving few Any form of nation- al health insuranCe is..sure to be linked to the moil
advanced treatment systems,-artel payment for any such services will certainly be associated with.)

4accredited progiams with strong outpatient and aftercare eleme

V. Program'Interrelationships .

.f
While there are clearly differences in prog ams.6perating Within the various communities in the

Commonwealth, it is apparent that somebasii;elernents must always exist in order to conduct any
effective ,countermeasures program; ,simply stated, they are law enforcement, judiciary., and
rehabilitation.. The 'following flowchart is p ovided to give' a graphic illustration of ,a fully
functioning and comprehensive countermeasures pdgram in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania:
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PENNSYLVANIA ALCOHOL-HIGIIWAY SAFETY PROGRAM (PAHSP)

.
FLOWCspIART

I

LAW ENFORCEMENT SECTOR

IA. Arrest Process

II. JUDICIAL SECTOR

Distnct Attorney, Pre-Trial Screening

11B. Tnal Proceedings

11C. Post-Diagnostic Court Ruling

r
REHABILITATION' 'ECTOR

Diagnostic Evakiation
,

111B., Psycho-Mecitcal Treatment

,.PAHSP SafeDriving SchOol
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STO*

FLOWCHART (1)

11)

I LAW ENFORCEMENT SECTOR
' .

OISMIS$EO

r.

POLICE REQUEST
. CHEMICAL TEST

I

I.

I

' e YES
7 r-

FOR SPECAPIOVISIONS
GUIDING FUNCTION
SEE SECTION 1547 OF
ACT El

:'SUSPECT
REFUSE

YES

ABOVE
PRESUPAPTI

LEVEL RE L EASEO

IL__

OS OR LESS - THE FINDING WILL
CONCLUDE THAT TM

' PERSON1S NOT UN
IlitiNFLuENCE ANO THERE
WILL BE 0 CHARGE

> OS ,< 10 VTHERE WILL BE NO '-
CONCLUSIVE FINDING
BUT IN COMBINATION
WITH OTHER EVIDENCE
IT COULD BE PROVER

. THAT THERE WAS
ALCOHOL INFLUENCE

10 OP MORE THERE (SA PRESUMPTION
OF INFLUENCE
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PRIOR ARREST AND
DRIVING RECORDS
ARE CHECKED Y
LOCALCOUNTY
DISTRICT ATTORNEY
FOR CASE ASSIGNNENT

PAHSP FLOWCHART (2)

II. .14.101cIAL SECTOR

AR D PROGRAM
IS PRESENTED
TO CL 1E NT

APPOINTIANT
FOR DIAGNOSTIC
INTERVIEW

YES

COURT
PROCEDURE

-

YES

COURT ORDER

d FINE
JAIL
LICENSE
SUSPENDED

5'

INAGNOS-T I C
EVALUATION
INTERvIEW

APPEARS FOR
COURT HEARING

l

CLIENT REPORTED
TVA S OFFICE

CAMISSE D

0.I Rrig.10.10. OnpoOwn I.'
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COURT
DECISION

111.

PAHSP - FLOWFART (3)

TO AID COURT DECISION
JUDGE st CEIVES

PRIORARREST RECORD
PRIOR DRIVING RECORD
DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION
AND RECOMMENDATIONS'

CLIENT
DISMISSED

COURT ORDERS
SLMPENSION
OR REVOKES
LICENIE

CLIENT
RETURNED
TO TRIAL
PROCEEDING

III. REHABILITATION SECTOR

AS RECOMMENDED
BY DIAGNOSTIC
EVACUATION

Sgt

A

FOR SPECIFIC
PROVISIONS
GUIDING THIS
FUNCTION SEE
ACT 81

SECTIONS 1532 IW 121
1532 1151 121
1540
1542 (Al& (BI

ti

4

PAM9P
SAFE
DRIVING
SCHOOL

SIXTEEN HOUR COURSE
OF INSTRUCTION
SPECIFIC TOPICS

INTRODUCTION TO PA4P_
ALCOHOL AND SCOPE OF
DRINKING- DRIVING PROBLEM
DRINKING DRIVING PATTERNS
AND CHARACTERISTICS

t ALCOHOLISM
ALCOHOLISM ANO THE ANIMA'
ALCOHOLISM ANO ME
ALCOHOL AND THE HUMAN BODY

A

COURTVISIOSIT ION OF CASE
PAHSP CERTIFIES COMPLETION
OF COURSE.,

Alp

190
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FOR SPECIFICS OF
PAHSP COURSE SEE
INSTRUCTORS GUI DE

NOTE INSTRUcTOR OR "CLIENT MAY REQUEST
PSYCHO MEDICAL
TREATMENT FOR CLIENT
DURING ANY PHASE OF
COURSE APPROPRIATE
REFERRAL AND FOLLOW
UP SHOW. D AbE
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Clinical /Diagnostic Information:

APPENDIX A

7 _ Court Procedures for Identifying Problem Drinkers: Volume 1: Manual: by Margaret W.
Kerlan, Rudolf G. Mortimer, Barbara Miltige & Lyle D. Fi lkins, Highway Safety Research Institute,
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48105, lune '1971, National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration U.S. Departinent of Transportation, Publication No. DOT-HS-800-632, Washing-
ton, D.C. 20591, available from National Technical Information Service, U.S/Department of
Commerce/5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, Virginia 22151 (Order Revised Version PB 209-959)
Price $4.50.

This volume contains the format known commonly as the Mortimer-Filkins Test.

Court Procedures for Identifying Problem Drinkers: Volume 2 Supplementary R- eeadings: 'by,

Barbara Mudge, Margaret W. Kerlan, David V. Post, Rudolph G. Mortimer,`Lyle D. Filliins; Highway
Safety Research Institute, The University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan 4810, June 1971;
available from the National Highway Traffic Wet.; Administration,. U:S. Department of
Transportation, Washington D C. 20591 (See above for NTIS ordering information).

*A special source document is available from NHTSA for use with the Mortimer-Filkins Test
which is a must Since it contains scoring keys and procedures but is only available after the program
is given officiaLcle;rance. There are no copyrights involved and Dr. M9rtimer does not, objectsif test
users make duplicate copies of the test form for legitimate use.

NHTSA Regional Offices for Region 111 which covers all of Pennsylvania is. L

Airport Plaza Building Room D-203
6701 Elkndge Landing Road
Linthicum, Maryland 21090

Diagnosis and Assessment of Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism: A Report to the National
Institute on Alcohol Abuse & Alcoholism: .by George R. Jacobson, Ph.D., 'Director, Research,
Evaluation aTd Training. DePaul Rehabilitation- Hospital, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Limited ,quantities .1

available free ftom the National Clearinghouse for Alcohol Literature and Information '(NC,611),
P.O. Box 1 156, Rockville, Maryland 20850, Phone: (301) 948-4450..

Eysenck Personality Inventory: by H.J. Eysenebiend Sybil B.G, Eysenck, may be purchased
from Educational and Industrial Testing Service, P.O. Box 7234, San Diego, California, 92107...

Test Booklets (2- forms, A & 13), Scoring Keys, and Testing Manuals required.
I

Fine, Eric W. and Pascal Scoles. "Secondary 1PreventiO-of Alcoholism Using a Population of
.

Offenders Amsted for Driving While Intoxicatea in Work in Progress on_ Alcoholism.
(Eds.) F. Sckas and S, Eggleston New York Annals of the New York*Academy. of Sciences. -..

Volume 273. 1976, pp 637-645
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National Council' on Alcon'olismniteria for the Diagnosis of Alcoholism.t copies available at

Criteria Conttffittee, NCA, 2 Park Avenue, New York, New Ygrk 10016 at $1.00 per copy. The ,

complete criteria _were publistie4 in the American Journdl of Mychiatry, 1972, 129, 127-135 and
Annals of Internal Ighdicfne, 19'72, 77, 249 -258 and it is recommended that users have the entire
source document because 'it contains the complete entena and extremely important information on ,

its use, and necessary information on- how _to write a diagnosis based on uniform-nomenclature.
..- .
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/ APPENDIX
.

Selected Reference List:

a

Alcohol and Alcoholism: Problems Programs, and Progress,' NIMH,
P4blication No. (HSM) 72-9127, Revised 1972, -Available from the National Clearinghouse for
Alcohol Literature and Information (NCALI), P.O. Box f 156, Rockville, Maryland 20850, Phone:
(301) 948-4450.

. y

1968 Alcohol and .Highway Safety Report: A Study Transmitted by the Secretary of the -1',
Department of Transportation to the Congress, in accordance, with the Requirements of Section
204 of the Highway Safety Act of 1966, Public Law 89-564; August -1968, U.S. Government
Printing Office 1'968 (98-1760) Committee Print 90th Congress, 2d Session. ,

American Medical Association, Committee on.Medicolegal Problems. Alcohol and the Impaired
Driver. Chicago: AMerican Medical Assoctation, t968.

Comprehensive Community Services for Alcoholics; The Williamsburg Papers, February 1.969,
Superintendent of Documents, U.S, Government Notting Office, Washington, D.C. 20402, Price
654. Limited quantities available free from MCALI.

Erwin, Richard E. Defense of Drunk Driving Cases. Third Edition. Albany: Matthew Bender,
1971.

Facts About Alcohol and Akohokm. NIAAA, DHEW Publication (ADM) 15 -31, Printed
1.974, Reprited 19,75, U.S. Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, D.C. 20402 Price 850! StoPk Number 017-024-00351 4 Catalogue No. HE
208302:F11 Also available free in limited quantities from .NCALI.'

Fine, E. and P. Scoles. "Alcohol, Alcoholism and Highway Safety." Public Health Re;lews
(Israel) 1974, pp. 423-436.

Fine. E., P. Scoles. and M. Mulligan. "Under the Influence. . . ." Public Health Reports.,,Vol
90, Sept/Oct. 1975, pp 424-429.

From Program to People: Towards a National Policy oh Alcoholism Services and Prevention.
NIAAA, DHEW Publication No. (ADM) 75-155, Printed 1974, available from NCALI.

Proceedings of the 6th Internatiotial Conference on Alcohol, Drugs, and Traffic Safety,
Toronto, Canada, September 8-13, 1974, Edited by S. Israelstam and S. Lambert; Addiction
Research Foundation of Ontario, 33 .Russell Street, Toronto,,Cartada M5S2S1 (Order No. P:240,
Clothbound $30.00).

11.x; First Aid for the Drunken Driver Begins in Your Office: GPO 717-793, Revised June
1973, U S. Departinent otTransportat ion, NHTSA.

193
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. Second' Special Report to the U.S. Congress on Alcohol and Health from the Secretary of
Health, Education and Welfare, Morris E. Chafetz, M.D., Chairman of the Task Force,. U.S.

vernment PrintingOffice, Washington, D.C. Alcohol and Highway Safety Spctidfi, pp. 121-144.

iced qua&ities available free from NCALI.
. (,

#

Seixas, F. and S. Eggleston (Eds.) Work in Progress on Alcoholism. New York: Annals of the

New York Academy of Sciences, 1976.

,r-

"Studieson Drinking and Dntiing,",QuarterlyJournal of Studies on Alcohol, Supplement No.

4, May 1968, Seld.en D. Bacon 171.D., Special Editor, available from Editorial Office, Center for
Alcohol Studies, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, New Jersey 08903, Single copy cost $4.50.

4
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APPENDIX C
.

7--
Treatment Reiources in Pennsylvania

Alcoholism Treatment Facilities Directory. published by Alcohol and Dig Problems
Association of North America, 1130 Seventeenth Street N.W , Washinktdn, D.C. 20036. 1-10 copies
$7.50 plus 50¢ mailing per copy. While published in 1973,, it is the most copprehensive listing of
almost all state and local programs available.

Facilities Directories within a specific geographic area should be available at the Office of the
Drug and' Alcohol Authority for your county wItioh would be listed in the Yellow Pages under
Social Services. . .

Addiborrally, the Local ,Council of the Natio al Council on Alcoholism also maintains a
resource file oh local Alcoholism Treatment Facilities the Council's areI and are hsted in the
telephone White. Pages under National Council. on. Alcoholism,

If the above resources prove inadequate, the Governor's Council on Drug and Alcohol Abuse
maintains an information clearinghouse known ENCORE (717) 787-9761 located at the
Ri4rside Office Building-One, 2101 North Front Street, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17110, for special
information needs.

-AdditionallAtgere are fdur Division Offices located in four regions of Pennsylvania with staff
available for speO: information and consultation ne ds. These offices are:

Division Office I
'Mr Jacob Armstrong, Chief

ti ' Alcohol Inititutc
.915 Corinthian Avenue
Philadelphia, Pa. 19130
(215) 232-5550.

DivisiotOffice)II.
Ms. Ellen Shoemaker, Chief
Riverside Office Center #2
2101 North Front Street
Harrisburg, Pa 17120 I

,(717) 783-8307 4)

S'

1 95

Division Office 11
Ms. Camille Fidrych, Chief
43 Main Street 4

Pittston, Pa. 18640
(717) 655-6801

Division Office IV
Ms. Toni Williams, Chief
3406 Fifth Avenue, 3rd Fir-
Pittsburgh, Pa 15213 _

(412) 565-5765

,
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APPENDIX D

Ligt of Participants and/or Consultants Assisting in the Preparation of the Counseling

and Rhibilitation Manual were:0

REGION P

Mr. Jacob Armstrong, Chief
Region I, Governor's Council on Drug and Alcohol Abuse

Mr. James D.,Bruce
Drug & Alcoh,o1 Specialist
Chester County Mental Health /Mental Retardation Program

Mr. Eugene PadoW
Executive Director
BuclA County Executive Commission

Nicholas Piccone, Ed.D.
Director
Philadelphia Alcohol-Safe Dnving Program

MN.

Mr. John'Riggan .
Director
Philadelphia Coordinatink Office on Drug & Alcohol Abuse P/rograms

Mr. Anthony Trifiletti
Drug $c, Alcohol Specialist ,
Delaware County Drug and Alcohol Planning Council

Mr. Charles A. Brower*
Alcoholism Consultant

4

(* Counseling and Rehabilitition Review, Consultant)

.1/4
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' REGION II

Ms. Camille Fidrych, Chief . .

Region 11, Govemop:s Council on Drug and Alcohol,Abuse
t

1

Mr. Matt Fliss . ;
Drug & Alcohol Speciajist
Division 11, Governor's Council on Drug and Alcohol Abuse

1 P t . . - ,.

Mr. Colin Holmes \
Drug/8c Alcohol Specialist
Susquehanna/Wayne Counties

Ms. Pat Durenzo '
Mental Health/Mental Retardation Program

/Susquehanna/Wayne Counties

Mr. ,Thaddeus Midas
Carbon/Monroe/Pike Counties Drug & Alcohol Program

it

Mr. Chip Kinath
Carbon/Monroe/Pike Counties Drug & Alcohol Program

Ms. Carol Panrt'acci
Director 6

,Lackawanna County Drug and Alcohol Program
. ..

Mr. John Pomeroy'
Drug & Alcohol Specialist
Governor's Council on Drug and Alcohol- Atluse

I

6

.. )
REGION III i
Ms. Ellen B. Shoerniker, Chief
Region III, Governor's Council on Drug and Alcohol Abuse

Mr. Roger Beaity e ,
.

Drug & Alcohol Specialist'
Cumberland /Piry Counties Mental health /Mental Retardation Progtam

I

19
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f
, MT. Michael Felix

Drpg & Alcohol Specialist
West Branch Drug & Alcohol Abuse Commission

--_-,... ,

Mr. Are Chapman ,

Director ,
Lancaster County, Drug acid A4cohol Abuse Program

MiTieul Gunning
Drug & Alcohol Specialist

\ York/Adams Mental Health /Mental Retardation Program. -

Mr. John H4,k . , ,

Drug & Alcolhol Specialist
a .- Juniata Valley Tri-County Drug & Alcohol Program

Mr. John Henry . .

/Drug & AlcOihol Specialist ..

Cambria County Drug and Alcohol Abuse Program
...

Voir.
John Miller . .

Drug & Alcohol Specialist
Northumberland County Mental Health/Mental Retardation Program

i

,

Ms. Violet Plantz
Executive Director(
Dauphin County Drug & Al ohei Executive Commission ,

Mr. William Rodenhiser
..-sDrug& Alcohol Specialist

Franklin/Fulton C9unties Drug and Alcohol Abuse Program

Drui& Alcohol Specialist - :\
Mts. JoEllen Steinbrunner ....

Blair County,Mental Health/Mental Retardation Program t
t

4

_
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REGION IV
a

Ms. Toni Williams, Chief
Region IVtGovem'or's Council on Drug art Alcohol Abuse

Mr. Alvin Ames
Drug & Alcohol Specialist ...-
Armstrong/Indiana Counties Drug Alcohol, Program

Mr. William Carl
Drug & Alcohol Specialist
Washingtod/Greene Counties Mental Health/Mental Retardation Program

Ms. Suellen Carlsen
Drug & Alcohol Speaalist
Cameron /Elk /Mclean /Potter Counties Mental Health/MentaI Retardation Program

Mr. Frank DiLeo
Drug & Alcohol Specialist
Lawrence County Council on Chemical Abuse

'Mr. Thomas Dworzanski
' Adult _Probation Department

Erie County

Mr. Samuel Goldstrohm
Adult'Probation Department
Kittanning County

Mr. John Henlen
Director
Mercer County DWI, Prograin

Mr. Terrance Kopp
Drug & Alcohol Specialist

e

Butler County Mental HealthiMental Retardation Program

Mr. Michael Kuhar
Chief Probation Officer
Indiana County Probation Department

r93
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Ms. Mary Lash
Service.Provider.
Clearfield/Jefferson*County Drug and Alcohol Program

Mr. Ronald Lash
Service Provider
Clearfield/Jeffeison.gounty Drug and Alcohbl Program

Mr. George Revers
Director
Washingt9n County DWI Program

Mr. David Mack
Probation Officer
Indiana County Probation Department

Mr. Richard Maloney
Drug & Alcohbl Specialist

-Westmoreland 'County Mental Health/Mental Retardation Program

Mr. Peter McKay.
Mercer County Alcohol Rehabilitation Center

Mr. Daniel Mikanowicz
Drug& Alcohol Specialist
Cameron/Elk/McKean/Potter Counties Mental Health/Mental lietardation Program

Mr. Henry M7Miller .

Director
Crawford County DWI Program

Mr. A. Donald Mott
Acting Eiiecutive Director
Fayette County Executive Commission

Mr. David Pratt .

Executiye Director .

Erie County Commission on Dntg and Alcohol Abuse

200
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Ms. Jydith Rep 't

Drug & Alcohol Specialist
Butler Alcohol Countermeasures Program

4

Mr. John Shields
Executive Director
Butler County Council on Alcoholism

Ms. Cheryl Wegener
Armstrong/Indiana County
Indiana University of Pennsylvania, Continuing Education

Mr. Fred Wegener
Armstrong/Indiana Counties
Indiana University of Pennsylvania, Continuing Educatiom

Mr. Robert Wilson
Director, Butler Alcohol Countermea res Program

A C

Mr. Raymond Wolf
Drug & Alcohol Specialit
Clarion/Forest/VenangolWarren Counties Mental Health/Mental Retardation Program

4.-
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APPEND1N E

Iselinsylvania Alcohol- Highway Safety Program Judicial, La!, EnVerctment, Coienti OfficialS,
and Education Program Reference List:

1.

. . . .

Al I of the Manuals for the Pennsylvania Alcohol- Higb*ay Safety Program can i be obtained
from the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation Highway Safety Group:

Pennsylvania Alcohol-Highway Safety Program, ;'Judicial Manual! Philadelphia: Leiss

Lithographers Press, 1976; ,

1

Ikepared for the Pennsylvania Department of Traniportation and the Cbmmonwealth of
, .

Pennsylvania Governor's Council. on Drug,and Alcohol Abt.*e.
Pennsylvania Alcohol-Highway Safety Program 144w Enforcemnt Manual: Philadelphia:

Leiss Lithographers Press, 1976; F1 . .

Prepared for the Pennsylvania Department of TranSportation and .t/te Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania Governor'sCouncil-on Drug and Alcohol Abue. , . .

I

Pennsylvania Alcohol-Highway Safety Program County Officials Manual: Philadelphia' Leiss
Lithographers Press, 1976; 1, %

Prepared for the Pennsylvania Department 9f Tiansportation and the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania Governors Council op Drug.and Alcohol Abuse. 1

Pennsylvania Alcohol-Highway Safety Program- -, Pennsylvania DUI Safe Driving School
Instructors Guide: Philadelphia: Leiss Lithographers Press, 197; ,

'.Pre red for the Penysylvania Department of Transportation, and the Commotlwealth of
gennsylvgiia Governor's C6uncil on Drug.and Alcohol Abuse..

6
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APPENDIX F

. PENNSYLVANIA MOTOR VEHICLE CODE
RELATED TO DRINKING & DRIVING

- f
9 4 (ACT 81)

4

T ere are a number of provisions' within the Motor Vehicle Code WhiCh comprise the
Commo ealth's policy addressing the problem of drinking and driving. The following is a
summary o rious provisions.

Section 3731 defines driving under the influence of alcohol or controlled substances as a
rious traffic offense. The use of alcohol, controlled substances, or the combination of either to a

egree which renders a person incapable of safe driving is prohibited and classified as athird degree
misdemeanor. The authorized use of such cannot be used as a defense (i.e.,.prescnption usage); and
an officer may aErest if he has reason'to suspect alcohol oridrug influence.

Section .15.2 (a) (2) and*Section 1532 (b) (2) stipulaiespenaliies to a maximum of $2,500
for violation ,and Conviction under Section 3731. On the first offense conviction the department
must suspend the license for six months. If there is a second conviction with*three years, the
department must revoke the license for one year. .

Section 1540 (a) requires in cases of mandatory revocation (atic-rovided above) that the
court pr the district attorney .require surrender of the license, and the, commencement date for
suspension or revocation begins on the date the license is received by tite coureor the department.

Section 1534 allows that Accelerated Rehabilitative Disposition (ARD) be offered for
violations of Section.1532, howeFer use of ARID must be considered an determining subsequent
suspensions (Section 1539 (0): 4.

Section 1542 (a) and (b) defines "habitual offenders." Basically, if a person was'convictel
of drinking under the inflbence three times within a five year period, they would be classified as an
habitual Offender and subject to an automatic fiGe year revocation.

The very specific ntovisions dealing with driving undei the influence are found in Section
1547, 1548 and 1549.

'Prousions in those sections, are outlined below.
etermine Amount of

0
1 testing is Implicit in holding a license.
Physi6ian, technician, or trained police dfficer.

it to test, the test will,not be given tiut there will be an
on fortrefusing and an automatic one year suspenston for aI

Section 1547 Chemical Test to
Consent to alcohol blood lev
Tests must be administered b
If a person refuses to sub
automatic six months,suspe
ncond refusal.
Police officer must notify,the
Results of the test are admiss

1

person of cons-Equences'of refusal.
le as evidence in summary or criminal proceeding .

doorri'l
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I %\ ,. 7 1 - ,4If tests shoW: .
i ' s -,-

_

.05 or less = the 'finding will ccfncl de chaathe perso is not undei influence and
fhere Will be.no eta ritlers'171. (1) I2T%.

w.
-,,,

.06 .09 = there r11,be no2eorie usiVellnding but in combination and other

. . evidence it could, be.ptoven,4104" there was alcolxil influence.. . ! le.....,'
, .- -

, ,,,, . , _. .
.10 or more = there lsa' prAtififtttio41 9£020..ience. a

, ,

If a person is unable Ox.give enough breath kii.test; blood May be taken. Same prqvisions,..,
on test results as evidence Ai for refusals apply for blood tests as for breath tests.
Person *hall he permitted to have the test administered by their personal physician -and
results are admissable. - '

..- ,.
Person may request test if involve in an accident and request II fo be honored when

, -
posgible, , ..

-.-.
4

. -
li 0

Persons administering tests and hospitals employing such persons are immune from civil,
liability., .

Section 1548 Post Conviction Examination forprivink Under Influence:
Requires the cuurt to con,duct,a preesentencing examination to determine if the person
needs treatment for alcohol or drug abuse. If the exam indicates a treatment need then
the,court may order outpatient treatment or wmmitment to a facility approved by The
Governor's Council on Drug and Alcohol Abinthe exam is cprrigd under provisions of
the MH/MR Act of 1966. , ,

10
.. .... ,

The pre-seate.hcing exam applies only to second or subSequekly offenses within five years.

r
The person may be examined-by a doctor oitheir choice and resultemay be presented to
the court. . . 4 .

. The court may also. Ivon petition review the order of commitment. . ---

Section 1549 (b Establishment of Schools Fequires the Department of Transportatipn in
conjunction with The Governor's Council on Drug and Alcohol Abuse to establigh and maintain hi
educatiopal course on the problems of alcohol and driving throughout the Conimonwealth., -

.E.
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oCopyrIdit 1976 by.International Alcohol and Mental Heaph Associates Inc.
Pliladelphia, Pa., All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be
reproduCed in any form, ler by any means, without pegpistion iriwriting'from
the publisher.
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PREFACX

This'County Officials Manual fgr the Comm'on alth 9f Pennsylvania has been prepared-
by International Mcohol and Mental Health Associa es, Inc. under the aegis of the eity of
Philadelphia's Coordinating Office on Drug and )),Icohof Abuse Programs, Project Manager,
Nicholas Pifcone, Ed.D. Contract #6-3113 entitlecl"nirricutUrp and Instructors Guide for
Use WithPersons Arrested for Driving While Intoxicated ,DWI).^

This County Officials Manual was premised fOr The Governor's Council on Drug and
`Alcohol Abuse, Commonwealth of ..Pennsyl;,ania and The Pennsylvania Department of
Transportation, in conjurrctiqn with the National Highvoy Traffic Safety AdminististApn,s
Contract #AL 76-10-4.

ProjectStaff respotisible for the preparation, of this manual were: Eric W. Fine, M.D.,
M.R.C. Psych., Medical Director; Michael J. Mulligan, Clinical Psy.chologist;-Pascal
Scoles, D.S.W., Project Director; and Ms. :Mary Miller, Administrative Assistant, Inter- '
national Alcohol and Mental Health Associates, Inc.
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I. An Overview of the Problem

In the past 80 years the automobile .has managed to gain universal acceptance as the
preferred means of jrarisportation for nearly all societies and cultures. It has also become
one of the most unusual and sophisticated deadly weapons ever known to mankind. -In any
given year it has inflicted greater death tolls on the Amencan public fhan 'any of the wars
fought in recent times. For example, there were approximately 45.000 United States
fatalities over a -lb year battle period in Viet Nam, and 52,000 highWay deaths in the year
of 1972 alone. The startling aspects of these highway fatalities statistics include not only.the
high percentage of non-driver deaths, but the fact that nearly 509 of these fatalities are
considered by experts to be alcohol-related. Yet, it appears that most citizens and govern-
mental leaders are still unaware of, or unable to respond to, the tremendous respOnsibility
to develop innovative personal or organizational responses to this Problem.

In the Corrimonwealth of Pennsylvania, as throughout the United States. the problem
exists in various forms and. as local political practices and leadership conditions permit,
countermeasures' kograms have become uniquely local in their responses to the drunken
driver problem. In the new Motor Vehicle Code of Pennsylvania (Act 81). Driving Under
the Influence of alcOhol or contemned substan,wes.(DUI) is a third degree misdemeanor. On
the first offense (conviction) the Department of Transportation must suspend the license'

IP for six months.,If a second conviction occurs within three years, the Pennsylvania Depart-
ment of.Transportation must revoke the license for one year. "Habitual offenders." defined
as a ',er with three convictions within a five year period. incur an automatic five yea
revo6.tion. All offenders can be fined up to a maximum of $2,500.

the process of apprehension, trial and ultimate disposition of the case. all the costs,
exce, iefense, are usually directly laid on the taxpayer. According to a study by Chicago
Law Enforcement Officials, the total costs of trials, jury, and prosecution expenses is esti-
mated to be $10.000 per offender. When the costs and ultimate effects,of jail and /or proba-
tion are included in the disposition process for three years, it could he safely assumed to
raise that total by a substantial amount.

The costs to an offender are equally high when considering both personal and financial
measures. Lawyers' Tees, lost work, automobile retrieval /repair. civil suits for injuries. lines.
loss of license, loss 'of income dunng incarceration, and special tisk automobile insurance
after the return of the operator's permit, all combine.to create an extremely embarrassing
financial and personel consequence of the arrest.

For the genuine "problem dnnker" that exists within this drunken dnver group, there
is, unfortunately, usually no special program awareness of, or attention to, the unique con-
ditions that afflict them, and they are treated "equ'arly under the law" for their marginally

-controlled behivior. They may reeeiye&pecial treatment" for multiple arrests.if they defy.
the odds of a fatal accidtnt more than Vice, bitt jn most cases. they receive the usual penali
ties unique to the arresting municipality or area. In most cliaes th'y merely consider them-
selves to be perpnally "unlucky," and take their penalties klittally with their "'lan-

k alcoholic" co-offenders with little thought or consideration to their extremely life threaten-
ing sifuatipn, and,with maximum attention,to the "unfairness" ottheir lot.
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Thus, for the police, The courts, the governmental administrators, the alcohol reha-
bilitation workers, and the highway safety specialists, the marathon goes on and the score.
goes up.

But it doesn't hkve to be this way much lon ger, for the Commonwealth has now
changed the rules. The keynote is revision and 1.ealization of the available evidence. The
revision is in the existing laws relating to drunken driving. Based on the evidence that each

' 'drunken driver is different from the other, and that options'inust be expanded to meet the
problem, so that prevention and protection, are increased for, both the offender and. for
society.

This is what this manual is about: a new look at an old problem. We hope that you as
a reader and as a potential Victim will be able to use your new impressions to prevent
drunken driving and protect yourself, your (*filly, and your community. Most inAaortantly,
it cannot. be done on a single person level or even with one agency or department. To
respond ta, this problem will require a concerted, cohesire and cooperative agreement

,between public and private groups, with' mutual concern, widespread cooperation, and the
, trust necessary to achieve a common goal.

'II. The Effect of Blood Alcohol Level on Driving

After ingestion of any alcohol-contiming beverage,_ the alcohol is chiefly,absorbed
, from the first parts of the small intestine, known anatomically as the duodenum,and-

jejunutn. It is distributed throughout all body tissues in direct proportion to their water
content. Ninety percent-of the alcohol is metabolized, mainly in the liver, and less than 10%
is excreted in the wine, sweat, or breath.

Alcohol - affects all the cells tf the ,body, but the most dramatic results of ingesting
,ethyl'althhol occur in the nervous system, especially the brain. The central nervous'system,
especipllY the brain, is pnmarily affected by alcohol, with an early apparent stimulation
resulting from depression of 'inhibitory control mechanisMs. Discrimination, insight,

:laemory, concentration, and perception are all dulled by alcohol, while eech may become
Froquent, and mood swings uncontrolled. Complex behavior patterns are released that
depend essentially on the, personality of the individual, external stimuli from the environ-
merit, 'and tolerance for the drug. Alcohol senously diminishes bOth mental and physical
abilities, although when under its effect .people typically overestimate their performances.
For any given 'blood alcohol level, the effects of alcohol are more 'noticeable when the

-alcohol concentration ,in the blood is rising than when it is Oiling. High levels of alcohol
concentrations affect the ability to discriminate 'between lights of different intensities.

. Narrowing, Of -the visual field, occurs and may be particularly dangerous in automobile
driving. Resistance to glawis,impaired so that the eye require longer to readjust after
exposure to bright-lights. Sensitivity to certain colors, esPecially red, appears to decrease.

Although the question of theeFfect,of alcohol on grossb,ehavioral change is4Int yet
s . s. fully., resolved, the-.1esults are unanimous in showing, that driving. skills already begin, to

- _
deteriorate a,t plooS alcohol levels below o.dyx. This level of alcohol in the blood would he
reached,: broadly speaking, in a, peYson weighing .190 lbs., who had consumed three (3)

4.
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12-ounce beers, or three (3) cOcktalls containing one ounce.eacb of 86 proof alcohol, within

one hills before driving. Although othel,factors,.such as the'presenc'e of food- in the gasfror
. intestinal tract, influenCe the rate ofentrance of alcohol into the bloodstream,-12Q-pound

person Would' achieve a blood alcohdl level of 0.05% williess than-two (2) 1/-ounce bOttles
of beer, or less than two (2) cocktails cont5ining.an ouncillpf 86 'ppoof alcohol each.

,Increasing concentration of alcohol in the blood is relboted:to a number.of driving

errors, e.g., cfrelessneSi, reduced exactitude in steering and braking, more fiequtnt stalling,
at critical moments, -etc. A concentration of 0.05% Aldohol An the blood produced a
itendency to drive toward a road ditch m 82% of the cases studied: iVilhO:l bi'doct levels, '.
driven, consistently fluctuatecbetween Jow,f and high speeds, swerved irons lane to lane,
and used excessive amount of time to return ,to the correct lane. Blood alcohol levels of
0.10% adversely affect normal driver performance by1,5%,'wit*deterioration increasingo
30% withIllood al'coh'ol lev,els of 0.15%... . 4 4

-There is no question that the percentage oif vehuile acCiderits increases sharply as-the
driver's blood alcohol level increases: The chaie of aeciaeni inviveihent where blood

'alcohol levels are, between' o.gsg, and 0.1 0.Z5, Is two Ato seven tuhestreater ilanpersconS 'A .
^ zero BAD and at 0'Ii70,jt is 44roximatery-(25) tiiiesgreater..1. vfates areven

.indirect,,,,upporkby studies which silo-ix:a poSttive Correlation between blood alcohol leyelS
other serious relevant variables, 1uch.,as ekitept;o:f claniage, expense ot &urge,. anti

severity' of injury. fa

a

t ,
III. Psychological factors in Drinking briverf

:d 4
, While numerals studies liai,,e'estabfii$Pied that JirobIem `drinkels higher"-rai;es

alcohol-related accidents than social &rakers, ceonsjdetable controversy still- exists coreaccidents
s -

cerning the responsible factors. Sonic. aAthprities arguelliat physiological trripannent caused,
by excessive alcohol 'intake iS the most impohant'factor, viii4 ethers feel that4ertotality
characteristics, .such as impulsivehessi"',hostility and' suicidal 'tendencies eticerbaied- by
-alcohol 'are. rn,bst significant. It is'most likely that-a.corhpleF interaction of time variatges
in a ''particular individual results in "aipersorf,ast high risk 'of becoming 106lved,in an Akio:
mobile aceident. Personality factOrs in"Roblan drinkeis.are,p.resuThedreore important than'
sensorimotor itnpatrrnent,i,while ni 'younpr nonalcoholiednvers with .the same' blood,
alcohol levels, impairment of senwnmotor fundttos is .prirriAniprysponsible.

A full understanding of the ,prbblem of the cirorilcifig.Idriver requires isitensite study of
she demographic, social, and psychological' clraracteristies 'of 'the 'peislins invbivecl. The
personality traits observed in intoxicated :persons 5vOlved"A accidepts. ificlUde Chronic .

- hostitty, depressiop,.. feelings of omnipOtence, invtiltisrability,.self-detructiVenels;egoncen-
tricif and -decreased toliirance ;to 14,snsi6n.' The .sienriicaRcj..of suicidal tendencies, un-
conscious 'or otherwise, has received particular aUer)tiort. ' . )) "

Alcohol 'into'xicatiiin thiis he responsible 'corautemiibile accidents not only
because it impairs sensorimotor btit becalise- of its potential for reducing
emotional cogrol, and releasing self-destructivciimulses. Certain uombinAions of person-
ality difficulty are highly predictive of accident 'potential.. and in pi-Obien3 drinker's it appears.
that an interplay,betweerOociat or psychological stress,"delelenous personality traitswhich, T r.

:
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are liberated By alcohol,,and the impairment or skill caused by 'intoxication, is 'responsible
.

for an excess of traffic accidents in which death may OccuR'
Inpumniary, it can be stated that tests. of overall-driving ability becOnie meaningless

if only psyche/motor concepts are considered. equally important-are the effects of alcohol
in reducing inhibitions, altenng self - perception and serf- confidence, end chaniing attitudes
and value judgments.

IV, The Management of Drunken Drivers .)*

a,
` /Fhe effective management of the population that; nnks

extremely complex, particularly since a sWnificant proportion of
alcohol abuse problems over and above that associated, with the
probable that the great majon,ty of these persons, would never
scrutiny or intervention for their dnniCing behavior had th'ty'

. .

la

d k

and drives, automobiles is
DUI offenders have senlous,
driving offense-'It is highly
lave been expOsed to public
of been-arrested for drunk

riving. , . .

Alcoholism itself is not a _unitary condition, the "alcohd population"--.in any eom-
munity consists of a large variety of subgroups with many different problems underlying,
or secondary to, their dependency on alcohol. Thus, no one type of treatment approach
swill be applicable to all these, groups. and successful management depends on an accurate
delineation of the specific drinking syndrome_ and the organization of appropriate treat-
ment regimens.

Clinical expenence strongly suggests that speciiie treatment,teehniques will have to
be. developed' for those persons who drive while intoxicated.' These may, be considerably
diffe efrfrorn those typically employed in--the genera) field of alcoholism, It is not suffi-
cient fdr the majority of these subjects to be merely referred to existing alcoholism

. treatment programs or self-help groups,such as Alcoholics Anonymous, as many of them
require complex' services providing a wide rangoortreatment modilities, and not just a
traditional total abstinence approach. The inability of many crimi al justice systems to
view--PUI offenders,as primarily a public health problem has allowe the legal system to

.operate on a punitive:short-term basis. using indirect punishment su h as provoking job
loss. fine's, jail sentences and license suspension as "preventive" techniques, This approach
is intended to reprimand the individual for his deviant behavior, and thereby protect society
from a recurrence of that behavior but frequently only exacerbates frie'problem..

Data from numerous studies indicate that these methods have had 'a minimal effect.
44cense Suspension. of revocation. is not an effective deterrenlnearceration is a very
experisive and ,burdensome 'legal procedure. filling correctional facilities with individuals
who seem impervious to ,sliont-tertn jail, sentences. Often; it contributes' to job loss, whith
prpbably increases the' chancethat alcohol abusers will drink more heavily. and therefore
be more likely to precipitate traffic accidents. Also. recent figures from California have
demonstrated that, in that state: more than one-third of tifsi offenders and one-half of
second offertders are,convicted again for driving while intoxicated while under suspimsion
or revocation qf licensi. .

The implicationA of these facts arc clear. law, enforcement techniques' alone are not
sufficient to deter rypeated drunken-dnving offenses, and this failure has contributed to an. .

C
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atinuak rate of almosTn0,000 deaths and 15.8 billion dollars in property .Ilatilage and
. ,

personal injury. The above figures, coupled with the offender's attitude, spailld force
. clinical personnel to re-examine the evidence and utilize a special compulsory treatment

system that is closely linked to an effective and cooperative judicial system. It is evident,
hoWever, that simply -to remqve this problem from the singular purview of the law will
not be effective if appropriate socio-psychological rehabilitation systems do not exist.

In a systeM which involves law enforcement officials and mental health professionals,
there always exists the basic conflict between treatmentatand punishment. Changing behavior
for the benefit of community should be the mutual objective x)f bOth professions, but
neither alone has bee

S
ffective -as it would like to be in accomplishing this. Driving under

'the influence of alcoiN is 'a classic example of a public health problem that necessitates
the creation of a working relationship between the judicial and mental heakh systems for
its effective management. ' .

I _.

There are indications that .a Combined legal-mental health approach would be a viable
alternative to punisment, and would enhance the chances of successful rehabilitation.

%., Previous studies dealing with court-committed treatment, of some more seriously deteri-
-prated alcoholics have shown an average success rate of 50%. The therapeutic approach
would have the same pnmary goal as.the legalistic approach, i.e., of protecting society by
preventing the individual from repeating his deviant behavior. Its process Would be different,
however; it would constructively guide the individual toward a changed pattern of behavior,
so that he might exist as a well-functioning element within society.

l'//
V. . Considerations Relevant. to Rehabilitation .

A. Diagnosis, and Evaluation I
The DUI population hays been shown to he heterogenOus. and in all probability consists

of a number of subgroups, most of which can be classified as problem drinking typeS.
There is, of course, the possibility that a so-called "social drinker" might be arrested for
QUI on the basis of afi occasional, or even isolated, Incident of alcohol abuse. Most re-
search would agree that a significant proport)on of DUI offenders can be classified as
"problem dnnkers" or "alcoholic persons," Depending_ on the particular group of DUI
offenders studied, and the definitions used. Lhis priportion of problem drinkers can range
from 5 0-7 Oile of the studied populations it might be argued that ar(yone arrested for DUI
has a "drinking problem" of some importance.

The objective of any evaluation procedure is to formulate as effective an individual-
lilt countermeasure/rehabilitation plan as possible for each DUI offbncler. This outcome
.depends upon an laccurate sdelineatipn of the individual' dunking pattern, personality
profile, and generanifestyle To accomplish this. it is suggested that the following corisidera-
tipns be made regarding diagnostic-assessment

I) ,Evalliation InStrument Several of these are available, Incii..1ing the Mortimer-
Filkins Test, the Michigan Alocholic Screening Test (-MAST), the Short Michigan Alcoholic
Screening Test (SMAST). National Council on Alcoholism (NCA) Cntenafor the Diagnosis

I
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of Alcoholism; and Johns Hopkins Alcoholic Screening Test. Of these instruments, the most
readily available, generally useful, and comprehensive is the Mortimer-Fillcins Test.

All of these instruments atre intended tct provide an objective evaluation of the DUI
offender with special reference to the drinkinkbehavior. The. use of such-objective instru-
ments is far superior to a more subjective and potentially biased individual impression. All
of these instruments do depend, howevei, on a degree oecuracje.and truthfulness on the
part of the interviewee. In order to obtain some degree fstandardization throughout the
Conimonwealth, it has been strongly recommended that the Mortimer-Filkins Test be
adopted as the routine testing ?neasure for countermeasures programs.

2) Additional Evaluative Indicators Thfre are several supplementary. tools that may
increase the predictiveand dilgnostio qualities of the primary measurement instrument.
These are as follows: . °

c ,. .

a) Blood Alcohol Concenti-'ation (B.A.C.) This is calculated from a measure-
ment of the alcohol content of a sample of expired air from the offender. There is a pre-
dictable and constant ratio between the alcohol level in the blood and that in the alveolar
air of a subject. It should be noted that a BAC of more than 0.10% in a routine examination
is regarded by -the Criteria Committee of the National, Council on Alcoholism as being
clearly and definitely associated with alcoholism. This would imply that every offender
arrested for DUI at 0.10% should be considered in a category ofalcoholism unless proven
otherwise by additional considerations. On this basis, it would certainly seem reasonable
to suppose that any person who has been arrested with a BAC of 0.15% or more could be
automatically regarded as a serious "problem drinker" or "alcoholic. person."

b) Previous Arrest Record .Any previous arrest for DUI or other alcohol-related
offense within the preceding five years should be regarded wifh a high index of suspicion
as suggestive of an "alcoholic person."

,

c) Self Admitted Problem A person voluntarily admitting to "loss of control"
over alcohol consumption would lend strong suspicion to the diagnosis of alcoholism......

d) Previous Treatment for Alcoholism or Social Problems Relateeto Alcohol
Use A person's self-described or known history of any alcohol-related medical, psy-
chological, or social condition should als4o be regarded as extremely significant in the diag-
nosiS of alcoholism. .

...._ ,

e) Measurement of Client Truthfulness It is reasonable to suppose that some of
the information obtained from DUI clients may be inaccurate. This could result from
deliberate attempts to mislead the interviewer, or in the case.of serious alcohol dependency,
organic jmpairment of the brain producing amnesia, alcoholic '.`blackouts," or inaccurate
recall. t is also commonly accepted that many "alcoholic persons" develop extreme denial
me 'sms regarding their drinking behaviors and their-significance. A number of aids to
asses 'lie factors" are available. The "Alco-Calculator" can be to compare police-
reported BAC with the client's report of the number of drinks p ed prior to arrest.
Should there be a Mfirked discrepancy one can assinne 'misreport-al he Eysenck Person-
ality Inventory (r.P.1,.). a quick and simply administered and scored instrument, has a

2 1 4
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specific built in measure of "faking good" responses; and could be incorporated into the

interviewer's overall perception of "truthfulness."

Staff Qualifications in the Evaluation Process

Special attention should lie paid to the qualifications and characteristics of staff
persons selected to Conduct and report on evaluations of DUI clients. `,

The following interviewer characteristics should be sought:

1) Should have received basic training in the areas of alcohol abuse, alcoholism,
and highway, safety;

. 2) Readin riting, and sufficient mathematical skills and verbal communication
abilities to prepare, reports;

3) Ability to follow standardized directions and procedures;

4) Empathic and sensitive to the population served;

5) Sensitive to the need for, and accountable to, requirements for record con.:

fidentiality;
6) Where conditions indicate, a second language may be necessary.

p
VI. Collection and Utiliz,ation of Diagnostic Findings DUI Countermeasures

Summary Report

Upon interview completion and the assembly of relevant informational .elements, it

will then be necessary to compile a summary report cantaining tlawsernajor sections: a
diagnostic description of suspected degree of alcoholism: a profile of the offender; and
recommendations for follow up and disposition.

It must be strongly emphasized at this point that the' accuracy of any report is strongly
influenced by the quality of the data that is incorporated in its construction. The computer
programmer's adage "Q4...W.: ("garbage ih, garbage out") is an especially important con'
sideration for all programs. If' any program of alcohol countermeasures is to succeed, it must

. have an extremely high level of credibility among all levels of the community, from theDUI
offender to the highest court official. Therefore, it must be assumed that all elements of

data is meticulously protected to insure that every item, from police Breathalyzer report,,
to the signature on the final report, is objective, accurate, and free from any personal or
subjective influences.

While the degree of objectivity of any piogram that attempts to incorporate highly
selective and isolated behavioral events in making a prediction about a person can certainly
'be attacked as lacking irr total scientific validity, it must be argued that successful rehabili-
tation (and thus prevention) has been reported in some circumstances to he as high as 80%

of the cases' treated for alcoholism from less impaired groups in industrial settings. This
can be contrasted to a California study that showed as many as two-thirds of drivers with
revoked ken* (a non-treatment alternative) were known to continue to drive, since they
were identified through subsequent arrests or accidents for driving while under reVfkation.

?15
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Thus, in the absence of complete, and all-encompassing 3ccura)cy, it does appear that an
identification and rehabilit*on process would be no less effective than the present
maximum license penalty under the Pennsylvania Mbtor Vehicle Code.

The content of the DUI Countermeasures Diagnostic Report must contain not only
several objective Controls, but must also be prepared with a' onsideration of the priorities
and needs of the prospective users of the report, and recognition of the various resources
available in the offender's community., Therefore, it is recommended that a "matrix" of
events be considered in the analysis of various examination elements before planning for
intervention /rehabilitation of each person. A sample of this type of analysis is presented
ielow. This matrix might include same of the following items and would, of course, be
est designed and tailored to the major demands andiconcems of the local CounterMeasures

program.

Clinical Diagnostic Indicators:

.Highly Nearly
May Not Presumptive Certain
Be A Evidence pl Evidence
Problem Problem of Problem

Dimension - Drinker Drinking Drinking

I)- Mortimer-Filkins .
. .

- Questionnaire 11 or less 12-15 16 or more
- InterView 24 or less 25-39 40 or more
- Total Score or or less 40-49 50 or more

2) Blood Alcohol 0.20% or
Concentration 0.05% to 0.09% 0.10% to 0.19% more

3) Previous DWI
Arrest,

s

.
,

.. 0
.

1-2 3+

4) Previous Alcohol
Related Arrest 0 1-2 .

5) Reliability of
Information

- Alsio-eqlculajar
tgiBAC 111.

,
,

Consistent Inconsistent
Extremely
Unlikely

- E.P.I. (Form 0-3 4 or 5 6 or more
A or B)

. .

i 1

6) NCA Diagnostic Etc. Etc. Etc.
- Criteria

7) Etc., etc. ,.., Etc. Etc. . Etc.

. 216
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It should be stressed that this matrix and all other such 'reporting d ocuments must be
individually summarized, with only essential and relevant information contained within it.
It would be highly unlikely that the total folder of all information in unedited fashion
would serve the 'future user in any significant way. What is most important, is that the
findings of the diagnostic procedure should be presented in a clear, brief, and concise
fashion. Standardized repdrting formats' are usually very acceptable to judges, probation
officers, and treatment staff. However, special care should bP given to avoid highly sub-
jective terms in these reports which ca -ry strong emoti' nai or stereotypical loadings such

as "skid row type," "dignified busidssman," "weekend boozer," and the like.
Qualifying statements such as, "it is the impreVon of the Countermeasures Diagnos tic

staff, that in view of this person'ciself-reports, and the available evidence, such conditions
are frequently found in persons stfowing (no/highly presumptive/nearly certain) evidence of
problem drinking," are very important ingredients in the preparation of such reports. It is
the only "fair" statement that can be made from such a limited inquiry and thus avoids
sweeping 'generalizations and potentially damning and/or incorrect conclusions. It must
always be remembered that such reports and conclusions are subject to judicial review and
must ultimately be reasonable and acceptable to the judge and to the offender if the reha-
bilitation plan is ever,to be accepted. At the same time, it is of equal importance to conduct
the most comprehensive and intensive investigation of client behaviors that the state of the
art will permit. Therefore, by reviewing and nvestigating both the offender's official repoit
-file, and personally examining the individual, a reasonable estimate of the presence of,
suspicion of, or, absence of alcoholism can be mode by an experienced interviewer.

A personal profile of the offender must be included in the formal summary and should
be used throughout the various stages of report construction to be sure. that no confusion
or error is made in the assembly of all data elements. Key identifiers are always included in
the personal 'psofile and should always include name, date of birth, address, date and time of
arrest, B.A.C. at arrest/retest, time Of B.A.C., police I.D. number, previous arrest summary,
disposition of previous DUI offenses,, employment status, marital status and number of
dependents, race, and any other significant identifies available in the countermeasures area
that will assist in preventing confusion or possible mistakes in data collection and record
review.

Very specific recommendaVons for follow up should be included at the conclugion of ,

the summary report. These conclusions should be aimed closely at achieving Three major
goals. These 'are: -

1) Prevention of further DUI behavior through education and rehabilitation.
'2) Alerting judges. probation officers, and treatment staff of the significant

itt-Tdeents in the offender's histbry to assist their understanding of the casco,
3) Assisting the referral process by pecifying distinct types of treatment, or services

needed that 'fit" the individu s needs and the treatment resources of the local
community.

There are several underlying assumptions that must be made in any recommendation to
send a person for treatment for)alcoholism. Many of these are commonly accepted by most
persons, but several are quite controversial even among very knowledgeable alcoholism pro-
fcssionals. Few will argue that many persons appear to have problems in maintaining control .
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Over their use of alcohol. It is also commohly accepted that this loss of control" ph nome-
non is not absolute, and varies in degree among different individuals' and from time t time.
The causes of alcoholism and a singularly successful cure have not been determined t this'
time. It has been the experience of many persons, both recovering alcoholics them Ives,
and professionals within the treatment community, that alcoholism can b, "treated' with
reasonable success and that the symptoms that surround it can lc significantly redu ed in
many cases. . . .

Care must also be taken that no confusion is made in understanding that remission of
symptoms is nit the same as a cure. The Governor' Council on Drug and Alcohol Abuse, as
well as numerous other national figures and aut rities in the field, concede that, it this
time, most forms of alcoholism must. be considered to be a life-long conditio , 'and
numerous relapses and vehement denial are outstanding charac ristics of the con ition.
Thus, many claims of various proponents of specific and univers "cures" must alwlays be
regarded with extreme suspicion by any referring agent. Howe er, many techniqufs and
therapies are quite effective for certain persons when they corre nd to their ide § and
acceptance revels and signific4nt changes in behavior can frequently be.expecte when
conditions are suitable for such changes. . ...--, ---,''I'...,

VII. Current Treatment forDUI Offenders in the Commonwealth,and Recommendations
for Program Development

So far as is known, there are few organized and coordinated systematic treatment
programs for DUI offenders Pennsylvania. In the City of Philadelphia, as a result of some
basic research and experience, a need was demonstrated for a treatment program specially
designed for problem drinkers in this population, acid in 1976 four such special treatment
programs are in existence. Also, in Reading, a need for treatment services was recognized,
but 'because of the relatively, small number of offenders,-their objectives were accomplished
within the structure of existing alcoholism treatment programs. In both these cities, the
identification and evaluation" of the DUI population has resulted in very substantial increases
in the referral and admission of alcoholic persons to these alcoholism facilities. In most of
Pennsylvania however,' there is not only a paucity of alcohblism treatment services in
general, but a critical shortage of services for specific groups of alcoholic patients, such as
alcoholic DUI offenders.

Throughout the Commonwealth there is a limited number of Alcohol Highway Safety
Couhtermeasures Programs, but the few existing prograins are, in nearly all cases, essentially
educational in nature and do not emphasize, nor conduct, specific treatment on a formal
basis. If treatment is mentioned at all it is within the context of,a group experience and it
is invariably simply a referral or suggestion to attend an Alcoholics Anonymous open
meeting, which for most DUI offenders, who are earlier stage' problem drinkers, may be an .
inappropriate modality.. This is partly because of the anonymity required' within the
organimition itself, which, by organizational -philosophy, prohibits developing an accurate
recording and reporting between the Alcoholics Anonymousgroups, and the criminal justice
system.

4
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Mother problem is that mostexisting alcoholism treatment systems emphasize in-

patienetreatment, which does not seem to be the most appropriate environment for the

,vast majority of the alcoholic DUI offenders. The experience of pilot and developing

programs strongly. supports the notion that these..persons require outpatient approaches that

- are specially tailored to their needs. Treatment programs for these persons will have to

relate to the special conditions of this, grotip that reflect their special characteristics and

needs.
Current research with-the DUI population suggests that these persons are, generally

speaking, lesi,alcohol-impaired than the type of patient usually seen in alcoholism treatment

programs. They are typically male, more often married and living with their spouses, more

likely to have good employment records with continuous employment, and have shorter

histories of problem drinking than custonraiily seen in 'gendally %voluntary admissions to

alcoholism treatment. Although these characteristics wouluggest a'better prognosis, they

,arr counterbalanCed by a significantly poorer mothallon to attend and commit oneself to

an enduring treatment plan: It is, therefore, very important that a. treatment program

lecorne mandatory Ind that the full support of the criminal justice and probation syitenas

- be mobilized to ensuffender participation in treatment. -

The results of apilot demonstration program for alcoholic DUI offenders conducted

in Philadelphia in 1975, suggested that, for meaningful behavior changes to occur,. once

weekly treatment for six months is the minimum involvement, and it would probably be

More desirable t6, insist on approximately one year of weekly therapy sessions to more
fully implement significant, long-lasting behavior changes.

There is also a critical need to provide appropriate training for Alcoholism Treatment

personnel who 'are to be involved with the alcoholic' DUI offender. They must be made

fully aware of the total system in which they are to operate. .This Means that at least part

of. their training should occur in association with staff of other components of the

Pennsylvania Alcohol-Hig,hway''Safety Program. This inbludei police, probation officerf,

judges, 'educators, 70 administrative officials who each contribute to a comprehensive

16' program,, of this na ue. There are significant differences in.the treatment approaches that

one might have to adopt for the alcoholic DUI offender than with other kinds of alcoholie.

populations. The relatively early stages pf alooholiSm that are characteristic of this group

imply that the "rock bottom's approach may not only be inappropriate, but also counter-

therapeutic, inthe sense that one may be introducing a damaging self-fulfilling prophesy.

It has been unfortunately the case in our culture that most alcoholic patients have not

entered treatment until there has been significant social' and physical deterioration. There-

fdre, the traditional, approaches which might apply to this 'latter .category of alcoholic

.patient might not be indicated or necessary for these persons arrested for DUI: This impli-

tation mi.ist be included in any training program where an approach based on the availability

of multiple treatment modalities, used in flexible combinations, should be emphasized.

., Any treatment proggain .for alcoholic.DUI offenders should be seen as an integral part

of a total syitem, .under the cont and leadership of a single local coordinating authority.

The treatment syste must link tillth, and provide continuity of care between, the judicial,

probation aad parole, and educational components, and should also be closely allied to

existing .alcaol and neral health care delivery systems. There are Many different ways
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in which this could be accomplithed, aid in each community the DUI treatment system
should become part of the local health (care delivery system with special ties to both Drug
and Alcohol, and Mental Health Progra s. The vitally imtortant part played by the local
criminal justice system, which ,will include police, judges, prosecutors, defenders, and
prdbation and parole offAcert- ca-nnOt be overemphasized. It is strongly recommended that
a specific training program involving all these multidisciplinary components should be
organized by any community interested in developing an alcohol highway safety counter-
measures program, and should occur at the earliest possible stage of program development.

, .

VIII. Past, Present, and Future DirectiOns for DUI Countermeasures
- .

Over the past 80 yT.,:vs of driving legislation, there hive been few attempts to legislate
drunk driving ptevention into the Motor Vehicle Code of Pennsylvania.

The Federal Government and the United States 'Department of Transportation have
for many years studied the problem of drunk driving, and after the preparation of a special
wort to Congress in 1968, made several significant recommendations designed to improve
prevention in this area. These recommendations were included, in the model traffic code
known as the Uniform Motor Vehicle Code which has,serve as the,tase. for the newly
enacted Pennsylvania Motor Vehicle Code of 1976, which significantly updates e law in
nearly all aspects of traffic safety

It is now apparent that-a more balanced approach to the problem will beldopted, with
the recognition that the criminal justice system'and the treatment and rehabilitation system
must become partners in any meaningful efforts to reduce the effects of this major public
health problem.

Spme techn9logical developments are sure to have a marked effect on drtink driving
detectionand -rehabilitation in the coming decade. Portable pre -arrest screening devices are

, already perfected. fljr police patrol and when such easily utilized instruments. are in the
hands of ,the lawjaforcetnent officers, a major obstade to initial identification of the
drunken' driver will.afie overcome. The increased -organization and standardization of DUI
cdulermeasIN Vennsilyania is 'sure to have a marked effect on the development. f
improyed administrative and clinical procedures in the management of the problem,. Some
possiK1Capproaches in treatment, would include mandatory diaulfiram therapy for repeat
or resistant ofNnders, increased use of vieekeilit or evening litearceration, and extensive
use of Ads.elerated Rehabilitative Disposition (A.R.D.). Also, the use of sophisticated
breath analysis techniques should be encouraged in all programs involved in evaluation,
ireatmerrt, and-rehabilitation of-selected DUI offenders. Such technOlogy will help to refine
diagnosis, and objectify ,and standardize alcohol abuse behaviors. This will facilitate clear
Icommullication and therefore foster relationships between rehabilitation staff and the DUI
offender. Technology advances are especially important in the use of accurate and under-
standable nicasures of condition and progress shared by the therapist with the client.

Of grea.1 significance is the growing emphasis on the quality of alcoholism treatment
facilities themselves. Standards for operation and licensing as well as national accreditation
for alcoholism treatment projkams are now a reality. It is also apparept that this process

2
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will accelerate the demise,of many margihal and ineffective programs -and encourage high .

.administrative a clinical standards for the surviving few, y form of national health
insurance is sureto be linked to the most advanced tre ent systems, and payment for

such services will certainly be associated with a edited programs with strong out-

1 il)ient and aftercare element.

IV Program Interrelationships

While there are clearly differences in programs operating within the various com-
munities in the Commonwealth, it is apparent that same basic elements must always exist`'

in order to conduct any effective countermeasures program;Vimply stated,,they are law
enforcement, judiciary, and rehabilitation. The following flovbchart is provided to give, a

. graphic illustration of 'a fully functioning ancPcomprehensive countermeasures program in

the ComMonwealth of Pennsylvania.

------ i

PENNSLYVANIA ALCOHoL-HIGHWAY SAFETY PROGRAM (PAHSP)

FLOWCHART

I. LAW ENFORCEMENT SECTOR

IA. Arrest Process
los.

II. JUDICIAL SECTOR

IIA. District Attorney Pre-Trial Screening

118. Trial Proceedings

IIC. PoSt-piagnostic Court Ruling

III. -REHABILITATION SECTOR

ILIA. Diagnostic Evaluation

IIIB. Psycho-Medical Treatment
.A.

IIIC. PAHSP Safe Driving School
. of lo

0
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PAHSP - FLOWCHART (1)

a. I LAW ENFORCEMENT SECTOR

VEHICLE
STOP

POLICE
ESTABLISH

adROBABLE
"-CAUSE

I

4

S

.11Iirm
NO

YES

OISMISSE0
,e

POLICE REQUEST
CHEMICAL -TEST

L

SUSPECT
REFUSE

7

ABOVE
PRESUMPTIVE

EVE L
7

NO

FOR SPECIFIC PROVISIONS
GUIOING 71-115 FUNCTION
SEE SECTION 1547 OF

;',. ACT 81

E S

NO

AUTOMATIC
6 MONTH
SUSPENSION
OF LICENSE

RELEASED

L --11 F TEST SHOWS

06 OR LESS THE FINDING WILL
CONCLUDE THAT THE
PERSON If UNDER
INFLUENCED D
THERE WILL BE ND
.CHARGE

7-05 -< 10 THEM WILL BE ND
CONCLUSIVE FINDING
RUT IN COMBINATION
WITH OTHER EVIDENCE
IT Ca= BE PROVEN
THEIWTHIRE WAS
ALCOHOL INFLUENCE

10 ORMORE THERE a A PRESUMP..-
TION OF1NFLUENCE
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PAHSP - FLOWCHART (2)

lir JUDICIAL SECTOR

PRIOR ARREST AND
DRIVING RECORDS
ARE CHECKED BY
LOCAL COUNTY
DISTRICT ATTORNIY
Fr CASE ASSIGNMENT

ARD
ELIGIBILITY

YES

NO

ARD PROGRAM
IS PRESENTED
TQ CLIENT

CLIENT
OUTS TO
ENTER

NO

APPOINTMENT
FOR DIAGNOSTIC
INTERVIEW

Na
SHOW

NO

DIAGNOSTIC
EVALUATION
INTERVItW

APPEARS FOR
COURT HEARING

YES

COW
PROCEDURE

CLIENT REPORTED
TO DA'S OFFICE

YES

DISMISSED

N

COURT ORDER

OFYee
JAIL
LICENSE

SUSCERDED

DISMISSED

ACCELERATED REHABILITATIVE DISPOSITION,

L
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PAHSP - FLOWCHART (3)

r

CLIENT
RETURNED
TO TRIAL.
PROCEEDING,

efr
COURT OR OE RI.
SUSPENSION
OR REVOKES
LICENSE

III REHABILITATION SECTOR

TO AID COURT DECISION
JUDGE RECEIVES

PRIOR ARREST RECORD
PRIOR DRIVING RECORD
DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

FOR SPECIFIC*
PROVISIONS
GUIDING THIS
FUNCTION SEE
ACT 81

SECTIONS
.

153; Al1 121

1532 151121
1540 IA1
1542 IA18, 181

AS RECOMMEND*
BY DIAGNOSTIC
EVALUATJON

fq
PAHSP
SAFE
DRIVING
SCHOOL

SIXTEEN HOUR COURSE
OF,INSTRUCT/ON

SPECIFIC TOPICS

INTRODUCTION TO PAH
ALCOHOL ANO SCOPE QF

DRINKING DRIVING PROSLEM
DRINKING DRIVING PATTERNS(

AND CHARACTERISTICS
ALCOHOLISM
ALCOHOLISM AND THE FAMILY
ALCOHOLISM*140 ME
ALCOHOt AND THE HUMAN

COURT DISPOSITION OF CASE,:
PANS CERTIFIES COMPLETIO*
OF COURSE S -..
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PSYCHO - MEDICAL
TREATMENT 1DETOX,
COUNSEL ETC) ,

FOR SPECIFICS OF
PAHSP COURSE SEE
INSTRUCTORS GUIDE

-INSTRUCTOR OR
CLIENT MAY REQUEST
SYCHO-ME01CAL
TREATMENT FOR CLIENT
DURING ANY PHASE OF
COURSE APPROPRIATE
REFERRAL AND FOLLOW!
UP SHOULD IN MADE
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X. The Role of County Officials ine 'Pennsylvania Alcohol-High ay Safety Program
. ,

County officials are among the most important initiators and mea s of implemettatiQn

for programs designed to prPtect society from the drunk driver. M t local officials have.

Income quite aware.of the need for advice and funding from the Pe sylvania Department

of Transportation offices where highway and highway safety is ues are invoked. A
a smechanism already exists within specific section of the Pennsylvani Department ffiFns-

portation that relates itself to alcohol and highway safety. This secti n, the Highway Safety
"Grief), ha selected staff and program nlayptrs that are particular) aware of the funding

and program necessities in developingvlocal programs. It is al of potentially useful
knowledge to Consider assistance from Federal funds (known as 402!grants) in initiating new

programs in Alcohol Highway Safety. These applications must alsd be handled through the
fennsylvania Department of ransportation.

The intent of this man alis to once again highlight the seriouiunPact that the drunk
driver has on the health of c munity. Details are provided.he're concerning the loss

of human life, the crippling injuries, and the tremendous financia.I cost of drink driving.

These facts should further stimulate those persobs elected by their community to do every-

thing in their power that will result in the most effective alcohol highway safety counter-
meakires effort possible.

The fiery minimal effort, needed by the counties in this critically important area is an

'Educational Safe Dnviiig School directly related to the courts. The present intent Of the
Pennsylvania Department of Transportation and The Governor's Council on Drug and'

Alcohol Abuse is tti encourage every county to utilize reasonably standard basic court and
ed cational procedures. 1,16 hour, 8 session course specially designed for the needs of a

d nk ,driving offender h been developed by the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and it is

hoped that this will be adopted throughput the Commonwealth in each county. Copies of

this curriculpm are available through the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation and

The Governor's Council on Drug and Alcoht51 Abuse and it is anticipated that a special.
training program for its institution will be organized early in 1977.

Alcohol countermeasures programs in the specific counties-will, require a maximum

degree of local input, and will, therefore be unique to each county and its needs. Such
diversity of programming is healthy ti ut can relate to reasonable standards across the Com-
monwealth, which will be to their advantage.

XI. Need-Tor DUI Countermeasures in the. Budget A Prevention Tool

Although the overall costs of a fully comprehensive DUI Countermeasures Program
might appear high for new programs, one'should approach this issue with two speCial con-

siderationtin mind.
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First, the bulk of new services should be largely self-supporting, and second, the
potenfial benefit to the citizens by the "ripple effect" could he profound in humad.and
budgetary terms also. .

It ,is, especially pertinent to the issue of Dyl that these persons. are typically at the
early stages of alcoholism and extremely high a ca didates for later, more serious conse-
quences There is voluminous evide e available that suggests the types
of costs that counties absorb, directly `and indiiectlY, rom the alcoholic persons residing
in the county. Some of these costs are defined in the terms of Business (averages 22 more
absenceS per year than non-alcoholics, double the accident rate), Jail (up to 50% of the
inhabitants may be alcoholic persons), Social Welfare (1/4 to 1/3 of assistance to families
with dependent children funds are paid -to households with alcohol problems), Drug Abuse
(abnormally high rates of juvenile drug abuse in homes With parenklcoholism), Mental
Health (1/3 to 1/2 of admissions to state and county hospitals are tyy alcohol-;glated),
Firilup to 80% of fires-related deaths related to alcohol abuse), Health (suicide, accidents,
general HI health and excqssive hospital Usage- typify the extremes associated with the
alcoholic population). , ) .

at
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APPENDIX A

PENNSY.OLANIA MOTOR VEHICLE CODE
RELAMP TO DRINKING & DRIVING

(ACT 81)

There are a number of provisions within the Motor Vehicle Code which comprise the
Commonwealth's policy addressing the problem of drinking 'and driving. The following is
a summary of the various provisions.

Section 3731 defines- driving under the influence of alcbhol or Controlled substances'
as a serious traffic offense. The use of alcohol, controlled substances, or the combination
of either to a degree which renders a person incapable of safe driving is prohibited and
classified as a think degree misdemeanor. The authorized use of such cannot be used as a
defense '(i.e., prescription usage); and an officer may arrest if he has reason to suspect
alcohol or drug influence.

Section 1532 (a) (2) and Section 1532 (b) (2) stipulates penalties to a maximum of
_$2,500 for,violation and conviction under Section 3/31. On the first offense conviction
the department must suspend the license for six,months. If there is a second conviction
within three years, the department must revoke the license for one year.

'Section 1340 (a) requires in cases of mandatory revocation (as provided above)
that the court or the district.attorney require surrender iSf the licenss;and the commence-
mejit date for suspension or revocation begins on the date the license is received by the
court or\the departmint

Section 1534 allows that Accelerated Rehabilitative Disposition (ARD) be offered,
for violations of 4ection 1532, however use of ARD must be considered in determining
subsecraent suspeAions (Section 1539 (c)).

Section 1542 (a) and (b74- defines "habitual offenders." Basically, if a person was
convicted-of drinking under the influence three times within a five year period, they would

be classified as an habitual offender and,Oject to an automatic five year revocation.
The very specific previsions de ding with driving under the- influence are found in

Section 1547, 1548 and 1549. .
Provisions in those sections are outlined below.

Section 1547 Chemical Test to Detdmine Amount of Alcohol:
Consent to alcohol blood level testing is implicit in' holding a license.

Tests must be administerOd by physician, technician, or trained police officer.

61f a person refuses to submit Co test, the test will not be given but there will, be,
an automatic six months suspension for tefusing and an automatic one year sus-
pension for a second refusal, .

= Po *ce officer must notify the person of consequences of refusal.
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- Results of the test are admissable as evidence in summary, or criminal proceedings.
If tests shbw:

05 or less = the finding wiH conclude that the person is nounder influence
and there will be no charge under 3731 (I) (2).

.06 - .09 = there will be no conclusive/ finding but in combination and
other evidence it could be proven that there was alcohol in-
fluence.

.10 or more 7 there is a presumption of influence.

If a person is unable to give enough breath for test, blood may be taken. Same pro-
visions on test results as evidence and for refusals apply for blood tests as for breath
tests. -
Person shall be permitted to have the test administered by, their personaliphysician
and results are admissable.

Person may request test if involved in an accident and request is to be honOred when
possible.

.
, 1

Persons administering tests and hospitals employing such persons are immune from
civil liability.

.
Section 1548 Post Conviction Examination for Driving Under kiihience:

. Requires the court-to conduct a p4-e-sentencing examination' to determine if the
person needs treatment for alcohol or drug abuse. If the exam indicates a treatment
need then the court may ordet out patient treatment or commitment to facility
approved by The Governor's Council on Drugs and Alcohol Abuse. The exam 4s
carried under provisions of the Mli/MR Act of 1966. .

=- The pre-sentencing exam pplies only to second or subsequent offenses v4ithin five
years.

The person may be examined by a doctor of their choice'and. malts may be-
presented to the court.

The court may also, upon petition, review the order of commitment.
Section 15491- Establishment of S5hools requires the Department of Transportation

in conjunction'wit The Governor's Council on Drug and Alcohol Abuse to establish and
maintain an educational course on the problems of alcohol and driving throughout the
Commonwealth.

sit
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APPENDIX B

Selected References:,

,A Study of Prevalence and Intensity of Drug and Alcohol Use in the Commonwealth

of Pennsylvania. Project Director, Elliot L. Rubin, Ph.D. Harrisburg:' The Governor's
Council on Drug and Alcohol Abuse. August 10,1973.

Alcohql and Alcoholism: Problems, Programs, and' Progress. NIMH, NIAAA, DHEW
Publication No. (HSM) 72-9127, Revised 1972, Available from the National Clearinghouse
for Alcohol Literature and Information (NCAL), P.O. Bo 1156, Rockville, Maryland
20850, Phone: (30k) 948-4450. ,.

. - 1968 Alcohol and Highwa Sarr' :es sr ,Study ansmitted by the Secretary of
the Department of Transport' ion to he Congress, accordance with the Requirements

of Section 204 of the Highw' afety Act of 1966, Public Law 89-564. August -1968, U.S.

GovernMent Printing Office 1968 (98-1760) Committee Print 90th Congress, 2d Session.

Anlerican Medical Association, Committee, on Medicolegal Problems. Alcohol and the

Impaired Driver. Chicago: Amend Medical Association, 1968.

Comprehensive Community Services for Alcoholics, The Williamsburg Papers. February
1969. Superintendent of Documents, U.S: Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.
20402, Price 65c. -Limited quantities available free from NCALI.

Erwin, Richard E. Defense of Drunk Driving Cases. Third Edition. Albany: Matthew
Bender, 1971.

Fbcts About' Alcohol and Alcoholism. NIAAA, DHEW Publication (ADM) 75-31,
Printed 1974, Repnnted 1975, U.S. Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government
PrintinvOffice, Washington, D.C. 20402. Pnce 85c. Stock Number 017-024-00351-4
Catalogue .No.- HE 208302-F11. Also available free in limited cruantities from NCALI

Fine. E and P. Scoles, "Alcdhol, Alcoholism and, Highway Safety." Public Health

Reviews (Israel) 1974, pp. 423-436.

.Fine E., P. Scoles i and M- Mulligan, "Under the Influence...." Public Health Reports,
Vol. 90, Sept/Oot. 1975, pp. 424-429.

From Program to People: Towards la National Policy on Alcoholism Services and Pre-

vention. NIAAA, DHEW Publicat4on No. (ADM) 75-155, Printed 1974, available from
NCALI.
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Highway Safety Program Manual. Department of Transportations NHTSA. January
1969.

N.

. .
Malfetti, J. and 13,- Winter. Counie ling Manual for DWI Counterattack. Programs.

Sponsored by AAA Foundation for Traffic Safety. New York: Teachers College, Columbia
4'University, 1976.

.
-.

.
Model Cost:Accounting System Manual Multiple Direct Service Volume I. Preparedby John T. Corby and Associates, Inc.,. Washington, D.C.: National In-stitute on Alcohol

Abu-se and Alcoholism, 1975.
Model Cost Accounting System Manual Multiple Direct Servtte Volume 11. Prepared

. by John T. Corby and Associates, Inc., Washington, D.C.: National Institute on Alcohol
Abuse and Alcoholism, 1975.

Proceedings of the 6th International Conference on Alcohol, Drugs, and Traffic Safety.
Toronto, Canada, September 8-13, 1974. Edited by S. Israelstam and S. .Lambert; Addiction
Research Foundation of Ontario, 33 Russell Street, Toronto:Canada M5S2S1 (Order
No. P-240;Clothbound $30.00).

Rx: 'First Aid for the Drunken' Driver Begins in Your Office: GPO 717-793, 'Revised
June 1973, U.S. Department of Transportation, NI -JTSA.

Second Special Report to the U.S. Congress on Alcohol and Health from the Secretary
of Health, Education and Welfare, Morris E. Chafetz, M.D., Chai an of the Task Force,
U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. Alcohol and ighway Safety Section,
pp. 127-144. Limited quantities available free from NCALI.r

Seixas, F. and S. Eggleston (Eds.) Work.in Progt.ess on 4icoholism: New York: Annals
of the New York Academy of Sciences, 1916.

Studies on Drinking and Driying," Quarterly Journal of Studies on Alcohol, Sup-
plement No. 4,-May 1968, Seldeny. Bacon, Ph.D., Special Edition, available from Editorial
Office, Center for Alcohol Studies, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, New Jersey ()spy.
Single copy cost $4.50.

v.... /
Traffic Safety 1974. U.S. Department of Transportation, NHTSA. A Report of

Activity under the Highway Safety Act of 1966:W0W-801-699), 1974.
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APPENDIX C

Treatment Resources in Pennsylvania

Alcoholism Treatment Facilities pirectory, published by Alcohol and Dtug Problems

association of North America, 1130 Seventeenth Street Washington, D:C. 20036.

1-10 copies $7.50i plus 50t mailing per copy. While published in 1973, it is the most -coln-

prehensive listin(of almost all state and local programs available.

Facilities Directorks within a 'specific geographic area should be available at the Office

of the Drug and Alcohol Authority for your county which would be listed in the Yellow

Pages under Social Services.

Additionally, the Local Council of the National Council on 'Alcoholism also maintains

a resource file on local Alcoholism Treatment Facilities in the Council's area and are listed

in the telephone White Pages under National Council on Alcoholism.

If the above resources prove inadequate, The Governor's Council on Drug and Alcohol

Abuse maintains an information Clearinghouse known as ENCORE (717) 787-9761 located

at the Riverside Office Building-One; 2101 North Front Street, Harrisbutg, Pennsylvania

17110 for special inforination.

Additionally, there are four Division Offices located in four regions of Pennsylvania

with staff available for special information and counsultation needs. These offices are:

Division Office I

Mr. Jacob Armstrong, Chief
Alcohol Institute
915 Corinthian Avenue

Va. 191,30
(215) 232-5550

Division Office III,

Ms. Ellen Shoemaker, thief
Rirrside Office Center #2
2101 North Front Street
Harrisburg, P.. 17120
4717) 78,3-8307

23i

Division Office II

Ms. Cathille Fidrych,rhief
43 Main Street
Pittston, Pa. '18640
(717) 655-6801

Division Office IV

Ms. ;Toni Williams, Chief
3406 Fifth Avenue, 3rd Floor
Pittsburgh. Pa. 15213
(412) 565-5765
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APPE11DIX,D

Pennsylvanlb Alcohol-Highway Safety Program Judicial, Law Enforcement, Counselingand Rehabilitation, and Education Program Reference List:

All Of the Manuals for the fiennsYlvania Alcohol-Highway,Safety Prograrii can beobtained from the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation Highway Safety Group:

Pennsylvania Alcohol-Highway Safety Program Judicial Manual: Philadelphia; Leiss'Lithographers Press, 1976;

Prepared f.of the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation and the Commonwealthof Pennsylvania Govern i's Council on Drug and Alcog'ol Abuse.

Pennsylvania Alcohol-Highway Safety Program Law Enforcement Manual:Philadelphia: Leiss Lithographers Press, 1976;

Prepared for the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation and ,the Commonwealthof Pennsylvania Governor's Council on Drug and Alcohol Abuse.

Pennsylvania Alcohol-Highway Safety Program Counseling and RehabilitationManual: Philadelphia Leis? Lithographers Press, 1976

Prepared for the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation and the Commonwealthof Pennsylvania,Goverticir's Council on Drug and Alcohol Abuse.
(1'

Pennsylvania Alcohol-Highway Safety Program Pennsylvania DUI Safe DrivingSchool Instructors Guide- Philadelphia. Leiss Lithographers Press, 1976:
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